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DISCLAIMER
!

i

| This is an unofficial transcript of a meeting of the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission held on April 20, 1983 in the,

Commission's offices at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. The
meeting was open to public attendance and observation. This transcript
has not been reviewed, corrected, or edited, and it may contain inaccuracies.

The transcript is intended solely for general informational purposes.
As provided by 10 CFR 9.103, it is not part of the formal or informal record

i of decision of the matters discussed. Expressions of opinion in this
transcript do not necessarily reflect final determinations or beliefs.
No pleading or other paper may be filed with the Commission in any proceeding
as the result of or addressed to any statement or argument contained herein,
except as the Commission may authorize.
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l-
- 2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Good afternoon, ladies and

3 gentlemen. We are meeting this afternoon to allow repre-

sentatives of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA,4

.

5 to brief the Commissioners on the results of the most recent

6 emergency exercise at the Indian Point facility. This

7 exercise was held on March 9, 1983.

The Commissioners have been provided with copies ofe

9 the Assessment Report provided by FEMA, Recion II Director.

to and our purpose in meeting today is to go over the details of

i t' the report and allow FEMA to respond to Commissioner questions.

12 The Commission will be meeting again at a later date to

(' i3 discuss possible actions it can t'ake regHrding the Indian

14 Point plant in light of deficiencies still remaining in the

is off-site emergency preparedness around the facility.

is Do any of my fellow Commissioners have any addi-

17 tional remarks they would like to make before we start? Then

is I propose turning the meeting over to Mr. Jeff Bragg, who is

is the Executive Deputy Director for FEMA.

2o MR. BRAGG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here"

21 today with Mr. Dick Krimm, who is Assistant Associate Director

for the Office of National Technological Hazards, as well as22

23 Frank Petrone, Regional Director for FEMA's Region II.

I would like to discuss FEMA's latest report in'

a 24p

25 our continuing process to review and evaluate off-site plans
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1 and preparedness at Indian Point power plant.
.

2 In our meeting of December 21, 1982, we gave the

3 Commission our position on the adequacy of off-site plans for

4 Indian Point. We could not render a judgment on the adequacy

5 of preparedness, however, since an exercise of those plans
-

.

o could not be conductad before the end of the 120-day clock.

7 As you remember, this Was due to limitations of state and

a local resources which were already fully committed to the

9 corrective planning actions due at the beginning of December.

to They could not be concurrently committed to exercise prepara-

tion in a way that would yield a meaningful test of the plans'11

12 implementation before December 2, 1982; thus, we were only
.

~ '~

( is able to make a judgment on the plans themselves. A plan is

ultimately only valuable if it can be implemented well. This14

is is the essence of preparedness. A judgment could not be made

on the preparedness aspect until after the exercise in earlyis

17 March. Thus, we committed that by April 15th, or as soon as

to possible after the March exercise, we would.present our find-

is ings on the adequacy of off-site preparedness'at Indian Point.

20 ' We delivered that report to the Commission on Friday

ai and are prepared to discuss it today. We would like to use

22 a series of slides to present our evaluation of the' exercise

23 and FEMA's recommended actions. Actions on these recommenda-

24 tions will be important since FEMA's basic finding is that the,

2s state of off-site preparedness at Indian Point is inadequate

TAYLOE ASSOCiNIES
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,

i to protect the health and safety of the population within

i '

2 the ten-mile emergency planning zone.

I 3 Before beginning the discussion of the deficiencies

)
4 in corrective actions, I would like to stress again the view

,

s that FEMA's evaluation of off-site preparedness is an oncoing

e task that continually re-examines the state of preparedness.

1

7 It is in this context that I am requesting Mr. Krimm and Mr.

8 Petrone to present our findings on the adequacy of prepared-
,

9 Dess at Indian Point.

I With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would likeio

: to turn a portion of this meeting over to Mr. Krimm for hisii

'
12 Presentation.

i(
CHAIRMAN PALLA'DINO: A'll righ'E' Thank you.

( is .

,

i4 MR. KRIMM: Thank you.

.
is We have a series of overhead slides which we would

:

is like to give to you on the off-site preparedness at the Indian

Point nuclear station.iv

(Slide)
5 to

I believe it Would be helpful if I could go through19

all of these and then you could ask the questions of me and2o

Mr. Petrone later.21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It may be helpful, but that
22,

may not be --' -

23

(Laughter)*

24

{^
MR. KRIbB1: All right. I thought it would be25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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useful to start out showing the geographical location ofi

2 Indian Point with the ten-mile emergency planning zone. As

3 you know, it is 35 miles north of New York City in Westchester
,

County and located in Buchanan, New York.d

s (slide)

o The next slide will show the County emergency

7 response Centers for the County of Orange. These are located

e in Goshen, New York; the County of Putnam is located in

9 Carmel, the County of Westchester is located in White Plains,
!

and for the County of Rockland it is located in Pomona.io

11 (Slide)

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could you hold this slide
| |
1 \ - - - .-.

_

a minute since a lot of the discussion will focus on it.4 13

14 MR. KRIMM: Yes, surely.
,

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Thank you.

16 MR. KRIMM: Okay, thank you.

17 The next slide.

is (Slide)

This slide will show where the emergency operations19

2o facility is located in Buchanan, New York, close to the

Indian Point facilities.2:

(Slide)22

The next slide. This will show'our August 2nd23

interim finding which we discussed with you. The major24

deficiencies cited at -that time were notification methods and25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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procedures, which included siren malfunctions -- I might say

1 :
2 that I am going to get into the detailed list, and I thoughtY

a I would just highlight what these were in August -- public

4 education and information, which included lack of public
.

s awareness about emergency plans; protective response, which ,

*

included lack of means to notify transient population, inade-e

7 quacies dealing with the use of evacuation routes, and lack
;

e of agreements with bus drivers; the radiological exposure

Control, which included limited 24-hour capability to determine9

exposure received by emeraency workers; and the responsibilityio

for the planning effort, which included state, local
is

preparedness effort and need for compensatory measures.. -12

f - I am now going to get~into a review of the major x,3 ,

deficiencies, which were based on the results of the March 9, -

,4

1983 exercise.is

(Slide) '

,e

This is a review, again, of the five previously,7

deficient standards. The notification methods and procedures -

,,

are now adequate except for Rockland County. The public
,,

education and information is adequate in Orange and Putnam2o

j Counties and in the State of New York. Deficiencies'still
,,

exist in Rockland County and Westchester County. The public

|

remains uninformed and inadequate distribution of brochures |,,

|
''

in both cases., . ,,
{,

| We wish to note, though, that Westchester County.
:

23

TAYLCE - ASSOCIATES |
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will,be adequate if the brochure is distributed prior toi

2 June 1, 1983.
a

3 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I don't understand that.
.

4 MR. KRIMM: I will let Frank Petrone --

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me give you the reason

.

6 I don't understand it. First, is it based upon your knowing

7 what is in the brochure and so you are judging that that

a brochure will produce adequacy? And then second, I don't

o understand what is magic about June 1st.:

10 MR. PETRONE: Okay. First of all, that brochure

ti had been delayed for specific reasona. Plan revisions due

12 to be submitted to us in January were not submitted until

( ia -March, at which time we could not adequately review the plan,

14 revisions to assure that a brochure would be approved for

15 printing for an annual submission.

16 We Concurred with the County and with the State at
;

17 that point to delay the brochure so that we would not have..

is misinformation presented to the public and that the brochure

is when printed would include the revisions. What we based the

ao June 1st date on was basically --

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you are saying that you

have reviewed the brochure.22
,

23 MR. PETRONE: We are reviewing the revisions, and

I"' then the brochure is to be submitted to us. We haven't seen24
( s .. ,

25 it.

TAYLOE ' ASSOCIATES
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i i COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: All right. So you don't at

d' 2 this moment really know whether or not that brochure would be

,

3 adequate.

4 4 MR. PETRONE: No. And why we chose June 1st was
Y

that interpreting annual submission is annual submission5

1

3
e prior to the last brochure. is directly after it, and what we

did is we adopted- your window in terms of how you estimatej 7
$

e when an exercise should be scheduled, so three months priorj
.

9 or three months following. We felt it would be fair at that
;

point because the work that has been done with the brochureio

with regard to the Utility and the County is in process.d

it

4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is anything beina done in^
12

( - .
.- _

Rockland County on brochuren?( i3

i4 MR. PETRONE: No. Nothing is being done in

Rockland County for the simple reason that that plan is notis

is complete yet.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: There are no brochures being'

i7

issued in Rockland County?is

'.ochures being issued.MR. PETRONF. .c -

; ig

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO And who made that decision?2o

MR. PETRONE: That is a decision basically of the
21

County. They are in a planning process-at this point, and a
22

brochure, of course, is not going to be printed until the'

2a

! plan is completely. adopted.'

(. -
24

. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The brochure and distribution
25,

TAYLOE . ASSOCIATES
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i is a County function?

2 MR. PETRONE: Yes.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And the Westchester County

4 brochure, does that revision incorporate the revised plan by

the County Executive on the school?5

6 MR. PETRONE: That is being considered at this

7 point.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So it is still not complete.

9 MR. PETRONE: That still has to be submitted to us

in regard to reviewing that as a plan, and we will have ourso

it comments with regard --

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you haven't passed on12

(
.' i3 that yet.

~ '-

MR. PETRONE: No.i4

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are brochures to be issued

is periodically?

MR. PETRONE: Annually.17

(Slide)io

MR. KRIMM: Let us continue, t hen, with these
ig

deficiencies. Protective response is adequate in Orangeznd2o

Putnam Counties and in the State of New York. Deficiencies2

still exist in Rockland and Westchester Counties. Westchester
,2

did not demonstrate the capability to implement evacuation
23

Procedures necessary to protect the public.24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: As I read the report, it
25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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i seemed to focus primarily on the lack of training of bus

2 drivers.
.

3 MR. PETRONE: That's correct.

*

4 MR. KRIMM: Yes.
|

s CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Was that lack of training of

the bus driver in the absence of a contract? One placee

mentions the absence of a contract; the other --7

9

MR. PETRONE: In the absence of contract or agree-a
4

ments. basically were takenup in our plan review as we sub-"

o

mit it to you. This is post-exercise assessment, so we wouldio

really not get into that because it is not a product of the
si

.

exercise.! 12

CHAIRMAN PALLAbINO: B'ut your~ letter mentioned it.
4 33

MR. PETRONE: We mention that as something that is
34

still pending.is

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that a requirement, that
is

there be such a contract?37

MR. PETRONE: Yes, that we have assurances that
io

there are agreements in place. I would mention at this point
,,

go that the problem of training had been that we found that the

training had been issued just' previous to the exercise, and
2

we found that in our five routes that were pre-decided, that

basically there were many problems with regard to knowledge
23 _

that the bus drivers had.with regard to their routes, with
3

i
regard to the reception. centers that they were to go to, and25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES'
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regarding the fact of the timing in terms of when they would
,

,

; - 2 arrive at the specific destination.

3 We found there was tremendous confusion there, and

we find it is a product of the limited training that has taken4

s' place, that basically took place just prior to the exercise.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are these routes that theye

follow their normal routes?i 7

MR. PETRONE: Yes, sir.o

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, then I do'n' t understand9

io why they wouldn't know their routes.
'l

MR. PETRONE: Basically these routes had been
31

determined in the plan, and the trainina is supposed to124

Easically enlighten the drivers with regWrd to their specific
~

y ,3

routes or specific assianments. Obviously, the training that
4

,

did take place was not adequate for the simple reason we foundos

there wt3 confusion between the bus drivers, dispatchers and
is

the bus drivers with regard to their assignments and thej i7

information given to them. This is a problem and it is'

is

something that we have mentioned in the report as a deficiency
3,

i

and a recommended corrective action that should take place." 2o

MR. KRIMM: Let us move on, then -- oh, I'm sorry. j
2

|

Excuse me.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On the contractual matter,
23

lyou say that in your judgment the lack of a set of formal
24

agreements.still remains a deficiency?2s i

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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! i MR. PETRONE: It'still remains a deficiency, and
;

- 2 we have had much discussion with Westchester and the State on
:

I 3 this issue. In fact -- I will mention that over the course
i

4 of a year, this has been an item that we have all discussed,
,

s and basically I think there has been some concurrence with

regard to what the approach will be. Westchester, along with6;

7 the State, is at this point pursuing a transportation study*

,

to be done to basically study the entire process ofa

transportation and as it relates to the evacuation program.9

|

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Transportation across the
to

whole spectrum of all possible needs or transportation --si

i

MR. PETRONE: All possible needs, including --2
:

f'
~ -

COMMISSIONER A'HEARNE: ~ What~f meant was is iti3

broader than for nuclear emergencies?i4

is MR. PETRONE: No, it is just for this specific-

situation. The study group that was composed is composed of
is

the State as well as the utilities. It's composed also of
i7

F

members from the various bus companies, and they have
is

_ proposed to undertake the study which calls for in the studyi,

various commitments and agreements. The projected date of
2o

this study is to be completed by the end of the year. This
2i

is the last date'that was given to us, this December '83.
22.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's the transportation
23

safety planning group that you mentioned -in your letter? !
24, ;

(

MR '. PETRONE: -Yes.
25

TAYLOE ' ASSOCIATES
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: MR. KRIMM: The radiological exposure control is

2 now adequate except for Rockland ' County. The responsibility

[ for the planning effort remains deficient but involvesa

t

Rockland County only.4

s' (Slide)

All the previous 34 sub-elements are listed pluse
4

7 seven new minor --

a CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You talk about the planning
i

effort and then you talk about the exposure control.
'

o

to (Slide)

How did the exercise go with regard to the actualsi

12 exposure control?

!,
~~

MR. PETRONE: " Basic'all'y it we'nt well, as we have
i3

s

i i .S stated here, except in Rockland County, and that is another

i

| is issue in itself. That is specifically the reason why we

felt it was not adequate there. As you know,.there is no'is

1

participation from that county, and there were some problems,7

in --is
.

! COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: During duty hours.-
is

A

! MR. PETRONE: Right.2o

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But'was there participation
2:

by the State?22

MR. PETRONE: Yes.23

CHAIRMAN.PALLADINO: Was their participation
24

not adequate?25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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i MR. PETRONE: In terms of this item here,

.I
$ 2 radiological exposure control, let me just refer to Roger

3 Koestry, who is Chairman of RAC.

4 MR. KOWIESKI: In Rockland County, as far as the

5 exposure control is concerned, the State demonstrated good

e capability except in bus companies and --

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Except in what?

a MR.KOWIESKI: Bus companies did not have a larae

enough supply of potassium iodide, and again, there was a9

,

to problem with dosimetry. There was not enough supply of'

is dosimeters.

32 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay. Well, we can come back
,

fater.
'

' ~~-j i3

14 MR. KRIMM: If I could move on , then , to the Indian

is Point status report.

is (Slide)

i7 Notification methods and procedures. The

is deficiency -- and we have listed the deficiency and the year

that it occurred. It will show 1982, and this basically19

20 is a repeat of the presentation we made in 1982, but it is

at to give you an update of where we are. One of the deficiencies
,

under notification methods and procedures was the siren22

system regnires* improvement. At that time the proposed23

corrective action w as that the utility provide certification24

that sirens worked. Present status is adequate.-as

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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i In 1982 there was inadequate emergency broadcast

(
2 system messages and criteria. The proposed corrective action

3 was that the State will develop the emergency broadcasting

4 system message criteria, modify plans and develop generic

f 5 messages. That is now adequate.

i
'

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: How do you evaluate..the adequacf

7 of these broadcast messages?

a MR. PETRONE: Roger.

9 MR.KOWIESKI: When an alert notification system

is activated, and specifically when sirens sound and toneto.

it alert radius will go up, what we watch for, look for is timely

12 activation of EBS system. In other words, we want to make

'{ 13 certain the public will be notified shortly after the sirens

14 are sounded as to what protective action to take.

'

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But I thought here one of

16 the -- at least the phrasing, and as I recall, the issue was

17 the messages would be inadequate. How do you assess the

is adequacy of the message? I think what you just responded to is

19 the procedure for putting the message on the air.

20 MR.KOWIESKI: That's right. During the 120-day*

,

ai clock, we reviewed the new EBS procedures, EBS messages again

22 for conciseness, for accuracy, and to make certain that they

23 are informative.

"

24 MR. PETRONE: May I add something here? There had
d

25 been a PIO work group with representation from the counties as

TAYLOE - ASSOCIATES
REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL REPORTERS
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i well as the State, and they reviewed many of these issues

2 following that, and at that point they came up with revisions"

3 to this entire program. So it was, I think, a collective

4 effort, and t his is basically how we came up with the

s information that would be adequate for EBS, and it had

e improved.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is it fair to say the true

assessment of the adequacy of the message is judgment by thee

People involved in putting the messages together that these9

io messages will be clear?

ii MR. PETRONE: I think it's fair to say that any

:
first responder involved should be involved in the planning12

^ ~'

and we pull those people into t' hit planning processi3 process,
,

and they are the ones that have to issue these and work withi4

1

this. So their advice was well-taken.is

MR. KRIMM: Also in 1982 the inadequate publicis

information office procedures -- the corrective action proposed17

.

i was that state and county plans will be revised to reflect all
is _

concerns in the interim finding. This is now adequate. There
,,

is inadequate notification of Rockland emergency personnel and"

2o

local ~ schools. The action proposed was initial call-out
2

methods in county plan will be improved and paging equipment .

2,
!

will be ordered. This is adequate. The plan was submitted by
23

the State.'

24.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But that obviously.has that
25

1
1

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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: little asterisk next to it that says it involves Rockland

,i
2 County, and the --

)

s MR. KRIMM: That's right, yes.'

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Where is the asterisk?
.
.

; s COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is not on there, but --4

.

e (Slide)
.

i 7 MR. KRIMM: Continuing on notification methods and
,

a procedures, the deficiency in 1982 for inadequate procedures
,

for notifying Federal agencies. The proposed corrective
i 9
)

action was state plan to include telephone numbers. This is
io

1

now adequate. The public information of ficers must be trained'

,

i 12 on revised procedures. The State was going to develop
f
' ~ E training. schedule for all statd and co'6hty public informa-i ,3

1

tion officers. This is now adequate.i i4

!

FEMA has an outdated emergency broadcasting system'

is

i 16 plan. The State will furnish FEMA with a current emergency

1

broadcasting system plan. This is now adequate. .The emergency
i7

i

broadcast system plan does not detail activation procedures; is

for the four-county area. The State and County plans will'
i,

be modified accordingly and provide ten lead emergency2o

broadcast system stations. Meetings will be held with all
2

.

EBS station management. :This is now adequate.
22

(Slide)23
l

! Deficiency: evacuation buses were'not~ equipped with
,,

radios'for communication. This is the 1983 deficiency. The
i as
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proposed corrective action is that each evacuation bus shouldi;

F be equipped with radio for communications. The present2

i 3 status is this is a minor deficiency.

,

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there plans to get those
4

s radios installed?
y

6 MR. PETRONE: Yes.
7

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is the timetable?l 7
,

a MR. PETRONE: There aren' t any buses in Rockland

1 s County to review.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is the proposed date?io

MR. PETRONE: We are hoping this will be sometime --
i:

|
i I really don' t want to be pinned to anydate.i2

~

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, I'm' ot trying to do that.j i3

j MR. PETRONE: This is being worked on now, and as
i4

1

it is being donc, as far as I understand, following thei is
!

l exercise there have been some installations already.; is

MR. KRIMM: In the 1983 exercise the State andi7
,

j County officials responsible for mobilization of emergencyis

) resources did not receive timely notification of the alert- in*

i,

Westchester, Orange md Putnam Counties. The proposed correc-l
20

tive action is State and Counties should meet with the utility
21

;

to review the procedures for ensuring the_ mobilization of
22,

.

emergency resources. This is a minor deficiency.
23

The bottom line for the Standard E notification andu .,

,
,

I methods procedures is that they-are now adequate.25
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i

1 (Slide) |.

1
>

2 -Public education and information is the next.
.

-

3 standard I wanted to discuss. In 1982 we found a deficiency
4

that the public appears uninformed about the radiological4

2

5 emergency planning and preparedness plan. The proposed correc-
!

tive action was that public education program developed bye
,

? the state, county and utilities will be initiated. The
i

present status is this still remains deficient' in Rockland anda

9 Westchester Counties.

i to COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was. puzzled in your'

i

report and I wondered if perhaps you could explain to me your-11

12 judgment as to why in some areas -- I seem to recall Putnam
i '

Eeing one -- that'the people on your surihy seem to know what
~ ~

!( is

84 sirens meant, and the other area, people did not seem to know

is what sirens meant.

16 MR. PETRONE: I think again it depends on the effort
i
1

17 that is being put forth here.
:

) is (Commissioner Gilinsky left the room at 2:40 p.m.)

; I think what we are looking for here -- and ofis

2o course, in assessing some of this during the exercise, this

is by no means a scientific assessment. It is merely some of23
i

i- our observers' questioning some sp6t individual. "

22
i

j 23 In the p6blic education program in Rockland-
,

24 County, there hasn't been any-distribution of. brochures.

25 ' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But there was in Westchester ..

i- |
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i County.

I 2 MR. PETRONE: In Westchester County it was a year

3 ago. .

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.
:

5 MR. PETRONE: There have been changes made.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But were the changes ones

that would have led them to be confused about the meaning of7

a the siren?

9 MR. PETRONE: I don't believe so, because there had

to been no brochure that showed the change. The brochure was

i it still to come.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right. Right.
I

MR. PETRONE: I think it is still a product of
{ i3

i4 basically more the effort that is portrayed in those individual

is counties, and we find, of course, there are regulations that

we look to for having a brochure distributed and having otherte

37 things distributed. Following that, I think it is an effort

.of basically the county and to a great extent.perhapsis

Cooperation with the utility in terms of some of their public19

service announcements.2o

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I wanted to find out what sort
; 2:

lof question was asked so that people -- do they know what a
i 22

siren, any siren means?23

MR. PETRONE: As I'said, it wasn't' scientific. An
24

observer would go up and say, "Do you understand what this25
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siren means?" without trying to give them any informationi

2 that would sway them one way or the other, a nd in some

| 3 instances people would say, no, I don't; in other instances

4 they might have said, yes, it's this exercise, or it's Indian

5 Point, and then I think there was a follow-up question, too,

6 of, wel-1, what would you do?

7 I think where we had some problems is where people

didn't respond in terms of the fact they would turn on theira

9 radios and their EBS station.

Io COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Do you have any sense of how

big a sample size you are talking about?11

12 MR. PETRONE: No, it was a small check,.and this

i 'a is not something that was'scienti'fic, so I wouldn't hang myi

14 hat on it. I would hang my hat on Rockland and Westchester

with regard to the fact that I know there .is a problem thereis

is with the distribution of the material.

17 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: llow recently did Putnam

to put out their material?

19 MR. PETRONE: There was a brochure -- when was that

20 distributed, Roger?

2: MR. KOWIESKI: Just before the exercise.

22 MR. PETRONE: That may have answered your question.

23 MR. KRIMM: Deficiency of . inadequate distribution

.
24 of the' brochure, " Indian Point Planning and You."

i.

25 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: Dick, I'm sorry. I should
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i have --- if the Westchester County brochure a year ago did
.

2 describe accurately what they were supposed to do with

|

3 respect to the siren, going back to one of the earlier

4 slides, then the brochure, if filed by June 1st, would be

5 adequate; what would lead you to have confidence that the new

e brochure would be more successful in cetting the Westchester

7 people to understand what the siren meant?

8 MR. PETRONE: I really couldn't say that it would

9 be. I can only say that it would have the right information

to and reflect what the plan calls for and give them the

it information necessary for them to be part of the plan. I

12 would say it would probably be more successful if, of course,
~ ''

with the distribution there was an extenslve campaign launched( i3

with regard to this brochure and the-importance behind it, andi4

is I think perhaps this is something that we are getting to.

16 I should mention the reason we did this on the

17 spotcheck is because we felt that it is all well'and good to

is submit brochures and have these things printed, and here we

19 are telling the public what to do, but to a great extent is it

2o really workable? And I think we are looking for a means to

evaluate them to make some new recommendations for improvement.21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:'Given that last comment, I
22

am a little surprised by - the earlier comments only- in the23

_
2g sense that I think you pointed out the survey samples you took

23 really would not give you, I quess,. statistical significance, .
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'

1 so you wouldn't want to reach a conclusion either that it did

I 2 inform or it did not inform.

3 MR. PETRONE: No, I can't reach that conclusion.

The only conclusion I could reach is that I think the public4

5 information piece is important and there is a lot of ef fort
i

6 that has to go behind it.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

O MR. KRIMM: Inadequate distribution of the brochure,
!

]
" Indian Point Planning and You." The State is developing more9

! 10 specialized distribution methods to provide new and current

11 residents the brochure. However, in Rockland and Westchester;

j

; 12 Counties, this remains deficient.

j _ _ -
.

_

it 13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Dick, ._.I'm puzzled, then.

- 84 This is the State developing the distribution methods. I
,

thought it was the County that distributed hte brochure.15

i

16 MR. PETRONE: Yes, but the State.is in here taking

1

17 the lead in terms of developing methods, other types of

to methods to distribute the brochure. As you.are aware, there

19 are different methods utilized.
,

: 20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I should not infer that the
!
!

mi State is going to do any of the actual distribution?-

;

22 MR. PETRONE: No.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Will the same brochure be used
!

'- 24 in all counties or is it being used?
, ,

25 MR. PETRONE: There is a brochure for each county

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES'
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|

1

| separate.

I
| ( ~. 2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The separate one, " Indian

;.

3 Point Planning and You," would be separate for each county?
:

4 MR. PETRONE: Yes.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And Westchester, have they
<

6 distributed this?

:

7 MR. PETRONE: No, sir. Hopef~ully it will be

8 distributed, we are hoping for June 1st.

< 9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Westchester?

Io MR. PETRONE: Yes.

i 11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Isn't this the brochure that
!

| 12 was distributed last year?

I/
-

MR. PETRONE: This is the bro'chure -- let me get' . ' ' 't 3

!

i 14 back to where we are. Yes, this is last year's, correct.

is It was distributed last year.,

i.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Does this suggest they have

!

17 to be distributed more than once a year if people are to<

î
remember them, or some attention called to them?is

:

19 MR. PETRONE: I think that is something 5e are

:

20 looking at, and I think that is something we are. going to have
;

21 to make a decision on eventually, is what the means are; and*

again I would say it is probably going to be a collective22

i |

23 decision with regard to the County's involvement.-- they know.

i e

I 24 their people -- and the involvement of_ the State. I think we
. ( .,

25 are looking for ways to get the word out to people more'
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1 effectively.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Just as a side comment, I

3 can recall when we were debating in our -- I guess Vic is

4 gone, but Vic might remember when we were debatina the

emergency planning rule on the Commission and looking and
^

5

talking about what kind of requirements we put on our licen-6

sees for the distribution of information. That was an issue7

we were very uncertain about, how often to do it. Some people
a

felt it should be done every month, and others felt that if9

you do it once, then you wouldn't have to repeat it for anotherto

11 several years. So t here is great uncertainty of what is the

retention time and how well do they read it.12

MR. PETRONE: I may mention that something
( ta

interesting is taking place in Orange where they have a slide14

presentation that they put together where they are beginningis

to network that through various civic organizations and
is

different meetings that take place in their county. We are
17

going-to continue to look at that and see how effective thatto

is. That may be another means of notifying the public and a
is

t

~

2o step that can_be taken.
..

I COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: To what extent are those
2:

1

kinds of emergency brochures melded with a ny other emergency
22

action planning that you or the State or the' County 'does, for23

example,'for chemicals or, in this area, hurricanes?24

MR. PETRONE: Itis not at this point.
| 25

|
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: CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is what?

' 2 MR. PETRONE: It is not at this point. This is a

3 specific piece. As you well know, we are not finished with

4 350 at Indian Point. We have not finished 350 in any of the

5 plants in the region.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you use the sirens for other

7 purposes in addition to --

0 MR. PETRONE: No, sir. They can, though.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, but I meant right now

they are used only for Indian Point purposes.to

11 MR. PETRONE: Yes. I think a point I was going to
.

bring up was the fact that perhaps when we finish our 35012

; is process, initially, at.least, bedause it is ongoing and con-

14 tinues, there may be considerations we could look at in terms

of utilizing some of the same practices or ~ the same mediumsis

with regard to some of our other emergencies. We do have-16

awareness campaigns that we run through headquarters and17

through our regions with regard to winter awareness, hurricaneio

is awareness, flooding and the like, and-it may very'well'be that

someday we will be running a nuclear power plant awareness2o

2 program. But that is your decision.

(Laughter)22

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: When are you going to
23

,

finish the 350 process?24

25 MR. PETRONE: The process around Indian Point, I
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i think, really cannot be determined right now. We have the

'

2 situation in Rockland, and of course Mestchester still has

3 concerns and problems that they are becinning to address

through their transportation planning. With regard to Putnam4

and Orange we are much more confident in terms of the things5

that are pretty much in line, and with some of the minor6

7 deficiencies and administrative problems handled, we may be

e closer to it. I really could not aiv~e you a firm date at this

9 point, but then again, our 350 process signs of f on the entire

to ten-mile EPZ.

11 MR. KRIbM: And that has to come from the covernor

2 of the state?

MR. PETRONE: And the recommendation would go from13

i4- our region to the headquarters and then they would sign off.

is MR. KRIMM: Let me continue. On the brochure, one

of the deficiencies we found was a need for brochures inis

languages other than English. A survey will be done by the17

utility to determine the size and number of foreign-speakingio

communities in the emergency planning zone. This is now
39

20 adequate.

END T 1 2:

22

23

24
\

25
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r2/4cyl : COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I'm not sure what is now

( adequate.2

3 MR. KRIMM: The fact that we reviewed it, the survey

4 was done, and -- Frank, I will let you answer that.

5 MR. PETRONE: The survey was complete and it was
.

found there were various different-speaking populations ine

the area, and rather than getting into printing different7

a brochures and distributing them, you know, how would you

dent fy a Certain individual or family that is non-English9

io speaking? It became difficult to do that.

What had been recommended, and again through the

task force approach that we recommended and that was put12

~
~

~'~ Eogether last year, was the~ fact that le'E's network this, ,3

entire information through the civic orcanizations, the34

religious organizations that represent or at least identify-is

with that speaking population. This had been recommended 2nd
ic

this is what has --17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It has been done?io

MR. PETRONE: Yes. Aga,in, the brochure question in
,,

.some of these counties is still the issue, and the issue is2o

in Westchester by and'large there is a non-English speaking
2,

popula tion .

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But my question really was
23

has that networking been done, and if'your answer is yes,
2,

! .

the follow-up question is: how do you know?25
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Was it tested?

2 MR. KOWIESKI: Actually, we don't have an indication

3 from the State that it is being done richt now -- that has

been done, okay? As far as we are concerned, at this point4

what we can tell you is that the methodology has been5

6 approved by FEMA. Thus far what has been done at this point

7 We Cannot tell you. We have not received any feedback from

o the State.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Who is supposed to be check-

to ing on that?

11 MR. KOWIESKI: We are supposed to be checking on it.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I didn't mean that. I mean

/ '33 'is the State supposed to check on whethef that --

14 MR. KOWIESKI: We are dealina through the State. The
,

is State has a coordinating role in the whole process. So the

ic State would be the one to inform us as to w hat has been

37 accomplished in this area. -

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So the State is supposed to

then check whether or not - you say there is an improvedis

2o methodology. The State then, as far as your understanding,

is going to check.on whether the counties then put that into21

effect.2;

MR. KOWIESKI: That's right. That's correct.23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: And insofar as this24
(

25 exercise is concerned, that was not an element that was
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' checked.
1

i
2 MR. KOWIESFI: It was not part of the exercise

;

3 scenario.;

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What do you do with regard to'

5' other kinds of evacuations with regard to foreign-speaking

6 communities?

7 MR. PETRONE: We work specifically with-the local

i a governments and the State government in any type of evacuation

or emergency response. All of them are dealing specifically9

! to with local government and state covernment. As you know, our

!

role in this program is technical advice a",d planning and8'

12 review of plans, and we also have another role, and that is

the response role in the event there were an accident. In our13

14 other experiences in our other programs, all of our response

>

15 is based on the relationships that we have with our local

i

governments and with the state governments. All responses16'

! begin at the local level, in which case some of :the local17
!

4

is problems, such as non-English speaking communities,fwould be'

! is dealt with by the local government. In the event local:

government cannot handle or does not have Lthe capability to20.

! 2 handle an extensive emergency, this is where the state backs.

' them up and assumes some of the responsibility, and of' course22
!

! 23 we would be there to back up the state.
i

, . . - - 24 So-it is a local issue and something handled at
ik

25 the local level, hopefully.
i -.
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i COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Give me some sense of what

it percentage of- the rest of the population you are talking
'

2

3 a bout in this specific --

4 MR. KOWIESKI: I would say it is very small, less

s than 4,000 people.

e MR. PETRONE: Less than 4,000 people out of --

7 MR. KOWIESKI: 257,000.

a COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Less than 4,000 are non-English

o speaking?

io MR. KOWIESKI: That's right.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But the routes that you have
::

for other non-nuclear disasters could also work in t his case12

If needed if there were no brochdres in -foreign languages. |j i3

MR. PETRONE: If the regulations call for a34 ,

brochure, we have no other ' choice but to assume.that.is

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Which regulations call for a
ic

brochure?17

MR. PETRONE: The public information programming.
to

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: .The NUREG. suggests that is.one
19

way of accomplishing it.2o

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We require an annual
21

distribution of information.22

MR. KRIMM: Usually where there is a population of
23

5,000 or more, we require the foreign language brochure.
24

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: , I.s that in our regulations?25
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1

i MR. KRIbD1: No,~it is'just usually policy procedure.
.

*
2 It varies from place to place.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But the r equirement to put

4 brochures out in foreign languages I am unaware of.

.

MR. KRIbDI: It is in the planning standards.5

(Commissioner Gilinsky returned to the room ate

7 2:57 p.m.)

i e COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Although realistically it's

a question of the reason you put out the brochure is community.9

'
to CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was getting at if they have

it acceptable ways of doing it for other kinds of disasters maybe
i

that's an acceptable way here. I'm not sure the requirementi2

i _. _ - _ . _ .
,

. i3 says you have to have a brochure, but -- okay.

i4 (Slide)

is MR. KRIMM: Continuing on public education and

is information. Deficiency noted in 1982 was inadequate rumor;

27 control. The proposed corrective action was the Oswego model
.

4

l to tested and approved at the Fitzpatrick exercise. This was to

be ta lored and added to the state and county plan. The19

| 2o present status is now adequate.
!

In 1982 it was noted that state and county' plans2

lack description of public.information and public education
i

23 program, news media briefing and notification of transients.
4

The proposed corrective-action was that the outline of program, ._. u
t.

will txa included ~in state and county plans; posters, pamphlets2s
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i and so forth to be forwarded to FEMA for review. This is

I 2 now adequate.

Deficiency in 198? was arrangement and procedure for3

joint media facility needed to be in the plans. The proposed4

corrective action at the time was that all plans to include5

e floor plan, equipment and internal location information for

7 the joint media facility, new locations being actively sought.

8 This is now adequate.

9 (Slide)

u) Continuing with public education and information.

A deficiency in the 1983 exercise was the Orange County news:

12 releases were not all issued on a timely basis and some con-

,' ~tained inaccuracies. Thd proposed corrdctive action is that33
t

Orange County should improve timeliness and accuracy of newsi4

n3 releases. We considered this a minor deficiency.

ns The bottom line for public education'and information

i7 is that the failure to distribute the brochures by June 1st,

io 1983 to the general public will result in a reconfirmation of

the standard as being significantly deficient for Westchesteri,

2o County.

(Slide)2:

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: lb the converse true,.that if
22

the brochures are out, that they will not be deficient?23

MR. PETRONE: That's correct.3,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: There has to be an25
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1 assumption.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, that's right.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The assumption has to be

4 that the brochure is adequate.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And is read and understood.
.

6 MR. PETRONE: As long as it is informative and

7 has the correct information.

$U 2 e MR. KRIMM: The next standard is protective

o response. In 1982 we noted a deficiency of methods for

to notifying of transients must be provided. The proposed

il corrective action was that the State was to furnish ~the

12 interim notification methods, copy of posters and telephone
'

inserts as scheduled for dissemination io~ be forwarded toI, is

14 FEMA.

The present status is that Rockland and Westchester15

16 remain deficient.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: When you say the status tos

is furnish interim methods, is that.similar to the other, the

state was to develop the procedures and the counties thenis

20 were supposed to actually print the material?

2: MR. PETRONE: Yes. The state worked with the counties

22 in terms of developing .the methods. ,

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Was the material ever

i

,

24 printed?
_i.

-

25 MR. PETRONE: The material, as we understand it,
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t- the material was printed in Rockland and Westchester and not
:
!.
'

2 to this stage yet in Westchester. It had been printed but we

.were informed by Westchester that they did distribute but3

1
that 'the facilities it had been distributed to did not pursue4

1

5 it, so that is something we are looking into right now with

e Westchester and the State.,

{ 7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In this distribution from the

} s county, is it a voluntary posting? Is there any county or
1
i

state law that says that it has to be posted?5 0

to MR. PETRONE: It is interesting you should ask be-'

i

11 cause that was one of the questions that the County of

12 Westchester had, basically is there a state law or could there

be a state law that would require the posting of this material?is;

It is something that.was deferred to the State for review' 14

is and consideration, and we will be awaiting some response from

16 them on that.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I gather by that, t hen, there,

'

18 is no County statute.+

19 MR. PETRONE: No.
,

. 2o CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is posting of these posters

the only way to notify transients?; mi.
?

22 - MR. PETRONE: This is one of the methods that had
~

~

23 been discussed. It was pretty much decided this_was the.best
,
..

,

Y a
~

24 - 1 method to do it.
;. (1

25 CHAIRMAN'PALLADINO: Decided ~by whom?.
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' MR. PETRONE: Excuse me?

Cl! AIRMAN PALLADINO: Decided by whom?
,

21R. PETRONE: Excuse me.

#
CHAIRMAN PETRONE: Decided by whom?

" MR. PETRONE: Discussed with the State and the County

* and with us, and we felt perhaps this is the only way at this

7 point that you could really do any means of notification of

8 transients.

* COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: In other areas around

' the country, Dick, do you know, is this the normal way of

'' doing it, to have a notification to be posted, say -- I guess,

'# for example, this is posted in motels, restaurants, that

I '3 type of thing?

MR. KRIM4: Yes, in a number of the areas it is'd

"5 done that way.

'6 cot @1ISSIONER A!!EARNE: Do you know what kind of

'7 success --

in MR. KRIMM: I cannot answer that. I will let you

18 know how successful it has been. I am afraid that in some

areas they post it for a while and then, like so many things,20

it gets put aside, a nd the next exercise comes and they get21

22 it out again.

23 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: If you can only let them

24 know when it might have to be used, they could have it posted.;

25 (Laughter) f
'
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' MR. KRIMM: That's true. We can probably give you

# some information as to how it works in most other areas.
3 There is a requirement.

# COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: I cuess it would be

5 interesting to find out if there are areas in which it has

8 been successful in getting it posted. Is that because the

7 local area has a statute or is it a sense of civic duty that

8 is somehow gotten across?

8 MR. KRIMM: I think in many cases it's a sense of

'O civic duty.

'' CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: Some places it's not posted

32 as a sense of civic duty.
.. ..

( '3 (Laughter)

'4 No, seriously. I know in central Pennsylvania

'5 there is question by a number of motel owners as to whether

or not it is in the interest of the locality to have them'6

17 posted, but nevertheless, I think they are also all giving

"i attention, though, to make sure that their procedures and

to what to do with transients is understood. I think that is

20 very important, and.they have alternative ways of notifying

21 their transients, such as calling them up and telling them to

22 turn on their radio.

23 MR. KRIFW: Yes, there can be alternative ways, but

24 I think that the important thing is that people are made aware

25 of the problem.
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' Cl! AIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, I see the need to have

2 them made aware. I understand that.

3 MR. KRIMM: Another deficiency that was noted in

1982 was maps with population by ERPA should be displayed ind

the emergency operating centers. The proposed corrective5
,

action was that the state has maps and will provide information8

7 to the regional assistance committee, and this is now adequate.

O The next one was that the state has decided not to

provide thyroid blocking agents for emergency workers. The9

proposed corrective action was that the state policy now calls'O

1 for potassium iodide to be furnished emercency workers in

i2 special populations, policy to be included in the state
- . .

t 13 plan.

The KI policy of the state has changed since this'4

element was included and they are now making it avttilable toin

16 emergency workers.

The next deficiency was an inadequate handling of17

impediments to evacuation. The proposed corrective actionto

to was that state and county plans to be upgraded to include the

2o means of clearing routes, and this is now adequate.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Impediment to evacuation. Is

22 that, for' example, a stuck car in the middle of the road?
|

23 MR. KRIbW: Yes. The grid lock situation that can !

|

24 occur. I

( !

:s The next one in 1982 is inadequate handling of the
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i ingestion pathway,and the proposed corrective action was

2 the state to provide surface water inventory and location of

- 3 dairy and produce farms, and this is now adequate.

4 (Slide)

Continuing on the protective responses,cnother5

.

e deficiency in 1982 was the monitoring capability at reloca-

7 tion Centers needs clarification. The proposed corrective

o action is the plan to be revised to clarify procedures for

o relocation centers versus reception centers. The present

to status is that it is adequate procedures available for all

1: counties. Training is a minor deficiency in Westchester and

12 some problems still remain, but FEMA judges the element

i3 Ss now adequate.
~ "~

(

i4 The next deficiency was the inadequate data

is collection and transmission of field data to decision-makers.

ic The proposed corrective action was that standard operating

17 procedures will be developed and the county emergency

to operating center staffs will be trained. This is now adequate,

io and minor problems are in Putnam County but we consider it

2o overall adequate.

2: Another deficiency noted was the evacuation of

handicapped was not addressed in 1982. The proposed correc-22

23 tive action was that state and county plans to reflect a

program to identify and evacuate such persons. It is adequate24

25 except that ambulance drivers need training in Westchester
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i County.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Have they not been trained?

3 Something I read gave me the feeling they had been trained

4 in Westchester County.

5 MR. PETRONE: There had been some training but

not really enough to address the needs that there are, and6

7 we found -~

e CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Hov did you test that?

9 MR. PETRONE: This is through our observation during

io the exercise and through the trainingschedules that come in.

We are also just in the process of completing a verification::

study which is being finalized now and will be presented to2

your ASLB next week, and "in that we havs~ identified some of
~

: i3

the concerns and problems with some of the training. We hadi4

hoped that this would be completed so that we could presentis

is it to you today, but unfortunately, it was not timely, and we

i7 Will submit it to.you, though, as soon as it is submitted

in to the ASLB.

(Slide)io

2o MR. KRIFB1: In 1982 under protective responses a

deficiency was noted that no evacuation commitments from
-

2i

bus drivers and others. The proposed corrective action was
22

that compensating measures were being developed and included23

24 in plans. Unfortunately, this is still deficient. Westchester
t

County did not demonstrate a capability to implement the25
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8 evacuation.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: There was a compensating

measure, if I recall correctly, that they use in the National

4 Guard if needed. Was that checked out in any way?

5 MR. PETRONE: That was during our last update to

you. That had been checked and we rejected the idea since6

7 We felt it was not timely, the notification of the Guard.

They are reservists and reservists that have other positions.8

9 They are not necessarily working right in the community, and

to it would take up to a number of hours to bring them in to

81 assist.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I recall a number such as
! -. . ._.

t is four hours.

14 MR. PETRONF: A number such as four to five hours,

is and we felt this would not help the situation and in fact it

is may hinder the situation if we had to wait for their arrival

17 in order to assist in evacuation.

to CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you feel a contract is

19 neCessary With eaCh bus operator?

20
~

MR. PETRONE: Yes, I feel there is a need for

an agreement or commitments. This has been something that21

has been hanging around for quite a while, and as I have22

23 mentioned before, the approach that is being taken to this and

24 to other problems with transportation in Westchester is that
,

\

of a study group that will put together a study to decide on )as
:
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1 the needs of transportation as it revolves around evacuation

2 needs in that county. This had been do.ie by Orange, by the

3' way, and it was successful. Westchester has made the

4 commitment to --

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Does Orange have a contract

6 or a commitment?

7 MR. PETRONE: Orange has a study completed where the

bus drivers have been working with them on the study, ando

these commitments are being put in place right now.9

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: They have commitments?

11 MR. PETRONE: They are being put in place, yes, sir.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I still want to come back to

~

:" 83 the National Guard. Why'did y~ou reject"it? There are any

14 numbers of scenarios where four hours would not necessarily

give a problem.15

16 MR. PETRONE: Yes, there are; but we also in our

planning have to assume a fast-moving accident, a scenario17

10 that would be quick moving, and in the event this would be put

in place in a spcCific County and other measures without them19

20 would not be adequate, which we found they were not adequate,

2i where would we be leaving the public at that point if indeed

we had the Guard and we were ready to evacuate, if the state22

and county were ready to evacuate and they had to wait for the:

24 few hours it would take for the Guard to get there?
~

(

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You were planning for a whole
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I spectrum of scenarios. You say you must plan only for the

2 fastest moving. Does this not take care of a large segment

3 of accidents, so that we are not talking about planning for

nothing'.but planning for a large segment of the community.4

5 MR. PETRONE: Right, but I think all the emergency

preparedness has been based on the fact that you plannar-the6

7 fast-moving scenario, and this is, I think, the situation that

a we find ourselves in when we are trying to evaluate.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You don't get the same answer

to in every case for a. fast-moving scenario and a slow-moving

si scenario. What you do for one may be wrong for another. I

2 think you have to plan for the spectrum.

think part of 5he spectrum, then,; i3 MR. PETRONE: I

i4 is your fast-moving, which could be less than probably four

is hours.

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I wasn't aware you had

17 rejecteci that, because last time that was presented as a

io viable alternative.

MR. PETRONE: But I think we did mention last timeio

2o that we found --

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You mentioned that it took2

four or five hours.22

MR. PETRONE: Right, and because of the timing, it23

, 24 was not timely. We could not have this supercede or correct
t

|ND T. 2 25 the deficiency that was noted prior.
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i COMMISSIONER AHEARME: In the transportation study,

if you wou'ld just say another word about it. I'm having a2

3 little difficulty understanding whether it's trying to

4 address routes or trying to work contract arrangements, or is

5 it a mechanism to address the larger scale question of can

6 you move this number of people out of this area, or all of

7 those?

0 MR. PETRONE: As you well know, Commissioner,

9 the county executive in Westchester is not pleased with the

to entire transportation spectrum and the problems that could

is be associated with evacuation. The study is supposed to deal

12 with the entire piece of transportation from the bus operators

~ ~

tilat would be dealing generally with school children right( i3

i4 through your other emergency vehicles that would be dealing

is with special facilities. It would deal with the various

mechanisms and interrelationships within the county emergencyte

17 forces or response group that would deal with evacuation.

in What they are trying to do here is look at the

19 entire piece logically and assess what some of the concerns

2o are, where the need is, for definite equipment, where the

need is for routes perhaps to be adjusted, because there haveat

22 been many, many days of discussion with regard to the problems

23 with their own routes and roads.

24 I would say the transportation study is to address
t

25 the entire spectrum of their concerns.
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' COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Would it then also

I 2
address this question of the early dismissal solution for

the school children?

4
MR. PETRONE: Yes.

CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: With the what?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: School children. At least

as I understand it, originally the concept was to take the

a children to a reception center and then county executives

* revised -- I'm not sure " solution" is the right word, but a

'' revised plan was to have an early dismissal and have the

'' children go home. Is that right?

'# MR. PETRONE: That was the recommendation that the

'3 county executive in Westcl ester, Mr. O'Rourke, brought forth

'd as a viable alternative. In fact, it was exercised.

' COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Right.

'6 MR. PETRONE: Again we cone back to it is an

'7 alternative, it is not a solution, for the simple reason that

' again we get back to another fast-moving scenario where

'' indeed we may not be able to dismiss children.
,

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I understand that. The

2' old brochure a year ago had the children going to reception

22 centers?

23 MR. PETRONE: IIad them going to reception centers,

24 and at that point this is where they'd be reunited with their(
as families.
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i COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

i
2 If Indian Point were to be operating next week

3 and there were to be an accident, where would the children go?

4 MR. PETRONE: If Indian Point were to be operating

s and there were to be an accident, it's pretty much --

6 the county executives concurred that they would explore the

7 early dismissal program of school children. And it varies.

o Some will exploro it, some will utilize it, but I would

9 suggest that if there was time and if they would make that

to decision at an alert stage as to whether or not they dismiss

it children.

12 I would suggest that if they felt, through the

'

various decisionmaking information that vould come through,j i3

i4 that they would have time to adequately be sure that school

is children would be able to be dismissed to their homes or to

the emergency locations suggested by the parents, that theyis

17 would opt to utilize this system.

to COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Putting aside the Indian Point-

19 specific Case, and any one of the three of you or all of you,

in just a general philosophy of emergency planning, do you20

2i believe that is an acceptable solution? That is, that if you

do have to move children to not have advance planning as to22

23 whether they may go to reception centers or go home, but make

24 that decision at the time of the event?
.(

23 MR. PETRONE: I believe the decision has to be made
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1 at the time of the event. I believe also that there has to be

2 advance planning for both things. ' f indeed you are going.

3 to dismiss children and you want to utilize this program, .

4 utilize it, if indeed you have enough time.
i

5 On the other hand. you must have another program in

e place. If you did not have --

7 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: So you would then incorporate

|

8 the concept that as far as parents are concerned, that they

o would -- you would have them listen to the emergency broadcast

to system, I guess, to find out where their child was going?

11 MR. PETRONE: Right. .And I think this again becomes
i

l part of the public information program, once this is pretty12

~

much adopted in the counties as a means, h will become part; i3

of the public education process.14

15 MR. KRIMM: The most desirous is to have the

is children taken home.

17 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Providing the parents are

to there.

ig MR. KRIMM: Yes, providing the parents are there.

2o COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: What I am trying to probe

21 is whether you -- given that it's not a similar case -- again,

this is your area, so it's not a similar case to where you take2

23 a group of people and move them somewhere because there's

another group of people that are going to be trying to mesh up24,

i

25 with them. I gather that your point is that parents should not
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1 plan on a particular system, but they have to keep a close
l

l 2 car. or whatever it is, to the emergency broadcast system to

3 find out where their child is going to go.,

!

4 So, in answer to that rhetorical question, "Do

| you know where your child is?" you have to listen to the5

e radio.

7 MR. P ETRONE : And we get right back to the brochures,

a COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: But the brochure, I quess --

o correct me if I'm wrong. From what you said, the brochure

to is going to have to say that decision will be made at the time

si of the --

|
i2 f1R. PETRONE: Exactly. "Please tune in to your EBS

--.- . .

s ta t. ion . "( i3

i4 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you use that procedure

is now in non-nuclear situations, if you have evacuations?

is MR. PETRONE: If we had to. I'm sure again this

i7 would be a . local decision because the decision is to protect

to the public, whether it's a flood or a hurricane, of course,

we have early warning. Those usually have early warning.19

2o And this is a system that has been in place especially

in New York State, it's mandated for every school to have21

an emergency dismissal program.22

CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: So you do have one?23

MR. PETRONE: Yes.24
(

23 COMMISSIONER A!IEARNE: Let's take a county, like
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i Westchester County. My understanding is that there is a

2 variety of individual school districts in that county. Is

3 the choice of early dismissal a decision by the suocrintendent

4 of each district, or is it the county executive who has the

authority to make that decision?5

6 MR. PETRONE: It would be the county executive.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The county executive has

the authority over the school district?a

9 MR. PETRONE: He would recommend early dismissal,

io lie'd work this out -- he's working these out or they will be

si working these out with the superintendents of schools.

12 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: But he doesn't have the

is authority himself?
"~~

'

14 MR. PETRONE: I'm not too sure. I really couldn't

is say that. Does he have the authority?

16 MR. MC INTIRE: That question has never been

17 raised before.

10 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Is it similar in the other

19 -- I live here in Nori horn Virginia in a county where the

2o school system is a county system. So that's why I'm asking.

2: MR. PETRONE: Well, the school systems in New

York, by and large, many of them are individual iurisdictions.:

COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: So that Rockland, Putnam,23

24 Orange, these are counties, but the school systems are

25 scattered throughout the county?
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' MR. PETRONE: That would be checked out.

) ,
'

MR. KRIMM: Another deficiency in 1982, the

relocation centers were too close to the emergency planning

#
zone. He proposed a corrective action of review indicated

" that none were located within the emergency planning zone.
.

* So we made that standard as being adequat'.c

7 In 1982, we found a lack of maps in state and

a county emergency operating center. The proposed corrective

8 action was additional maps are now available. The regional

' systems committee will identify where required, and that is

'' now adequate.

'2 In 1993, again under the protective response, we
~

i
~ ~

Rocklan'd County emergency operating'3 found a deficiency that

'd center --

'5 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Excuse me, Dick, I

'6 think we're one slide behind, so that people in the audience

'17 Can follow along.

88 MR. KRIMM: Oh, thank you very much. We should

'8 be on 10 of 13. Next slide. Thank you.

2o (Slide.)

2' Okay. This is continuing on the orotective

2I response, and these are 1933 deficiencies.

23 The Rockland County emergency operating center

24 did not display maps of Bergen County Congregate Care Centers.
{

2s The proposed corrective action is that Rockland County should
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obtai n and post maps in the emergency operating center. This
1

( is a minor deficiency.2

The Bergen County emergency operating center3

did not display maps showing a plume emergency planning zone,4

boundary, population, evacuation, routes, reception centers5

e and relocation centers.

The proposed corrective action is that Rockland7

County should obtain and post maps in the emergency operatinga

center to show these items.9

COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Why should Rockland County
to

correct Bergen County's problems?si

12 MR. KRIMM: It's the Bergen County emergency

13 opera ting center , but the Rocklanld Count'[ -- Bergen County,
,

i4 yes, should obtain and post the maps. Right. Excuse me.

15 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: I figured that if Rockland

County isn't. going to play, you're going to make them do --

ie

MR. KRrMM: Yes. Excuse me. Right.
i7

The other deficiency in 1983 was the Westchester
io

County Congrega te Care Facility is too small to accommoda teis

the capaci ty specified in the plan and the proposed correctiveso

action is that additional congregate care facilities should
2i

he identified.2

This is also a minor deficiency, but the importance
23

on a protective response remains significantly deficient,24

as and that is the bottom line.
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And that's due to what?

2 MR. KRIMM: Primarily the Westchester deficiency

3 that they did not demonstrate capability to implement

4 evacuation.

5 COMf1ISSIONER AllEARNE: That's the bus driver --

6 MR. KRIFD1: The bus driver situation.

7 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that because of the

a no-evacuation commitment from the bus drivers, or they didn't

o perform well in the exercise?

to MR. PETRONE: Both, I would say, for the simple

it reason that the commitment is one issue which is a planning'

12 piece, and the bus drivers not performing well is basically a

! 13 training piece, and also reflec'ts'around equipment that has~

to be issued to them and training on that equipment. So iti4

is is basically a combination of that, but it al] evolves around

is the same issue.

CllAIRMAN PALLADINO: What needs to be done to fix17

ic up the Westchester, aside from the commitment, assuming the

bus drivers participate? Is it equipment, training?
io

MR. PETRONE: Training, and the like. Uestchester20

is now telling us that they wish to go into their transportation23

study in order to do a full spectrum job on the entire
22

transportation picco, rather than doing it piecemeal.23

COM11ISSIONER AllEARNE: Let me give you a24

23 hypothetical:
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1 If there were a contractual arrangement, would

2 you still say it's significantly deficient?

3 MR. PETRONE: Most definitely, on the basis that

4 when we observed and questioned five bus routes, and we find

5 that the training and the problems that existed are pretty

e much uniform, that tells us something, that there are major

7 problems with regard to that training or that equipment.

O It tells us that the ef fort that was put into the training

o could be improved.

to COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Not only that; I gather

it you are saying that not only could it be improved, but it was

2 deficient to the level where it is inadequate?

- ~ ~

'( 13 MR. PETRONE: It's deficient t'o the levels, since

14 it's -- you know, it's really your basis for your evacuation.

15 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: Sure.

16 MR. PETRONE: And if you don't have this at a

17 level where you are at least comfortable and reasonably

to assured that if drivers do come out -- and again that gets

19 bach tO the agreements --

2o COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: I was trying to separate in

21 my mind the planning piece, which was contractual, from the

:: implementation piece.

23 MR. KRIMM: Let's move on to the next slide, which

24 is the radiological exposure control.

25 (Slide.)
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We found a deficiency in 1982 in adequatei

2 dosimetry. The proposed corrective action was that the

state will order TLDs and self-reading pocket dosimeters, 24-3

hour capability will be demonstrated at annual exercise.4

s The present status is that it's adequate. Ilowever ,

e there is a minor deficiency that remains in Westchester,

7 Orange and Putnam Counties.

We also noted in 1982 a deficiency of a currente

decontamination procedure for emergency workers require9

io revision. The corrective action that was proposed was

decontamination procedures are being reviewed and modifiedsi

and personnel to be trained, and this is now adequate.i2

~ The third one was decontaminat-ion of protocols
. i3

(sequences) were not in the plan. The proposed correctivei4

is action was that levels will be displayed as needed and

personnel will be trained in application in conjunctionis

with the decontamination training. This is now adequate.
17

Another one was that we found a deficiency in in-to

adequate Waste d sposal plans for the counties. The proposed
i9

corrective action was that disposal will be in accordance with2o

applicable regulations. Plans will be revised accordingly,
21

and the Westchester site was under review.22

This is now adequate.
23

(Slide. )24

The next slide, dealing again with radiological23
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t exposure control. Another deficiency that was found in 1982

2 was inadequate calibra tion and maintenance of monitoring

3 equipment. The proposed corrective action was that

equipment will be checked quarterly and exchanged or calibrated4

5 annually.

6 The present status is that it is adequate.

7 In 1983, we found that bus drivers and some

e police officers in all counties are not fully familiar with

9 radiological exposure control procedures. The proposed

so corrective action is that all emergency response personnel

is should be fully trained in radiological exposure control

i2 procedures.

j
' ~

The present status is t'his is I' minor deficiency.
~

i3

The bottom line for the standard is that it is nowi4

is adequate.

is The last planning standard I want to talk about

i7 s planning responsibility.

(Slide.)io

It deals primarily with Rockland County.,,

2o In 1982, we found that Rockland County's non-

participa tion impacting on decisionmakers ' capability to2i

respond in an emergency was a deficiency. The proposed,,

!

corrective action was the state will develop a generic23

procedure in plan to handle county with inadequate plan or theu

25 county that' elects not to participate. The State will respond
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1 with a senior management team to direct locals after the

2 governor declares an emergency, and this remains deficient.

3 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why does that remain deficient?

I read the report and I can go -- I can quote, if you'd like,4

5 at least half a dozen very commendable statements about how

they performed on this.e

7 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Let me ask, if I can ask a

o question in that area. See if this is an accurate description.

9 What the information reads as, though, it is deficient because,

to by definition, if the county is not going to participate,

il you cannot find it adequate. Is that correct?

12 MR. KRIMM: Well, let me just talk about that for
<

j 13 one second. Okay. And, 5eff, 'did you wa$t to mention something?

14 MR. BRAGG: Go ahead.

is MR. KRIMM: If a state is going to adopt a plan

to for a county or local government, in adopting that plan, they

17 must have resources available to be stationed in that

community in the event that an accident takes place, thatto

u> they can move in and react.

2o Basically the state has to be willing to take over

2i for the county or for the local government, because they have

to be on the scene. Our planning standards are based on, of22

23 course, the ideal situation of the local and state involvement.

24 The state could develop a plan where they could completely

25 take over for the county government and actually have people
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I stationed in the county. That's the only way you could

2 really find that the public health and safety are protected.
'

3 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: I don't understand that. You

are saying that what they did doesn't speak as loud as what's4

5 on that piece of paper?

6 MR. KRIMM: Excuse me, I was speaking in a very

7 general term and not a specific. I think when we get into

a the specifics, Frank can explain to you exactly what happened

9 with the state in Rockland County.

io COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: If I could ask one more on

11 the general question. Imbedded in the report that you have

32 sent us, you say, " FEMA's regulations require each county to
~

h$vea plan and exercise it." And the sentence is, "Since;, ia

FEMA's regulations require each county to have a plan and14

is exercise it, Rockland County's IcVel of preparedness must be

evaluated as inadequate at this time."se

17 That is what led me to conclude, that sentence,

to that you' arc saying as a fundamental point that in the

is absence of a county having the plan itself, you must. by

2o definition, conclude it is inadequate?

2i CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Whose definition?

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Answer that question.22

23 MR. KRIMM: Let me try to respond to that, if I may.

24 We believe that the state could develop a compensating

25 plan which would meet the requirements of the county for
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8 evacuation. It is not likely that that plan would be found

inadequato unless there was a commitment of resources from2

the county or from the state in that locality in order to3

4 carry out that plan.

5 It could even be that on a theoretical basis

6 that as long as the resources could be delivered to that county

7 within a timeframe in order to carry out the evacuation in

a keeping with the criteria, that they could be located offsite.

9 But to the extent that that would compromise

to the ability of the plan to carry out that evacuation, that

11 would become evidence that the plan was deficient.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So you are saying that

{ 13 my reading of this sentence is not quite as tight as it sounds?

14 MR. KRIMM: That's correct. Except that, you know,

85 again the 350 process, the ideal situation, is the local

to government and the state. But Jeff is quite correct

17 that the state can, if it's willing to allocate the resources

is and so forth, move in and take over for the county.

19 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That, in fact, is

20 entirely consistent with what the director said in his

ri April 18th 1ctter to us.

MR. KRIMM: That's right.22

23 MR. PETRONE: Now we get to the specific situation

^

24 within that Indian Point community, the state has submitted

as generic plans, statewide, in terms of compensating measures
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that would supplement or in essence could actually take overi
.

with Rockland County and for any of these counties around2

3 Indian Point the procedures that have been submitted by the

4 State of New York or those that are supplementary. There

s are no procedures that speak to takeover of counties. Therefore ,

there are no plans along these lines to take over that county.e

7 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: The fact that they did, though,

belies that?o

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Why don't we let him9

finish his statement?to

MR. PETRONE: I believe, first of all, there are
si

,2 procedures. Okay, they came in and they were going to exercise

a partial plan that had been completed by the county which~

;; ,3

i4 was still basically planning. It hadn't been approved, and

in essence we found that there were problems, and thereis

were problems basically in, number one, the fact that theyic

brought in a management team of six or seven people from17

different agencies. Some of those people arrived up to anso

hour and a half late. And that's because of the distances3,

that they came from.2o

In fact, we found the representatives from the
2i

Department of IIcalth, they were uninformed with regard to
2,

24-hour continuous res,nonse procedures that would be23

necessary for them to know. We began to find that, really,
2,

,

t

in essence, there were no procedures to call for a takeover
25
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1 by the state. No procedures means there really hadn't been

' 2 any training.

There were procedures for supplemental measures to3

4 be taken with the county, and that's where we have a problem.

5 Now, if I may, to this date the State of New York has not

made any commitment that they were willing to write procedures6

7 or establish a plan for Rockland County and to put the

a necessary resources in that county.

9 So, you know, that hasn't been done by the state.

10 If the State of New York decides to do that, we most

certainly will have to review it and we will review it.11

12 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Let me see whether I've

is got another misimpression from this. The-impression I got'

14 from your report was that New York State's plan assumes that

15 in the case of an inadequacy in a county, that the state

ic will send in people to provide direction to the county personnel

17 that were going to be participating and your comment on the

to deficiency is that the state didn't do that. And if that is

19 CorreCL, I guess then the next question is, as I read the

20 report, the New York State plan says, quoting your quote of

2i their plan -- this is page 35 -- "Upon declaration of a

22 disaster arising from a radiological accident, the governor
|

lend 3 23 or his designee shall direct," et cetera, et cetera.

|
| 2A
!(

25

l
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i The Rockland County Legislature, which you also

'

2 quote on page 34, "In the event of a nuclear occurrence

3 at the Indian Point facility," that its chairman is directed

"to take any and all action in coordinating and cooperating4

s with any and all Federal and State agencies."

6 The impression I get is that the state's plan is,

7 in the case of a real emergency declared by the governor,

e that the state people go in and direct the county people who

o are there, and Rockland County has said if there were a real

to emergency, then we would allow people to participate.

in MR. PETRONE: That's correct, sir, and I can

t2 explain a little further, if you'd like, why we came to the

cTanclusion we did.
~ ~

; 13

14 COMMISSIONER AllEARtIE: Yes.

is MR. PETRONE: I think that's whati you'd want to hear.

is COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: First I want to make sure I

understood this.17

to MR. PETRONE: You're correct. For one, Rockland

County is still planning. Rockland County would respondi,

2o according to what plan? Is it the old plan or the plan

that's supposedly 75 -- that's not complete? That's one issue.21

I think that is probably not the major issue, the major issue22

23 being all well and good, those supplemental measures may work and

if there were an accident at Indian Point., and we had to have' 24
f

4u 3 a response in Rockland County, and the county did participate,2 r,
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'
I could not tell you whether or not it would be inadequate,

.

*
because we haven't had an opportunity to see them participate

or to exercise them. So I am not saying it's not impossible,

#
that it will not work. I am not saying the supplemental

*
measures are not adequate at all .

* What I am saying is we had no opportunity to

7 adequately observe because they did not participate.

8 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: That's the Rockland County

8 people?

'O MR. PETRONE: Yes.

'' COMfilSSIONER A!!EARME: I guess I was trying, as I

12 was reading through this -- because obviously we have to end
; _ , ._.

! 13 up reaching some kind of a judgment -- I was trying to draw a

84 distinction between the Rockland County case. It seemed to

'5 me where you had previously pointed out to us you don't have

'6 a plan to evaluate, and now in this case, in the implementation

17 the state sent in its people. Uc have an affidavit somewhere

to from one of the Rockland County people pointing out how they

19 had been participating until the point duty hours came and

2 then they stopped.

21 So the sense I was getting was as I described,

22 if there were an emergency, probably the people would be there.

23 Now the question is obviously would they be well trained and

24 would they have a workable plan to implement. I draw a
,

25 distinction between that and the Westchester case, where you
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8 have pointed out there still is no contract, that you found

*

2 in the implementation the~ training to be inadequate and the

3 county executive has said that as far as he is concerned, he

4 doesn't accept this transportation planning.

5 MR. PETRONE: The county executive is saying that

o he needs to further explore the transportation planning and

7 that he is in the process of doing that, and he will be

o comfortable with that full exploration. And he is also

o exploring other measures that are being looked at right now,

to too.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I meant in a separate --

12 assuming the validity of Western Union, the Westchester County

is executive has said that 2 in ligTit of tiiE assessment by you,
~

-

.

14 he has concluded that it is inadequate, and he focuses atten-

15 tion on the transportation aspect. So I put those pieces

to together and I conclude he is saying that the transportation

17 is inadequate.

to This is difforent, in my mind, than the Rockland

io County case.

2o MR. PETRONE: That is different than Rockland

2: County. You have a very different situation in Westchester.

I think we have gone through this several times in several22

23 meetings, and I think we have come to the understanding that

24 this whole process is ongoing -- I mean that this process

25 of emergency preparedness and planning is ongoing. I think
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' this is an example of it in Westchester. We find that you

1

get to certain levels, your plans are submitted, those plans2

3 are reviewed, corrective actions are asked for in the planning,

you exercise, you find that there are problems, be it major4

5 or minor, you ask for corrections. And this is an ongoing

6 process and that is what you're reading today.

7 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Might I pursue questions on

e Rockland County?

9 MR. PETRONE: Yes, sir.

to CilAIIUMN PALLADINO : In part, your decision that

11 the public health and safety may not be protected appears to

12 be based on Rockland County's situation, at least in part.

ia MR. PETRONE: For tlia t specific standard.

14 Cl!AIIGIAN PALLADINO: However, as I read your report,

15 it seems to me the state did compensa te for Rockland County,

16 and had it been a real situation, based on your quotes -- a

17 few of which I'm going to read --

to MR. PETRONE: Please do.

19 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: -- then this would say that

20 from this standpoint,. they would have been protected. You

25 talked about the 24-hour continuous operation was not fully

demonstrated on March 3, 1983 exercise. This year the22

23 state demonstrated an acceptable capability to sustain

24 continuous operation in Rockland County. Sufficient back-up

personnel were available and shift changes were made -- were25
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1 demonstrated. On the emergency opera tions management, it

says emergency operations ma'nagement by the state management2

3 team, the EOC, was good. The state EOC representative

1
' 4 demonstrated effective control of the emergency response

5 and had staff read things on a regular basis.

The emergency classification system was usede

7 Correctly, et cetera.

a Turn the page.

9 MR. PETRONE: What page are you on, sir?

to CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That was 39. I'm going to

:: 40, down in the last paragraph.

2 " Communications between the Rockland County EOC

aNd the joint media center in Ver,$lanck,' Sew York were good.: i3

i4 State personnel demonstrated a good capability to replace

is county PIOS at the Rockland County COC and the joint media
i

io center in 7erplanck."
I
1
!

i7 I can go to page 41 on accident assessment.
.

io " Accident assessment functions which were carried

is out by state personnel normally based in Albany and Monticello

ao were good. The two state field monitoring teams demonstrated

2i a good capability to take radiological measurements within the

10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ; adequate equipment was22

23 available, and teams demonstrated acceptable to good levels

of familiarity with field monitoring procedures," et cetera.24

23 I can go to page 42, I believe it is.
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' " Simulation of procedures for identifying and

dealing with potential impediments to evacuation was good'."2

This is in the paragraph that starts, " State

personnel demonstrated several protective actions in Rockland4

5 County during the exercise."
.

6 It says:

7 "The capability for processing evacuees at a

reception center was acceptable. State employees performed8

9 all functions that would normally be carried out by Rockland

County personnel. Personnel contamination scans were'O

11 demonstrated; instrumentation and procedures complied with

12 requirements. .".

83 So I read on and the feeling I get when I am all

'4 through, even on the recovery and reentry, is the state

"5 personnel and Rockland County EOC demonstrated a good

16 capability for recovery, reentry operations.

'7 The feeling I get is the state performed

to admirably in fulfilling the requirements that would have been

placed on Rockland County if they chose not to participate.19

20 liow how does this say that the people of New

21 York, at least from this standpoint, would not have been

22 protected adequately?

23 MR. PETRONE: Okay, sir, the state did perform

24 admirably, but also there are deficiencies in the body of what |j
|

'

25 you are reading, and recommendations. )
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1 Cl! AIRMAN PALLADINO: There were one or two, but --

'
2 MR. PETRONE: I can go over them, if you'd like.

3 The point of the matter is that there were deficiencies and

d
there were deficiencies because there is a planning standard

5 that is not adequate.

6 There are procedures set forth by the state to

7 supplement Rockland County. There are no procedures to come

8 in and take over Rockland County.

9 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: But they did, and they did it

to well.

11 MR. PETRONE: It was not adequate, according to

12 our determination.

13 CIIAIRf1AN PALLADINO: Well, I j st read --
'

14 MR. PETRONE: No --

15 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I think you make the point

16 that they are inadequate because they were not performed

17 aCCording to written plans or procedures. Well, what is

to the result? People were protected, at least, except what

19 they did --

2o MR. PETRONE: I have to disagree. People were not

21 protected, and --

:2 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Please explain.

23 MR. PETRONE: And until I have an opportunity to

observe Rockland County in these supplemental measures or,24

25 indeed, if the State of New York decided to submit compensatory
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measures that were written to take over Rockland County

2 completely, we would then be in a complete -- we'd have to go

3 through a complete plan review at the beginning of the

process of plan review, and then move that up to an exercise.d

5 CIIAIRf1AN PALLADINO: Well, Frank, one of the

6 problems I am having is you prejudge that if there aren't

7 plana, this is going to be an unsuccessful exercise. That's

a what this says.

9 MR. PETRONC: No, it doesn't say that.

10 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: What the report says is

'l that New York State went in and did a very fine job in

12 compensation for them. We have to consider compensation
. -.. . ...

13 measures, at 1 cast that is part of our charge, and I just

14 :ind it difficult to know that we are only working -- you

is are basing your results on the fact that they didn't do this

16 according to a written procedure, but they did do it well.

17 COMf11SSIONER ASSELSTINE: If I understood what

to Frank had said earlier, it was not that his judgment was

io based exclusively on the absence of a complete and adequate

20 plan, either by the state or by the county, but it was also

2: based in part upon the performance of the state people, no

matter how lan.able those efforts were.d
22

23 Is that correct?

24 MR. PETROMC: Yes, sir.

25 COMMISSIONCR ASSELSTINE: Is that a correct
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1 assessment?

2 Mg, pETRONE: I think if you read through the

3 deficiencies that were listed, I think some of them, you know,
4 are significant, and if you can --

5 CHAIRMAN ~PALLADINO: Wel1, I'11 go back and read

o some of them. The education brochure had not been distributed;

7 we had that. There was no evidence of signs or policies

a posted in hotels; we covered that. Now you do say DOE's

personnel based in Monticello were unfamiliar with procedures9

to for 24-hour continuous emergency response operations. However,

it they were there and they had support personnel and they did

12 it for 24 hours. I'm reading deficiencies, and I don't find
- .. --

ta quite the congruence that you imply.

14 MR. PETRONE: Well, I think I'll make the statement

l 's at this point that we found these deficiencies. He find that

is with these deficiencies that the planning standard is

17 significantly deficiently, and we feel that we cannot, as

to Mr. Bragg had mentioned and Mr. Pagothlin through his letter

19 also, that we could not at this point attest to the public

health and safety in Rockland County.2o

2: This is for you, then, sir, to make your decision.

:: CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I'm trying to understand,

23 though, how you got to where you did.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARUE: Page 4 3 might be a deficiency,

25 the first one. I
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1 "Due to the absence of detailed evacuation plans

*
and procedures for Rockland Cotinty" --

CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, I find that a problem

4 because in truth it's not so much whether they are measured

5
against the plan in the absence of a plan, but whether or not

*
they achieved the objective.

7 COMMISSIONER AllCARNE: But the basic concept of an

exercise is very similar to our inspections. It's an audit.

An exercise doesn't test everything. It tests certain things

' and usually what you try to do is to set up a chain of events

'' that you are going to follow down, and you'reiusing that as a

12 test of each one of those points in that whole chain of an
.

- . . - - ..

! '3 exercise.

'd But the inherent value of it is to train the people

'" that are going to have to do it and also enable you to conclude

'' you've followed down one chain of this whole plan. If that

'7 holds together, then it gives you some confidence that the

'8 rest of the plan is going to hold together. But you have to

'8 have a plan that you --

2 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I was reading excerpts

21 from the discussion of each one of these headings which are

22 objectives of the plan, and I find it difficult --

23 COMMISSIONER AllEARNE: Frank, just to quantify,

i you see, that's the point on 43 where the point I just made is24.

25 that there is no detailed plan for Rockland County that they
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1 can match against, and the state has the provision to come in

2 and 1 think I share your view that the sta te people did very

3 well and my own conclusion is that in case of a real emergency

4 the county people would be there, they could direct them.

5 But, nevertheless, there is no plan.

6 MR. KRIMM: And there is no way we can say to you

7 that the public health and safety is protected.

o CllAIRMAN PALLADINO: Ilowever, you did make judgments

o there and the judgments in most of the cases were quite

to f a vora bl e . So there must have been some standard against

is which you measured.

12 MR. KRIMM: But the planning responsibility is

~ ~

significantly deficient, and there were t'hree other items, i3

i4 that were deficient in 1982 and remain deficient. There is

is the fact that you can't update a nonexistent plan for

ic Rockland County; you can't keep a nonexistent plan current;

and FEMA is concerned over the implementation of thei7

to Rockland County plan.

i, So what is the problem is that the planning

responsibility for Rockland County is significantly deficient.2o

21 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Their plans may be, but the

,2 preparedness apparently is not. The preparedness based on

the state is not.23

24 COMflISSIONER ASSELSTINE: In fairness, Frank, you ought

2., to say clearly again what your position is on that, the status
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1 of preparedness.

2 MR. PETRGUE: The status of preparedness around

3 Indian Point at this time is not adequate.

4 COMMISSIONER A!!EARNE: It just is another piece of

5 information as I tried to put all of this together, and I

don't know whether you know the answer to it -- maybe Bille

7 doeS. Does any of the power from Indian Point go to Rockland

County, or is the river the dividing line?a

9 MR. PETRONE: From what I understand, it doesn't.

to That's what I understand. But I --

si MR. DIRCKS: That's what I understand, too.

i2 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: So Rockland County is in the

~

13 sense of -- they are not a receiver of any of the power'

i4 benefits from Indian Point; is that correct?

15 MR. DIRCKS: That is my understanding.

ic MR. KRIM11: Now if I may just quickly conclude

i7 with the next slide --

io (Slide. )

the evaluation of offsite plans and preparedness--
ig

2o by government entity is for the state of New York, adequate.

21 For Orange County, it is adequate. Putnam County is adequate.

Westchester County, no reasonable assurance that the county22

23 can protect the health and safety of the public. For

j 24 Rockland County, no reasonable assurance that the county can )
1

>

25 protect the health and safety of the public. |
|
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'

(Slide.),

1

!i 2
The next slide is the Indian Point --+

4
.

3 I
i CliAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask you.two questions
i

4
on that slide there?

,

S,

;. MR. KRIMM: Yes.

: CHAIRMAN PALLADIMO: At th.e present time you have

7
j procedures or you have plans, you have facilities to carry out
!

; an evacuation presumably in Westchester County to protect
i! 9

against non-nuclear events. To what extent can that be

10
considered an offsetting factor on the lack of the bus

- 11

| drivers in Westchester County? Is it extensive enough so

12
that you can count on it?

!
'

For example, not'long ago in Rockland County there

14
was an evacuation of hundreds of people.

I 15
MR. PETRONE: .I think you have to take into

''
consideration here we have various things. It's the event,

"
it's the time and the resources. That is the key to any

'8
1 type of an emergency response. And we could sit here and we

i' ''8 can begin to discuss various types of emergency response

2
and they are all different. There are some generic bases to.

21 them and that,- yes, population protection, we have to move.

22 people in any type of an event. How you do it may vary by

j 2 ~

the numbers that you have to move and the direction that you

-

24' '( i have to move.them-in. Various reasons. .So on one hand there
*5 is a generic- base - to this, but on the.other1 hand, movement
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1 of people around the Indian Point area within that 10-mile

:
2 EPZ is specific and quite difficult.

3 Most emergencies, for example, have warning

periods prior where you have time. We again, as I had4

5 mentioned, as we do our planning --

e CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have more time? Do

7 you have more time than you do in a nuclear accident?

o MR. PETRONE: S i _- , I can't make that judgment.

o The judgment I can make is that we are dealing with a fast-

io moving scenario.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No, you said that there was

12 more time,

~ ~

is MR. PETRONE: That is a littlc different, perhaps,

i4 than knowing that a hurricane is coming within 15 hours or

is even six hours.

ie CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I was thinking of a

17 chlorine tank bursting. You don't have any more time than you

to would in a fast-moving scenario. The distances may vary.

MR. KRIMM: The distance is very different there,is

| 2o that's true.

21 But the bottom line for the Indian Point power station

is that Rockland and Westchester Counties continue to be22

significantly deficient and, therefore, FEMA cannot assure23

that the public health and safety can be protected in a 10-24

25 mile emergency planning zone around Indian Point.
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1 We will continue to work with the state and the

2- local governments there and will report back to you from time

3 to time as we obtain additional information and as we again

4 hold other drills and exercises.

5 MR. BLUME: Mr. Chairman, before everybody leaves,

6 I have a few questions.

7 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: We have a few questions.

a CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I had one more and

9 then I'm going to quit.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I've got one more.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I promise you --

12 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I have 13.

~

13 (Laughter.)
~ "~

14 So I'll wait.

15 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Mine will be short:

16 What plans are going on in Rockland County to

develop their plans and get people trained for them?17

to MR. PETRONE: As far as we are told at this point,

19 Rockland County continuing their planning effort for their

1

ao advisory committee. There is no real projection at this point |

ati what time they will be completed with that planning effort2i

and what time it will be submitted to their legislature for22

23 approval.

24 We will not make a projection on that, because we --

25 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: They have not, you say?
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' MR. PETROIJE : They have not notified us officially

<f
2 or the state of ficially with regard to a timetable. I do

3 understand that they have -- they did testify, though, at the

4 ASLB and they did state that they possibly would be finished

5 just with the planning come December '83. But, of course,

C that's not something that we can attest to.

7 CHAIRMAll PALLADINO: Is there something peculiar
!

8 to their county as opposed to the other counties on the

9 difficulty of planning?

Io MR. PETROI;C : Well, I think what they are doing in

8I Rockland County -- and on one hand it's somewhat time-consuming,

12 and on the other hand I think some credit in to be given to

them. They are pulling into the planning process people that; 13

involved in all types of emergency components. What14 are

|

15 they're doing, they have a citizens advisory group and

16 they are pulling in the responders at the planning stage,

17 unlike many of the other areas that we work with, the planning

stage developed with your consultants and with your emergencyto

is planning people right in the county. Here they are doing

comething from grass roots and so I think on that hand they20

2i have to be given some credit, and on that hand it's probably

22 going to take somewhat a little longer than if they were to

23 proceed at the other level.
.

24 COMMISSIO!1ER AHCARNE: Is that funded out of that

25 state fund?
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1 MR. PETRONE: This is partially funded, right, out

2 of the state dollars that are submitted to them.

3 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Tom, you said you had 13

4 questions? Did you have any comment on those?

5 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Well, I prefer to give them

6 to them in writing and ask them to respond in writing.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Good.

8 (Laughter.)

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can we have copies of that?

10 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Sure.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This is similar to the one

12 on Rockland County. I realize that Indian Point is located

.' la i~ii Westchester County. Does it provide power to Westchester

14 County?

15 MR. PETRONE: I believe so.

16 MR. DIRCKS: I think a good part of the plant's

17 power goes to the Metropolitan Transit Authority.

to COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I knew that from previous

19 submissions. I Was just trying to figure out. One of the

2o issues in emergency planning over the years has always been

2i the funding, and also the argument that, yes, it's a lot of

22 work to put in, but there's a benefit accruing in a local area

23 from the plant in the sense of an economic benefit, and it is

24 not at all obvious that Rockland County has any benefit and I'm
!

just wondering whether Westchester has.2s
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1 MR. DIRCKS: A lot of commuters come down to

,

2 Westchester County from New York City using MTA.

3 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Frank, is the State of New

4 York giving any consideration now to developing a complete

5 plan for substituting for Rockland County?

6 MR. PETRONE: They have not communicated that to us.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: General Counsel, do you have

a questions?

9 MR. BLUME: You concluded that the public education

to and information standard was significantly deficient, in part

si because of lack of distribution of the brochures in Westchester

12 and Rockland.

~ Are you aware of whettier therii were newspapers na

ads or television or radio spots to compensate for that, thati4

is lack?

16 MR. PETRONE: Yes, there were.

17 MR. BLUME: And could those have compensated for

to that failure to distribute brochures?

19 MR. PETRONE: I wouldn' t say that it could at this

20 point. I think the plan called for the distribution of

2 brochures and that was what had been agreed upon, and I

22 am saying basically in Westchester. Rockland, I think, is

23 another complete issue. There is no plan to even consider

24 what distribution you are going to make, where, and what you

25 are going to inform the public on. Westchester, I am saying
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1 tha t the brochure is being worked on current.ly with the various

2 revisions, and we are not calling that significantly deficient

3 until such time it is not distributed by June 1st.

4 MR. BLUME: If it was not distributed by June 1st,

5 couldn't the other means be used to quickly educate the public?

6 MR. PETRONE: That would have to come to us then

7 in the form of a revision of the plan, which we don't object

8 to.

9 MR. BLUME: Now you also had problems with notifica-

10 tion of transients. How many people are there that are under

it that label?

12 MR. PETRONE: Which county are you referring to?

4 13
~ MR. BLUME: The deficiency was-~in Westchester.

i4 MR. PETRONE: Okay. Let's see. The number of

is transients -- Roger, you have those. I have the other things.

16 MR. KOWIESKI: Well, we don't have the exact figures.

17 Again it is hard to assign. It depends on the season, and

is again in the summertime, you go to Harriman Park and you have

a large area where you have obviously people going to the19

2o park or to the lake or camping. Again, it is very hard to

2 make a precise estimate. Again you have hotels and motels.

22 If you are asking for an exact figure, I cannot give you this.

23 Again it depends now on the --

24 COKMISSIONER ROBERTS: How about a rough figure?

25 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Could you provide that for us, s
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s part of the written responses?
.

2 MR. KOUIESKI: If you wish, we can give you the

3 maximum and minimum, of the seasons, I'm saying. Of the

4 Wintertime and of the summertime.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Was there no method at
.

6 Harriman -- you see, I may have had a misimpression. The

7 impression I got was that what the report was addressing,

8 the lack of posting in hotels, motels, restaurants, but

you mentioned Harriman State Park as a major segment of the9

80 transient population.

11 So what I'm asking, was there no posting? I

recognize that March in Harriman might not be in big demand,12

1

~ 'a but since you mentioned it, was there anEEhing in Harriman?i i

14 MR. KOWIESKI: No, we did not verify it during

is the exercise.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We don' t know whether --

17 MR. KONIESKI: No, again, it's of seasons obviously.

is Right now it's not -- I don't think it's an issue. Some time

19 in June or July obviously you would --

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask a follow-up question?

2: Frank, you implied that if you are going tostake

22 any alternative measures to compensate for any measures in

23 the' plan -- did I get-the implication you get no credit for~it:,

'

.

i. 24- unless that was a process specified in the plan?
iI
I 25 JMR. PETRONE: Well,..yes. .You know, I think we are

,

I
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I dealing with -- the real issue is emergency planning is one
2 aspect, but emergency preparedness is another. And emergency

3 preparedness brings forth the components of planning as well

4 as measuring that response, and that's where --

5 CHAIRMAN PA LLADINO : What I was getting at, suppose

6 you do have a plan and it calls for distribution of brochures

7 and you find that's not being effective in educating the

public and you took steps to get newspaper ads and the publica

9 -- let's assume for the moment they got educated thereby.

to I gather there would be no credit given because that was not

is part of the plan. Did I understand that?

12 MR. PEi_IONE: No, I don't think that's true. I

is think, you know, at first when~the schoo'l dismissal program~ ~ -

,

14 was in issue, it was not in plan. After discussing it with

15 the state following the measures that were taken it was

is discussed that this would be revised in the plan, or on the

same hand it's assumed already in the plan because it's ai7

planning standard that's already in the counties for anyio

is emergency. It's mandated by the state education department

2o for New York school districts.

2: So, not at all. If something did take place, we

would most certainly entertain the revision in the plan. This22

23 does happen.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was talking about the revision

25 in the plan; the fact that you found the plan somehow
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8 deficient in the operation and you stepped in to take some

2 corrective action.

3 MR. PETRONE: There was no plan, number one, to

4 find deficient, nor was there a plan --

5 CIIAIRMAN PALIJ\DINO: You're answering a specific

6 question, I'm asking a hypothetical one.

7 MR. PETRONE: Oh. I'm sorry.

O CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: If there was a deficiency, and

0 compensatory measures were taken and let's assume they were

'O effective, that to me would help assure public health and

11 safety because at least the people were smart enough and

12 intelligent enough to --
~

> 13 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: If thoEA compensatory

14 measures were not in the plan, that doesn't say a thing.

15 That's what --

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: How do you go about

17 measuring whether or not people were informed? Is it the fact

to of the distribution of the brochure?

19 MR. PETRONE: Spot-checking.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: ' Spot-checking what?

2 Questionnaires or --

22 MR. PETRONE: No, this was spot-checked during

23 the exercise. Our observers asked various questions to

.

24 people. As I mentioned, it was not scientific and I would

25 not myself be able to certify that the people in specific
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1 counties are just not informed. It tells me that it is

2 something that has to be considered. It has to be considered

3 at the table with the counties, the state and the utilities

4 in terms of, you know, this could be realistic and it could

5 not be realistic, and what are the things that could be done

e to get to better ]cvels of assurance in terms of public

7 information.

O I think you find that unfortunately we could say

9 that you can lead a horse to wa ter, but are you going to make

to that horse drink? You know what I mean? That's the

il question. And I think that's the question of public information

12 and education. And the only way we could solve that is just

{ ia
~ ~

t6 continue doing it and to con'tinue impr3ving it as best we

14 know how through the different mistakes that we find and the

deficiencies that we find along the way.is

le CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Mike, you had more?

17 MR. BLUME: A few more, yes, Mr. Chairman.

se You used NUREG 0654, the standards and criteria, to

19 evaluate preparedness; isn' t tha t right?

20 MR. PETRONE: Yes.

21 MR. BLUME: How did you use those criteria?

22 MR. PETRONE: At this point, counsel, I'm going

23 to have you talk to counsel. Mr. Spence Perry, please.

24 (Laughter.)

25 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman. counsel, my name is Spence
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Perry. I am Associate General Counsel for Federal Emergency

2-

Management Agency.

3 I was wondering if counsel could perhaps first of

4 all clarify the question for me.

5 (Laughter.)

6 MR. BLUME: The question is how were the standards

! 7 and criteria in NUREG 0654 used-to evaluate preparedness? -

8 MR. PERRY: Well, I.think we think of 0654 as a

regulatory template, and we place it upon the reality, whether9

;

i
'O it's the planning reality or the operational reality that.

88 we face.

12 Our people are trained in a general way to respond

3 o a variety of emergencies. The standards that are containedi 83 t

14 in the NUREG have flesh on them. They know, by, virtue of

55 being expert and testifying in your own proceedings as

'6 cmergency management experts, what they see;'they understand-

i
17 what they see; and they are capable of making an expert.

i

is judgment about what they see. So I think that, in a rough-

19 way, is how the basic field material is developed. This is[
'

20 then reviewed by our senior people in.the region and the
;
'

regional director places a final imprimatur on'the finding.21

4

22 MR. BLUME: Were-the criteria in'0654 used as

23 . litmus tests? In other words, if there was complidace with-

_

24 the criteria, was it then concluded there was preparedness?
_

25- But if there was not' compliance with those criteria,- then it
3
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1 was concluded that there was a significant deficiency?3

: .
i' 2 MR. PERRY: I would think that is a f a ir
.

,

i

j 3 characterization. I like your term " litmus test." I think

in the kind of process we are talking about.44

}

|
5 MR. BLUME: And that is despite the fact,that

i
-

.

1

o ~ the foreword to 0654 says that it is to. be construed only as
:
|

7 guidance and not requirements?

j 8. MR. PERRY: I don't think that is contradictory at

9 all, sir.

10 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: It certainly seems to me

j ti that it is.

12 MR. PERRY: We take it very much as guidance and
i

~

WE don' t take it as binding regulation, 'a~nd we frequently
~ ~

( t3'

j i4 sta te tha t.

15 We understand better than most, sir, I think, in

our agency the flexibility and reaction to reality are-veryis

17 important in emergency situations.

to CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Mike, perhaps a good vehicle,
.

WOuld be for you to place the questions in' writing and19

2o add them to the list that Ten Roberts hus, if you hase more.-

2 MR..BLUME: I'd be. happy to. I do have some others,

| 22 01. the bus drivers deficiency. I'd be happy to do that.

23 CHAIRMAN.PALLADINO: -Well, I think we have-

!, 24 been here a long time. I think if you could do that, that-
L -

i 25 would be helpful.
4

'
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1 COMMISSIONER 7IIEARNE: Also. I guess, at some

2 point we have to recognize that what FEMA has done is

a bring us their conclusion, and I think .e have *o explore --

4 and tha t's wha t, Mike, you were doing, is explore the

s fundamentals, how they got there and the basis so we can

c understand it. But I think the purpose of the meeting is to

7 hear this is FEMA's judgment and then we have to decide what

a we do with it.

9 CilAIRMAN PALLADINO: If you could get us -- I

to don't want to put a severe time burden on you, but --

ii (Laughter.)

2 -- but I will.

- (Laughter.)
~ "-

3 ,3

i4 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: Remember, Congressional

is committees may put a precedent.

is CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: Oh , they do that on us, too.

n But.it would be helpful if we could get the

io responses, assuming we get you the questions right away, if

possible in time for us to evaluate or Consider the answers19

no in the May 5th meeting.

MR. KRIMM: Mike, can you get your questions to us?21

I do have Commissioner Roberts' questions.22

MR. BLUME: Sure. We'll get them to you tomorrow.23

MR. KRI5DI: Thank you.24
*

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Will you circulate those,25
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i Tom?

! 2 col @lISS IONER ROBERTS: I will.

3 CIIAIRMIsN PALLADINO: We'd like copies of whatever

4 you send.

5 Is there anything more the Commissioners want?

6 COMMISSIONER AIIEARNE: I may not agree with all of

7 the points that PEFA has made, but I respect that we have

o put them in a difficult position. We essentially have said

o many times that they are the people we will look to for

to making the judgments on emergency planning, and I appreciate

si the difficult task you guys have and I think you are doing

12 your best to try and address these very sticky problems.

ia Thank you.*

i4 MR. PETRONE: Thank you.

is COMMISSIONER AilliARNE: I would certainly agree --

10 CIIAIRMAN PALLADINO: I certainly want to thank you.

17 I know on the one point I gave -- I probed, but my probing

to came from what I read. But I do appreciate the efforts

so you are making to improve the situation, because I think we

made significant progress despite any existing deficiencies20

ai that may be identified.

22 MR. PETRONE: If I can just add, I think significant

23 progress over the past year in some of the areas has been

(,
24 made, and it's been a long year, and I think a lot had to be

25 done in that long year. And we tried our best. Thank you.
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1 f4R . KRIfG1: Thank you very :nuch.

.

2 CllAIRMAN PALLADII:0 : Thank you.

3 Mith that, the neeting is adiourned.

4 (Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the meeting was

: adjourned.)

6

7
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FEMA'S AUGUST 2,1982, INTERIM FINDING
..

.

= MAJC?. DEFIC!ENCIES CITED
,

NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES

INCLUDED SIREN MALFUNCTIONS*

\

PUB!.lC EDUCA TION AND INFORMA TION

INCLUDED LACK OF ?UELIC AWARENESS AEOfIT EMERGENCY PLANS*

PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

INCLUDED LACK OF MEANS TO NOTIFY TRANSIENT POFULATION*

INADEQUACIES DEALING WITH USE OF EVACUATION ROUTES*

LACK OF AGREEMENTS WITH BUS OPERATORS*

RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL

INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES FOR DECONTAMINATION OF*

PERSONNEL
.

ABSENCE OF PERMANENT RECORD DEVICES AND*

INSUFFICIENT SUPPLY OF SELF READING DOSIMETERS
.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PLANNING EFFORT

INCLUDED STATEILOCAL PRE?AREDNESS EFFORT AND NEED*

FOR COMPENSATORY MEASURES

@, Sectemcer, Isa:

.



-

.

.

REVIEW OF MAJOR DEFICIENCIES BASED'

ON RESULTS OF MARCH 9,1983 EXERCISE

NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES
* Now Adequate (Except Rockland County)

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
* Adequate in Orange and Putnam Counties and in State

of New York -

* Deficiencies Still Exist in Rockland and Westchester
Counties

* Public Remains Uninformed
* inadequate Distribution of Brochures

(Note: Westchester County Will Be Adequate if Brochure
Distributed Prior to June 1,1983.)

-

| .
1

O April 1983

___ _ __ _ - .
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REVIEW OF MAJOR DEFICIENCIES BASED
ON RESULTS OF MARCH 9,1983 EXERCISE

(Continued)
PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

* Adequate in Orange and Putnam Counties and in State
of New York

* Deficiencies Still Exist in Rockland and Westchester
Counties.

* Westchester Did Not Demonstrate the Capability to
implement Evacuation Procedures Necessary to
Protect the Public

RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL
* Now Adequate (Except Rockland County)

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PLANNING EFFORT
* Remains Deficient (Involves Rockland County Only)

April 1983

,I
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

E. NOTIFICATION METHODS & PROCEDURES

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(A) Siren System Requires * Utility Provides Certification * Adequate

Improvement (1982) that Sirens Work
*(B) Inadequate EBS Mes- * State Will Develop EBS * Adequate -

sages and Criteria (1982) Message Criteria, Modify
Plans, and Develop Generic
Messages

*(C) Inadequate PIO * State & County Plans Will * Adequate

Procedures (1982) Be Revised to Reflect All
Concerns in interim FindinD

*(D) Inadequate Notification * Initial Call Out Methods in * Adequate
of Rockland Emergency County Plan Will Be Im- (Plan Submitted
Personnel and Local proved and PaginD Equip- by State)

Schools (1982) ment Will Be Ordered

M.h
'

April 1983
'h|
.

1 of 13"
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

E. NOTIFICATION METHODS & PROCEDURES (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(E) Inadequate Procedures * State Plan to include Tele- * Adequate*

for Notifying Federal phone Numbers
Agencies (1982) .

*(F) PIO's Must Be Trained on * State Will Develop Training * Adequate'

Revised Procedures (1982) Schedule for All State &
County PIO's

*(G) FEMA Has Outdated * State Will Furnish FEMA * Adequate
EBS Plan (1982) Current EBS Plan

*(H) EBS Plan Does Not De- * State & County Plans Will * Adequate
tail Activation Procedures Be Modified Accordingly and
for Four County Area (1982) Provided 10 Lead EBS Sta-

tion Meetings Will Be Held
with All EBS Station
Mana0entent

f.If[A{4j
-

. April 1983
N2 2 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

E. NOTIFICATION METHODS 8: PROCEDURES (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(l) Evacuation Buses Were *Each Evacuation Bus Should * Minor

Not Equipped with Radios Be Equipped with a Radio Deficiency

for Communication (1983) for Communications .

i *(J) State and County * State and Counties Should * Minor
Officials Responsible for Meet with the Utility to Re- Deficiency
Mobilization of Emergency view the Procedures for En-
Resources Did Not Receive suring the Mobilization of
Timely Notification of the Emergency Resources
Alert (1983)
(Westchester, Orange &
Putnam Counties)

* Notification Methods & Procedures Now Adequate

April 1983
. 3 of 13
_;
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION & INFORMATION

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(A) Public Appears Unin-- *Public Education Program *Rockland &
formed about " REP" Plan Developed by State, County Westchester'

(1982) and Utilities Will Be Remain Deficient
initiated

*(B) Inadequate Distribution * State is Developin0 More *Rockland &
of Brochure, " Indian Point Specialized Distribution Westchester
Planning & You" (1982) Methods to Provide New and Remain Deficient

Current Residents the,

Brochure

*(C) Need for Brochure in * Survey Will Be Done by * Adequate
Language (s) other than Utility to Determine Size and
English (1982) Number of Foreign Speaking

Communities in the EPZ

-

.

I April 1983'

4 of 13'
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION & INFORMATION (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(D) Inadequate Rumor ." Oswego Model" Tested & . Adequate

Control (1982) Approved at Fitzpatrick Ex-
ercise Will Be Tailored and
Added to State & County

: Plan ,

*(E) State & County Plans * Outline of Program Will Be * Adequate

Lack Description of Public locluded in State & County
Information/Public Educa- Plans, Posters, Pamphlets
tion Program, News Media etc. to be Forwarded to
Briefing and Notification of FEMA for Review
Transients (1982)

*(F) Arrangement & Pro- *All Plans to include Floor * Adequate

cedures for Joint Media Plan, Equipment, and in-
Facility (JMF) Need to be in ternal Location Information
Plans (1982) for JMF, New Locations

Being Actively Sought

. ..

it .)
April 1983

5 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION & INFORMATION (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT'

ACTION STATUS

*(G) Orange County News *Oran0e County Should im- * Minor
Releases Not Allissued on prove Timeliness and Ac- Deficiency
Timely Basis and Some Con- curacy of News Releases
tained inaccuracies (1983) (1983)

*Public Education & Information Failure to Distribute the Brochures by
June 1,1983, to the General Public Will Result in Re-Confirmation of the
Standard as Being Significantly Deficient.

. .

I
-

April 1983
~' 6 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT .'

APRIL 20,1983

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(A) Methods for Notifying State to Furnish Interim *Rockland &
Transients Must Be Provided Notification Methods. Copy Westchester

(1982)
of Posters & Telephone in- Remain
serts & Schedule for Dis- Deficient
semination to be Forwarded
to FEMA.

*(B) Maps with Population by * State Has Maps, Will Pro- * Adequate
ERPA Should Be Displayed vide Information to RAC -

in EOCs (1982)
*(C) State Has Decided Not * State Policy Now Calls for . Adequate
to Provide " Thyroid Block- K1 to be Furnished Emer-

'

ing Agents" to Emergency gency Workers and Special
Workers (1982) Populations. Policy to be

included in State Plan
*(D) Inadequate Handling of * State & County Plans to be * Adequate
Impediments to Evacuation Upgraded to include Means
(1982) of Clearing Routes

*(E) Inadequate Handling of * State to Provide Surface *Adequale
Ingestion Pathway (1982) Water Inventory, and Loca-

tion of Dairy and Produce-

# *
' April 10n3

i .
;
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT ~

APRIL 20,1983
,

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE (Continued)

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
DEFICIENCY STATUSACTION

*(F) Monitoring Capability at * Plans to be Revised to Clar- * Adequate Pro-

Relocation Centers Needs ify Procedures for Reloca- cedures All Coun-

Clarification (1982)
tion Centers versus Recep- ties (Training
tion Centers Minor Deficiency in

Westchester)-

*(G) Inadequate Data Collec- * SOP's Will Be Developed * Adequate

tion & Transmission of Field * County EOC Staffs Will Be (Minor P:ob-

Data to Decision Makers Trained lems in
Putnam County)

(1982)

*(H) Evacuation of Handi-
* State & County Plans to * Adequate (Am-

capped Not Addressed Reflect Program to identify bulance Driv-
& Evacuate Such Persons ers Need

(1982) Training in
Westchester)

.

8 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE (Continued)

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
DEFICIENCY STATUSACTION

* Deficient
*(I) No Evacuation Commit-

* Compensating Measures
Will Be Developed and in- ('Nestchesterments from Bus Operators,
cluded in Plaris Did Not Dem-

etc. (1982) onstrate Capa-
bility to imple- -

ment Evacua-
tion)

*(J) Relocation Centers Too * Review Indicated None * Adequate

Close to EPZ (1982) Located within EPZ
* Additional Maps Now Avail- . Adequate

*(K) Lack of Maps in State
& County EOC (1982) able. RAC Will Identify

Where Required

April 1983

9 of 13
.
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(L) Rockland County EOC *Rockland County Should * Minor
Did Not Display Maps of Obtain and Post Maps in Deficiency

.

Bergen County Congregate EOC
Care Centers

*(M) Bergen County EOC Did *Rockland County Should * Minor
Not Display Maps Showing Obtain and Post Maps in Deficiency
the Plume EPZ Boundary, EOC Which Show These
Population, Evacuation items
Routes, Reception Centers
and Relocation Centers

*(N) Westchester County Con- * Additional Congregate Care * Minor
gregate Care Facility is Too Facilities Should Be Deficiency
Small to Accommodate the Identified
Capacity Specified in the
Plan

J. Protective Response Remains Significantly. Deficient
. . .

April 1983'g)L1

10 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL- 20,1983

K. RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL
.

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(A) Inadequate Dosimetry * State Will Order TLD's & * Adequate

(1982) Self-ReadinD Packet Dos- (Minor De-
imeters. 24-Hour Capability ficiency Re-
Will Be Demonstrated at mains in
Annual Exercise Westchester,

Orance & Put-
nam Counties)

*(B) Current Decontamination * Decontamination Procedures * Adequate
Procedures for Emergency Are Being Reviewed &
Workers Require Revision Modified
(1982) * Personnel to be Trained

*(C) Decontamination Proto- * Levels Will Be Displayed as * Adequate

cols (Sequences) Not in Plan Needed

(1982) * Personnel Will Be Trained
in Application in Conjunc-
tion with Decontamination
Training

*(D) Inadequate Waste Dispos- * Disposal Will Be in Accord- * Adequate

al Plans for Counties (1982) ance with Applicable Regu-
.-

lations. Plans Will Be Re-
' vised Accordingly

! *Westchester Site Under April 1983
igI."5I

Review 11 of 13,
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
APRIL 20,1983

K. RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONTROL (Continued)

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
STATUSACTION

__

,

*(E) Inadequate Calibration & * Equipment Will Be Checked * Adequate
Maintenance of MonitorinD Quarterly and Exchanged or
Equipment (1982) Calibrated Annually

*(F) Bus Drivers and Some *All Emergency Response * Minor
Police Officers in all Coun- Personnel Should Be Fully Deficiency
ties Are Not Fully Familiar Trained in Radiological Ex-
with Radiological Exposure posure Control Procedures
Control Procedures

* Radiological Exposure Control Now Adequate

April 1983
1 ;

/ 12 of 13
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INDIAN POINT STATUS REPORT
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APRIL 20,1983

P. PLANNING RESPONSIBILITY

DEFICIENCY PROPOSED CORRECTIVE PRESENT
ACTION STATUS

*(A) Rockland County's Non- * State Will Develop Generic Remains

Participation impacting on Procedures in Plan to Deficient
Decision Makers Capability Handle County with inade-
to Respond in Emergency quate Plan or County that

Elects Not to Participate.
(1982) State Will Respond with

Senior Mana0ement Team to
Direct Locals after Governor

- Declares Emergency

*(B) Can't Update Non- *See Above * Remains
Deficient

Existent Plan (Rockland
County) (1982)

*(C) Can't Keep Non-Existent *See Above * Remains
Deficient

Plan Current (Rockland
County) (1982)

*(D) FEMA Concerned over *See Above Remains
Deficientimplementation of Rockland

County Plan (1982)

g;# sip * Planning Responsibility Remains Significantly Deficient
' April 1983

13 of 13''
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] Federal Emergency Management Agency
,

8 Washington, D.C. 20472
. .-

'

; APR 151983

: .

1

Mr. William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

,

Dear Mr. Dircks:

Enclosed is the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Post Exercise
Assessment dated April 14, 1983, which provides an update on the status
of planning and preparedness by State and local governments at the Indian
Point Nuclear Power Station. As noted in the enclosed April 14, 1983
report, PEMA has determined that plans and preparedness for Rockland and

-

Westchester Counties continue to be significantly deficient. As of this
date, FEMA cannot assure that the public health and safety can be protected

,

in the 10-mile emergency planning zone (EPZ) around Indian Point.

The original " Interim Finding Report" that was furnished to you on August 2,
1982, identified thirty-four subelement deficiencies that resulted in I

!

five " planning standards" being rated as significantly deficient. A major
effort has been made to upgrade the " plans" and "praparedness" since the
initiation of the 120-day clock. The recent exercise provided the vehicle
by which FEMA evaluated the progress of State and local governments
involved. ,

The current status of the five planning standards is discussed below;'

however, it should be noted that all parties, even those already in
compliance, are upgrading planning and preparedness on a continuing
basis:

E. Notification Methods and Procedures.

All eight subelement deficiencias that resulted in this standard
being rated as significantly deficient have had adequate remedial'

action, as demonstrated in the March 9,1983, exercise and now meet
the planning and preparedness standard set forth in NUREG-0654-FEMA-REP-1,
Rev. 1. During the March 9 azercise, two new minor deficiencies were
identified; however, the standard remains adequate in that these
minor deficiencies will not impede an effective response during an
emergency.

.- ._ _- - - _

.__ . .-. . . - .- _ . -
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! G. Public Zducation and Informatirg.
!

|
Four of the six subelement deficiencies th, resulted fu this standard

|
being rated as significantly deficiant have .mai adequate remedial
actions as demonstrated in the March 9,198h exercise and now meet i

:

|
the planning and preparedness standard set forth in NUREG-0654-FEMA-
REP-1, Rev. 1. However, as a result of the Match 9,1983, exercise !

two of the subelements remain deficient,in Rocklaud and Westchester' !

|
Counties from a " preparedness" standpoint:

1

(1) Public appears uninformed about the " REP" plan; and j

!
j (2) Inadequate distribution of brochure " Indian Point Planning

and You."

FEMA has every reason to believe that the brochures will be distributed
by June 1,1983, in Westchester County. Failure to distribute this,

brochure by June 1,1983, to the general public will result in a
reconfirmation of the standard as being significantly deficient.
During the March 9 exercise, one additional minor deficiency was
identified; however, this deficiency alone would not result in this
standard being rated significantly deficient, since it will not impede
an effective response during an emergency.

L

J. Protectiveklesponse.

Nine of the 11 subelement deficiencies that resulted in this standard
being rated as significatly deficient have had adequate remedial
actions demonstrated in the March 9,1983, exercise and now meet the
planning and preparedness standard set forth in NUREG-0654-FEMA-REP-1,
Rev. 1. However, as a result of the March 9 exercise, two of the
subelements remain deficient:

4

(1) " Methods for notifying transients must be provided" remains
deficient from a preparedness standpoint in Westchester
and Rockland Counties; and

(2) "No evacuation commitments from bus operators, etc.," remains,

deficient from both a pisaning and preparedness standpoint
in Westchester County.

As a result of these two remaining deficiencies, this planning standard
remains significantly deficient. During the March 9 exercise, three*

* additional minor deficiencies were identified; however, these deficiencies
alone would not result in this standard being rated significantly
deficient since they would not impede an effective response during an
emergency.

.

f
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K. Radiological Exposure Control

All five subelement deficiencies that resulted in this standard being

rated as significantly deficient have had adequate remedial actions
as demonstrated in the March 9,1983, exercise and now meet the planning
and preparedness standards set forth in NUREG-0654-FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1
However, as a result of the March 9 exercise, one additional deficiency
surfaced that would not impede an effective response during an emergency.

P. Planning Responsibility.

All four subelement deficiencies that resulted in this standard being
rated as significantly deficient were related to Rockland County's non-
participation in the exercise process. The plan for Rockland County
has not been completed and since no county capability was demonstrated
on March 9, the significant deficiency previously identified still
remains . The original plan for compensatory measures by the State
called for State personnel to supplement county resources, not to
" fully" offset their withdrawal from the exercise from a resource
pers pective. This resulted in the State's inability to satisfactorily
compensate for the lack of the County's participation in the exercise.

In addition to the deficiencies cited above, 6 new minor deficiencies
were identified as a result of the March 9,1983, exercise in the other
10 planning standards evaluated by FEMA. However, these new minor
deficiencies in no way change FEMA's previous finding of adequacy for
these 10 planning standards as stated in the August 1982 Interim Finding.

It is my belief that this report provides an adequate f actual basis for
the Commission to perform its tasks resulting from the August 3,1982,
issuance of a 120-day letter.

,

Sincerely,

Dave McLoughlin
Deputy Associate Director
State and Lccal Programs

and Support

Enclosure
.

.

- ,- - , .
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,T Federal Emergency Management Agency
Y # Region II 26 Federal Plaza New York, New York 10278

l

.

April 14, 1983

.

Mr. Dave McLoughlin
Deputy Associate Director,

State and Local Programs and Support
Federal Emergency Management Agency
500 C Street, S.W. .

*

Washington, D. C. 20472 ~

Dear Mr. McLoughlin:

This letter transmits the Post Exercise Assessment for the
March 9, 1983 full scale exercise at the Indian Point nuclear
generating station. FEMA had more than 50 observers and
evaluators at the exercise.

'

Overall, I concluded that significant progress has been made
since the first exercise on March 3, 1981. It is my judgment
that significant progress in offsite emergency planning has
been made at the State level and in Orange and Putnam Counties.
This is not to say that some minor deficiencies do not remain. '

There are still minor deficiencies. But, we have every reason
to believe at this time, that these will be corrected in an
expedited manner.

In early March, the Rockland County Legislature voted not to
participate in the exercise. The County's role was that of
permitting several of their officials to observe the exercise
and making its Emergency Operating Center available to State
personnel.'

The original compensating measures by the State were to have
State personnel supplement County resources not to take their-

place. New York decided to attempt to carry out the County's
, functions for the March 9th exercise. They did a commendable

job under the circumstances. However, the State was not.able
to satisfactorily compensate for the lack of the County's
participation and resources. There is not a completed plan for
Rockland County. And, since no County capability was
demonstrated on March 9th, the significant deficiency previously
identified still remains.

._. - - .
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In Westchester County, two significant developments have taken
place regarding the transportation plan. Mr. O'Rourke, the
County Executive, has developed a new option regarding the
school children. If the situation were not a fast moving
accident, he would order school children to be sent home at
the alert stage. This was simulated at the March 9th exercise.
In essence, this does away with the two-wave evacuation in most
instances as well as it unites families before any general
evacuation. The County Executive has also formed a Task Force ,

on Transportation. The County has received a proposal to develop
a comprehensive transportation program for Westchester County
by the Transportation Safety Planning Group (TSPG). TSPG is a

'

not-for-profit corporation made up of several.of the bus company
owners in the area. Westchester County is considering the
proposal. It is estimated that if the proposal is funded in
the near future, it will be completed in 1983. At this date,
the significant deficiency earlier identified still remains.

A concern of FEMA's is the fact that the public education
brochures have not been printed in Rockland and Westchester
Counties. The circumstances in both Counties are somewhat
parallel. In Rockland County, an accurate and effective brochure
cannot be developed until a plan is completed to such a stage
that the County Government will utilize it.

The Westchester County plan revisions, which were to be submitted
to FEMA on January 15, 1983, were not actually received until
March 27), 1983. In order not to distribute misinformation to
the public, the decision was made, with FEMA's concurrence, not
to print the brochures until after the plan revisions were
completed. It is our understanding that there are now ongoing
discussions between Westchester officials and the utilities
regarding the final format of the brochures.

FEMA has been informed that the posters have been completed and '

distributed. A problem that has been noted is that no level of
government has the authority to require the private sector to
actually display the posters on private property. It has been -

suggested that the State give consideration to enacting legislation
requiring prominent display of the posters.

While the situation regarding the brochures is of concern to me,
we have reason to believe that they will be printed and distributed
by. June 1, 1983. However, if the brochures are not distributed to
the general public in Westchester County by that time, I believe a
significant deficiency would then exist.

.
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As a final statement on offsite emergency preparedness as
of this date around the Indian Point site, the following can
be said. With respect to the State of New York, Orange and
Putnam Counties, a statement of adequacy can be made where the -

few minor deficiencies noted in the exercise are corrected to
FEMA's satisfaction. . As for Rockland County, a judgement on
adequacy will not be able to be made until the County plan ist
developed and exercised with ful'1 County participation. For '

Westchester County, a judgement of adequacy will not be able
* to be made until the transportation plan is revised based upon

completion of sufficient action items in the TSPG. proposal.
As of this date, FEMA cannot assure that publii bealth and
safety can be protected in the,10' mile EPZ around< Indian Eoint.*

Again, I must reiterate in 'the interest of fairness a point
that FEMA has made several times to 4he Nuclear Regulatory '

Commission.' That is,'the CFR 350 process of-FEMA does not
Icnd itself to tight deadlines. Substa.ntial progress is being -

made almost on a daily basis . ,.''But , certain emergen'cy plaining
activities require time, especially when there are limited .

resources. The general planning effort in Rockland County and
the transportation planning effort in Westchester County are
two such examples.

.
Sinc y,

. '
,

/; .N'
_
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,\ A'
Frank P. Petrone , - -

Regional Director ~
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SUMMARY

An exercise of the plans and level of preparedness for of f-site
eme rgency response organizations and personnel was conducted for the Indian
Point Nuclear Power Station Unit No. 2 (IP 2) on March 9, 1983. Following the
exercise, an evaluation was made by a 48-member federal observer team and a
preliminary briefing for exercise participants and the general public was held
on March 10, 1983, at the Indian Point Joint Media Center in Verplanck, New
York. Subsequently, detailed evaluations were prepared and are included . in
this document.

|

f' STATE OF NEW YORK
~ _ _ j_ _

The State of New York was responsible for coordinating response activi- -

..

ties in Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam counties and providing;

support as needed. The state, operating from the state emergency operations
center (EOC) in Albany and the EOC in the Southern District Office of Disaster

. Preparedness in Poughkeepsie, demonstrated a good capability to activate and
staff the EOCs, manage emergency operations and public relations,- carry out
accident assessment functions, recommend actions to protect the public, and
coordinate reentry and recovery operations. However, there was approximately -
a 30-60 minute delay between the declaration of Alert classification by the
-licensee and notification of the state, Westchester, Orange and Putnam
Counties. The delay in notification of the emergency status is especially -
important because the dismissal of students from school may be initiated at
the Alert classification.

The emergency operations facilities and resources at the EOCs in Albany
and Poughkeepsie were good. External communications systems were improved by
the addition of a new " executive hot line" with the county EOCs and a backup
radio system. Maps and displays were also improved since the 1982 exercise.

New York State's role in implementing compensating measures for
Rockland County is evaluated in the Rockland County sections of this report.

'

WESTCHESTER COUN,TY, NEW YORK _._ ._ _

The emergency facilities and equipment in the Westchester County EOC
were good. Since the 1982 exercise the county has secured a new electronic-

display _ board for the EOC that shows, by means of light indicators, both
evacuated emergency response planning areas (ERPAs) and host areas. The
county has also established a new communications system providing individual
telephone lines for each agency representative. A new dedicated communica-
tions line between the EOC and the utility's Emergency Operations Facility
(EOF) ,has also been installed since the 1982 exercise and has improved
communications between the facilities. All of these new communications
systems worked very well.

The Westchester County Commissioner of Public Safety / Sheriff
(Commissioner / Sheriff) is responsible for notifying EOC personnel; the

*
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i Westchester County Depart =ent of Eublic Safety communications center is
staffed 24 hours a day.

,

;

The c:anagement of emergency operations in Westchester County was
good. Management of the county EOC was excellent. The County Executive was
clearly in charge of these operations. The public alerting and notification
system worked well. However, the new public education brochure, which is
currently in review, had not been distributed and there was little evidence
that the emergency education program carried out during recent months had been
effective. The public interviewed on the day of the exercise generally did

| not - know that they should turn on their radios to the Emergency Broadcast
System (E3S) station after hearing the sirens.

~
.

Westchester County demonstrated good accident assessment capability.
The field monitoring and personal dosimetry equipment. used in this exercise -
were improved over previously observed equipment. All of the monitoring -

instruments had recently been calibrated. The coordination of accident-
assessment activities between the EOF and the Westchester County EOC has been
substantially improved. The utility's field monitoring data were received at
the EOC in a timely manner.

It was evident that the transportation personnel have not been
adequately trained regarding evacuation procedures, the routes they should
follow to pick up evacuees, and the location of reception centers. Therefore,
the capability to implement an evacuation of the general popula' ion in West-
chester County remains questionable. All buses to be used for evacuation

i services are scheduled to be equipped with radio communications equipment by
the end of April 1983. Transportation companies involved in the exercise
apparently did not have an adequate supply of dosimetry equipment and
potassium iodide (KI), and drivers were not consistently trained in
radiological exposure control measures.

The scenario used for the March 9 exercise provided a good test of
Westchester County's ability to mobilize local emergency response personnel
and work with the state and surrounding New York counties. The cooperation
and participation of county officials, professional response organizations,
and volunteers contributed to the success of the exercise as a training
experience for most of the participants.

.

ROCKL\ND COUNTY, NEW YORK
.

.

The radiological emergency response demonstrated in Rockland County at
the March 9, 1983 exercise was inadequate for two reasons:

e Rockland County has not prepared a radiological _ emergency
preparedness plan, and did not participate in the exercise
as required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency's*

(FEMA's) proposed regulations;
i

| e The demonstration by the State 'of New York 'of its
; compensating measures did not conform to its own plan, j'

which- explicitly requires the state, in directing
radiological emergency response accivities, to involve )

| 1
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county as well as state resources and personnel. In the
March 9, 1983, exercise, state employees substituted for !

Rockland County employees in all levels of emergency
response in Rockland County.

Recognizing that the county had not completed its ongoing planning
process, the state adopted a draft of the Rockland County Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Plan prior to the exercise to implement compensating
measures. These compensating measures were designed to supplement county -

resources with state resources, not to replace county resources.

When Rockland County recently decided not to participate in the
exercise, with the exception of emergency services personnel before normal,

- business hours, the state made a commendable effort to mount an emergency
response that relied entirely on state, rather than' county resources. In
effect, the state attempted to replace, rather than supplement, the ' county,

resources.

The state utilized a drafe of the Rockland County Radiological -

Emergency Preparedness plan. However, the plan is not complete and has not
been adopted by the county legislature. Since FEMA's regulations require each - -

county to have a plan and exercise it, Rockland County's level of preparedness
must be evaluated as inadequate at this time. -

The state's efforts to develop and implement compensating measures with -

a relatively short lead time are to be applauded. But . these compensating
can only work if county resources and personnel are available. At-measures

the exercise, it was observed that the state substituted its own employees for
county emergency response personnel. As the compensating =easures are
described, one would have expected to observe state employees controlling the
response with the assistance of county resources. What was actually observed
was that state employees assumed the responsibility for implementation of the
emergency response and for all management and control functions, as well as -
for all support emergency response functions that are the responsibility of
county employees. Therefore, it must be concluded that New York State 's
implementation of its compensating measures during the exercise was
inadequate.

- In addition, federal observers found both strengths and weaknesses in
the state 's implementation of its own responsiblities prescribed in the
compensating measures in Rockland County. Af ter some initial confusion early
in the exercise, the state demonstrated a strong response in the Rockland-

County EOC. State personnel generally made timely, accurate decisions based
on informat. ion that was received and verified on a well-operated
communications system. The initial confusion was due to the delayed arrival
of key state personnel who had to travel long distances. It tock as much as !

an hour and a half for some of these people to arrive from as far away as
Poughkeepsie, Monticello, and Albany.

The exercise revealed several deficiencies in planning and' pre-
paredness. Revised public education brochures have not ~been mailed to
Rockland County residents during the last year due to continuing ' planning !activities which, when complaced, will be incorporated into a forthcoming

|brochure. Based on spot-check interviews with people on the . day of the i

1
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j exe rcise , the public is generally unaware of actions to be taken in a
radiological emergency at IP 2. Evacuation plans and procedures in New York
State's compensating measures for Rockland County lack sufficient de tail. Bus
drivers and staff at the reception center in Rockland County need additional;

personal dosi=etry equipment and training in its use.

; ORANGE COUNTY, NEW YORK

Orange County emergency response personnel operated competently and
effectively throughout the exercise. The EOC staff functioned well,

i responding to all events. However, news releases issued from the joint media
center by the Orange County public information officer 's (PIO) were noti -

'

timely.
*

4

i Field teams performed well in radiological monitoring and accident -

assessment. Actions to protect the public were acceptable. Evacuation was
, successfully demonstrated, and the congregate care center adequately performed
I its functions. The reception center was well managed but did not have

provisions for the handicapped, a deficiency which was also noted in the 1982
; exercise.

:

! In general, health, medical, and exposure control measures were
acceptable. Most emergency personnel in the 10-m11e plume exposure pathway

. emergency planning zone (EPZ) had dosimetry and KI. The personnel monitoring
] center was an excellent facility and was staffed with well-trained personnel.

Emergency personnel showed improvement over the 1982 exercise in monitoring.

i evacuees, workers, and vehicles. Continued additional training will help
: speed up their procedures. Recovery and reentry operations were successfully
I simulated.
,

PUTNAM COUNTY, NEW YORK
1

-

) EOC facilities and resources, including internal communications,
i displays, and security, adequately supported emergency operations at the
! - EOC. All personnel were promptly alerted and mobilized, and 24-hour

continuous emergency response capability was demonstrated through shift .

j changes. The EOC was effectively managed throughout the entire exercise, and
activities and decision making were effectively coordinated between the
emergency response director and all staff. All public information activities

,

in the EOC were fully coordinated with the joint media center. Publie,

alerting and notification uere accomplished with sirens and tone alert
radios. Brochures recently mailed to all residents, and posters displayed in
a limited number of locations, have provided the public with additional i

| information concerning emergency response activities.
'

* Accident assessment in the EOC and the activities of the field
monitoring teams were acceptable; however, additional review of established
procedures and equipment is needed. Training in radiological exposure control
varied considerably in Putnan County. Although field =onitoring teams were
knowledgeable about dosimeter reporting requirements and threshold limits ,
other emergency workers were not properly trained. Reception centers and.

congregate care centers activated for the exercise were well' equipped.

. .-___ .. __ _ _ _ -
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Personnel were knowledgeable about procedures for handling large numbers of
evacuees, and radiological monitoring capabilities at these and the personnel
monitoring centers were generally good.

DUTCHESS COUNTY, NEW YORK
. , , _ _ _____ , _ __

Dutchess County is a host area for evacuees from Putnam and Westchester
counties. The Dutchess County ECC was activated to coordinate the activities -

at the John Jay High School reception center / congregate care center in
Hopewell Junction. The EOC had good facilities and resources to support these
emergency operations. Displays were good and clearly visible to EOC staff.
The communication system functioned effectively throughout the exercise. The.

EOC was fully staffed by dedicated and informed personnel, and it was well -
managed throughout the exercise. .

.

BERGEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY
_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __

Bergen . County, New Jersey, is a host area for evacuees from Rockland
County requiring congregate care. The Bergen County ECC was activated on a
limited basis, and the Red Cross established a congregate care center at the
Arcola Methodist Church. At the EOC, activation procedures. and staffing were

.

__ good. Facilities were generally adequate, but additional ~ - maps should be
acquired. Communication and coordination with. Rockland County requires
improvement with both planning and practice. -

The Red Cross demonstrated the ability to set up - a full-service
congregate care center on short notice. Cots, and blankets as well as nursing
care and counseling were available. The facility- and operations were well
managed.

.
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1 INTRODUCTION i

1.1 EXERCISE BACKGROUND |
i

On December 7, 1979, the President directed the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to assume lead responsibility for all off-site
nuclear planning and response.

FEMA's responsibilities in radiological emergency planning for fixed.

nuclear facilities include the following:
.

. e Taking the lead in off-site emergency planning and in the
review and evaluation of radiological emergency response
plans developed by state and local governments.,-

. e Determining whether such plans can be implemented, on the
basis of observation and evaluation of exercises of the
plans conducted by state and local governments.

Coordinating the activities of federal agencies withe

responsibilities in the radiological emergency planning
process: '

U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)-

U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)-

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)-

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-

Representatives of these agencies serve as membe rs of the Regional
Assistance Committee (RAC), which is chaired by FEMA.

Formal submission of the Indian Point Radiological Emergency Response
Plans (REPPs) to the RAC by the state and involved local jurisdictions was

-

followed closely by the critiquing, and evaluation of these plans. An
exercise was then held on March 3, 1982 and two public meetings were held in
June 1982, to acquaint the public with the plan centents, answer questions,
and receive suggestions on the plans.

A radiological emergency exercise was conducted on March 9, 1983,
between the hours of 5:15 a.m. and 5:45 p.m., to assess the capability of the
state and local emergency preparedness organizations to imple=ent their
radiological emergency plans and procedures and protect the public in a
radiological emergency involving the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station.

)
.

1 T
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j An observer team consisting of personnel from N Region II, the RAC,
j FEMA 's contractors, and federal and state agencies evaluated the March 9
| exercise. Forty eight observers were assigned to evaluate activities of state
i and local jurisdictions. Observers were trained in radiological emergency
; planning concepts and given an evaluation kit, which included information on
j exercise objectives, the exercise scenario, and other issues relating to the
i exercise. Team leaders coordinated team operations.

Following the exercise, the federal observers, met to compile their*

evaluations. Observers presented observations specific to their assignments,
>

j and the teams of observers developed preliminary assessments for each
! jurisdiction and team leaders consolidated the evaluations of individual team -

1 membe rs. .This final exercise report is based on these preliminary
! . asse6=.ui.s. A public critique of the exercise for exercise participants and

the general public was held at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 10, 1983, at the ^

joint media center in Verplanck, New York.

The findings presented in this report are based on evaluations of.

I

federal observers, which were reviewed by FEMA Region II. FEMA requests that
state and local jurisdictions submit a schedule of remedial actions for

| correcting the deficiencies discussed in this report. The Regional Director
] of FEMA is responsible for certifying to the FEMA Associate Director of State

and Local Programs and Support, Washington, D.C., that all negative findings
)

i observed during the exercise have been corrected and that such corrections
have been incorporated into state and local plans, as appropriate.

A

1.2 FEDERAL OBSERVERS

Forty eight federal observers evaluated off-site emergency response
functions. These individuals, their affiliations, and their exercise assign-,

| ments are given below.

Observer Agency Exercise Location / Function
.

.

F. Petrone FEMA General Observation / Region II Director
R. Kowieski FEMA General Observation /RAC Chairman

.

S. McIntosh FEMA State Emergency Operations Center (EOC)/ Team Leader
J. Feldman EPA State EOC/ Accident Assessment
R. Arch 11x FEMA State EOC/Public Information Officer
P. Weberg FEMA State EOC/ Communications
R. ConIey USDA Southern District EOC; Westchester Co./ Ingestion

Pathway Samplings; Dutchess Co. ECC
T. Jackson NRC Indian Point Emergency Operations Facility

(EOF)/ Liaison
M. Jackson N Joint Media Center /Public Information Officer

,

.

G
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Observer Agency Exercise Location / Function
..

H. Fish DOE Joint Media Center /Public Information Officer
H. Rand FEMA Joint Media Center /Public Information Officer
G. Connolly FEMA Westchester Co. EOC/ Team Leader
R. Bernacki FDA Westchester Co./ Medical Drill, Accident Assessment; |

Rockland Co./ Medical Drill
R. Kinard FEMA Westchester Co. EOC/ Communications
L. Dillon FEMA Westchester Co. EOC/Public Information Officer

- T. Baldwin ANLa Westchester Co./ Evacuation, Congregate Care
F. Fishman FEMA Westchester Co./ Evacuation
C. Saricks ANL Westchester Co./ Evacuation- '-

--

bD. Tinsman USCG Westchester Co./ Evacuation, Alert and Notification
T. Holliday FEMA Westchester Co./ Evacuation, Traffic Control Points
L. Robertson FEMA Westchester Co./ Evacuation of Mobility-Impaired

Persons
N. Chipman INELc Westchester Co./ Radiological Monitoring -

dN. Rohrig BNL Westchester Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Reception
Center

T. Maynard FEMA Rockland Co. EOC/ Team Leader ~
J. Keller INEL Rockland Co. ECC/ Accident Assessment
R. Garelik FEMA Rockland Co. EOC/ Communications
J. Asher FEMA Rockland Co. EOC/Public Information Officer
T. Klein ANL Rockland Co./ Evacuation, Traffic Control Points,

Alert and Notification
E. Tanzman ANL Rockland Co./ Evacuation, Traffic Control Points,

Alert and Notification
D. Petranech FEMA Rockland Co./ Evacuation, Reception Center
R. Hellriegel FEMA Rockland Co./ Evacuation, Congregate Care
R. Huchton INEL Rockland Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Personnel,

Monitoring
D. Hulet ANL Rockland Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Personnel

Monitoring
J. Picciano FEMA Orange Co. EOC/ Team Leader

A. Hull BNL Orange Co. ECC/ Accident Assessment

t,
A. Davis FEMA Orange Co. EOC/ Communications

! G. Seidenfeld FEMA Orange Co. ECC/Public Information Officer
P. Becherman ANL Orange Co./ Evacuation, Traffic Control Points,

Reception Center, Alert and Notification

!
. _ . _ __ ___
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Observer Agency Exercise Location / Function
.

L. Hoffman INEL Orange Co./ Radiological Monitoring
J. Opelka ANL Orange Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Personnel

Monitoring

R. Reynolds FEMA Putnam Co. EOC/ Team Leader

L. Olmer EPA Putnam Co. EOC/ Accident Assessment
S. Barisas ANL Putnam Co./ Evacuation, Traffic Control Points.

Alert and Notification
R. Rodriguez FEMA Putnam Co./ Reception, Cengregate Care, Alert and

Notification -

,

. B. Motes INEL Putnam Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Personnel
Monitoring ~

-

R. Honkus INEL Putnam Co./ Radiological Monitoring, Personnel -

Monitoring
K. Ierner ANL Bergen Co. IOC/ Communications, Congregate Care
N. Kelly FEMA New York City /WABC Radio Station

.. _ _ _ ..___ _ .

"ANL = Argonne National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy. -

USCG = U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Department of Transportation.
cINEL = Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy
BNL = Brookhaven National Laboratory, U.S Department of Energy.

. .

1.3 EVALUATION CRITERIA

Radiological emergency response activities were evaluated by federal
observers in accordance with the following scheme:

I
e Capability outstanding: no deficiencies noted, no improve-

. . _ _ .

~

ments necessary.

.

Capability M : only minor deficiencies noted.e

e Capability accentable: deficiencies noted that limit -

effective performances,

e Capability weak: significant deficiencies noted.

Capability lacking: response called for but note

demonstrated.-

. _. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1.4 EXERCISE OBJECTIVES

The objectives of state and local jurisdictions in this exercise were

to demonstrate the adequacy of radiological emergency response plans, the
capability to mobilize needed personnel and equipment, and familiarity with
procedures required to cope with an emergency at the Indian Point Nuclear
Power Station, Unit 2 (IP 2), which is operated by the Consolidated Edison Co.
of New York, Inc. The State of New York Radiological Emergency Response Group
developed the following objectives for this exercise.

,

1. Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plans
__ .

a. Evaluate the adequacy of radiological emergency plans
for New York State; the counties of Westchester,

'

Rockland, Orange, and Putnam; and IP 2.

b. Demonstrate the emergency response capabilities - of
state authorities, local support agencies, IP 2, and
appropriate federal agencies.

c. Demonstrate the capabilities of the counties of West-
chester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam; New York
State; and IP 2 to implement their respective radio-
logical emergency plans in a manner satisfying
FEMA /NRC acceptance criteria.

2. Notification Procedures
_ _ _ _

a. Demonstrate the capability of the IP 2 staff to
classify actual or potential emergencies according to
on-site emergency procedures for:

e Notification of Unusual Event

e Alert -

Site Area Emergencye

General Emergencye

b. Demonstrate the capability of the IP 2 staff to
notify the t,ta te , local, and federal governments in

accordance with federal guidelines and established
,

,

protocols.
1

c. Demonstrate the -capabilities of IP 2; the state; and

the counties of Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and
Putnam to communicate technical information. Indian
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.

Point 2 should also demonstrate communication of
technical information with the NRC over the NRC hot

'

lines.

d. Demons trate the capability of the state, the four

counties, and IP 2 to notify and activate emergency
response personnel in accordance with established
protocols.

e. Demonstrate the capability of the state and counties
to alert and notify the affected permanent and trans-

'

1ent public within the 10-bile plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (EPZ) of an incident at the -

IP 2 site and provide follow-up information as .

required. This capability should include activation
of the prompt notification system (strens and tone
alert radios) and the Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS).

f. Demonstrate, as appropriate, the notification. of and
request for assistance from federal agencies, such as
radiological assistance from the DOE.

g. Demonstrate, as appropriate, the notification of

states. and counties within the 50-mile ingestion
exposure pathway EPZ and of agencies such as
railroads by the state and appropriate county.

3. Emergenev Communications

Demonstrate the IP 2 communications among the controla.
room (CR), technical support center (TSC), EOF,
operations support center (OSC), and the joint media
center, and ability to maintain communications with -

the federal government.

b. Demonstrate the the capability for emergency communi- -

cations among Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and
Putnam counties; the state; and IP 2, including the
Radiological Emergency Communications System (RECS)
hot line. Commercial telephone, radio, and/or the
National Warning System (NAWAS) should be used if the

*

RECS line is postulated to be inoperative.

c. Demonstrate ths adequacy of IP 2, local, and state
emergency communications to:

I Transmit instructions to activata essential staff'.e

-.
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e Disseminate essential information to assisting
agencies.

e Operate a 24-hour / day alert and notification
system.

d. Demonstrate the ability of IP 2 and Westchester,
Rockland, Orange, and Putnam counties to coordinate,
control, and deploy radiological monitoring teams
with their respective field communications systems.

4 Emergency Response Facilities
. _ ._ _

.

_ a. Demonstrate the adequacy of staffing, the timeliness
-

in setting up emergency response facilities, and the
_ adequacy of space and habitability for management of

a radiological emergency at:

e IP 2 CR

e IP 2 TSC

e IP 2 OSC

e IP 2 EOF
. .

e State EOC

Office of Disaster Preparedness (ODP), Southerne

District EOC

Westchester County EOCe

Rockland County EOCe
.

Orange County EOCe

| e Putnam County EOC

e Joint Media Center

b. Demonstrate the activation of the EOC in host
(support) counties, as appropriate.,

c. Demonstrate the adequacy of internal com=unications
in the stata and county EOCs, including the use of
status boards, charts, maps, diagrams, and other
displays.

_ _ _ _ _ . . - _ - .
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d. Evaluate the adequacy and cot::petency of state,

county, and IP 2 staff to operate the emergency
response facilities.a

] e. Evaluate the adequacy of access control and security
at emergency response facilities.

: 5. Direction and Control
__

a. Demonstrate the ability of key emergency personnel at
all levels of government and IP 2 to initiate and co-

*

ordinate timely and effective decisions during a
radiological emergency and clearly demonstrate "who -

is in charge."
. .

b. Demonstrate effective organizational control and
integrated radiological emergency response, including
deployment of field monitors; acquisition of field
monitoring data; receipt and analysis of field data;
and effective sharing of field data among the
licensee, state, and counties for evaluation and
verification.

.

: c. Demonstrate the capability of federal, state, and

| county emergency response agencies to identify and
provide for resource requirements. Any requiredi

federal response activity may be simulated.

d. Demonstrate the capability of coordinating (inter-,

! nally/ externally) actions among organizations in

order to obtain support and to make appropriate deci-
sions.

e. Demonstrate the capability of elected and appointed .
'

officials to implement appropriate radiological
emergency response actions.

.

6. Public Information
|

a. Demonstrate the adequacy of the operation of and
interaction among the state, county, and IP 2 public
information actions.

.

b. Demonstrate activation and staffing of the joint
media center news center by licensee, state, and
local public information personnel and provision for
periodic public information releases and rumor
control. As appropriate, the transfer of the

_ _
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responsibility for the preparation and transmission I

of official public information on required protective
actions from the joint media center to an alternate

location should be demonstrated for an EBS message.

c. Demonstrate that the off-site authorities and the
licensee can work effectively with the media in the
event of an accident.

7. Accident Assessment and Evaluation
_ _

a. Demonstrate the activation, operations, and reporting~

procedures of IP 2 and county field monitoring
teams. IP 2 teams should be dispatched within and

-

beyond the site boundary. Referees should give field
monitoring teams simlated data consistent with the
simulated release from the plant.-

b. Demonstrate the ability of IP 2, the counties, and
the state to receive and assess radiological data
from both county and licensee field teams in
accordance with their respective radiological
emergency plans.

c. Demonstrate the ability of IP 2, the state, and the
counties to calculate dose projections, compare
projections to the Protective Action Guides (PAGs),
and determine appropriate protective actions.

8. Protective Response

a. Demonstrate the capability of the state and county
emergency response organizations to make decisions
and implement appropriate protective actions. The,

response options include:

. e Sheltering and evacuation (simulated) of on-site
and off-site areas;

Informing the public of the accident developmente

and any required protective actions;
i

|e Activation of reception and congregate care.

centers and provision for monitoring evacuees for
|

contamination;

Identification of and provision for special pcpu-e

lations, including provision for identification,

1
.._
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: notification, and evacuation of noninstitutional-

ized, mobility-1:npaired persons; ~

!

! e Analysis and determination of ingestion exposure
pathway considerations;,

i

; e Provision for removal of 1:npediments from evacua-
A tion routes.

k '

| 9. Radiological Exposure Control
_ _ _ _ __ ._ _

I
~

j a. Denonstrate the decision process for limiting

j axposure of emergency workers. '

) b. Demonstrate the processing of state and local emer-
.

gency workers through personnel monitoring centers
(PMCs) including monitoring and decontamination.

| c. Evaluate the capability of off-site emergency .
i response personnel to implement access control
2 procedures.

d. Demonstrate methods and resources for distributing,

) dosimetry equipment and thyroid blocking agents to
! emergency workers.
;

'i

; e. Demonstrate record keeping and use of dosimetry
' equipment and thyroid blocking agents for the

protection of emergency workers.'

!
i

; 10. Medical Succort

j a. Demonstrate the initial treatment of contaminated
#

injured persons and their transport to and subsequent -

treat:nent at hospitals on both sides of the Hudson

| River. The medical drill in Westchester County
should involve a simulated injury at IP 2. The Rock- -

|
land County medical drill should involve an off-site
person.

I 11. Reentrv and Recoverv

|
'

a. Demonstrate the capability of emergency personnel to
identify requirements, assess the situation, and
identify procedures for reentry.

.

~s a -, ,
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b. Demonstrate the capability of emergency personnel to
identify requirements, programs, and policies govern-
ing damage assessment and recovery.

1.5 EXERCISE SCENARIO

1.5.1 Major Sequence of Events on Site

Approximate Time Event
i.

5:15 a.m. Start of exercise - medical drill with on-site injury
.

be gins.

5:45 a.m. Notification of Unusual Event classification declared. _ . ___ _.

8:00 a.m. Declaration of Alert classification.
,

9:30 a.m. Indications of occurrence of large-break loss-of coolant
accident (LOCA). Escalation to the Site-Area Emergency

-- ~~ ~~

classification. Wind shif ts to up-valley flow condi-
tions. Weather forecast projects frontal passage within 8
hours with shif t in wind direction toward the south.-

12:00 p.m. Escalation to the General Emergency classification. Major
airborne release begins with no projection for duration of
release.

2:00 p.m. Wind speed increases to cross-valley flow conditions and
results in wind shift.

4:30 p.m. Releases to environment terminated. De-escalation to the
Site-Area Emergency classification.

4:35 p.m. Break in exercise play.
.

4:45 p.m. Date advance of two days for consideration of reentry and
recovery planning and ingestion exposure pathway problems.

.

5:45 p.m. Secure from exercise.
i

| 1.5.2 Scenario Summary

The IP 2 is initially operating at
of seryice for maintenance. .

100% power. The 13.8 kV feed is out
The staff has been monitoring a reactor coolant

leak into containment from an unknown source. -The leak rate is below
technical specification limits. A decision has been made previously to not
enter the containment to investigate. The operators are unaware that this
leak is on the discharge of reactor coolant pump No. 21 and will be the cause
of the subsequent LOCA.

.. - .-.
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A fire lasting over 10 minutes occurs in a radioactive material;

| handling area, resulting in injury and contamination to workers. This event
; results in a Notification of Unusual Event classification.
1

j There is an interruption of service on 138-kV feeder No. 95332 into the
3 station. Subsequently, reactor coolant pump No. 21 develops high vibration,

trips due to a locked rotor, and in turn trips the unit. As a result of the
'

; locked rotor, fuel cladding failure occurs and reactor coolant activity
exceeds technical specification limits. Subsequent to the locked rotor of the

reactor coolant pump, there is a step jump increase in the leakage rate as
well as an increase in the atmospheric activity in the containment. Again,

i unknown to the operators, the leak is the result of the aggravation of the '

.-

already existing leak. These event.s result in an Alert classification.

| Developments that follow the above sequence indicate that a large-break
'

LOCA has occurred. The indications to the operator are:

i

Low pressurizer pressure reactor trip,e

Safety injection signal,e

,

High containment pressure,e

High containment sump level and humidity,e
,

Contain=ent isolation signal.e

These indications result in a Site-Area Emergency classification. The
operator implements large-break LOCA emergency operating procedures and
subsequently, when the water reaches the level where transfer to the
recirculation mode is required, recirculation pumps Nos. 21 and 22 are
started. Normal recirculation takes place for a short period of time until
the failure of one of the recirculation pumps. The other pump continues to
operate normally. However, during this time, there is a slow build-up of

.

hydrogen in containment along with slowly increasing core temperatures and
radiation levels in containment. Attempts to light off the hydrogen
recombiners are delayed due to the delay in delivery of oxygen. The second -

recirculation pump fails. The operator's attempt to align - recirculation
through the RHR system is unsuccessful due to the inoperability of valve MOV
885-A (RHR suction from the containment ' sump), which fails to open from the
control room. The SWS must then dispatch an NPO to open the valve locally.
The time lapse to perform these operations is sufficient to partially uncover
the reactor core and the operator receives indications of severe core
degradation from the following:

area radiation =cnitor (.W.) 1-10 is greater than 330 mR/he

|

| e In-core thersoccuple neasurements exceed 700*?
!

.

,. _ ,- -C
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These events result in a General Emergency classification.

After this, the operator receives indication of a hydrogen burn by a
muffled sound from containment and containment pressure suddenly reading off-
scale.

Containment purge exhaust valves are damaged and appear to be partially
open as the station vent radiation monitors indicate high activity levels.

Eventually, efforts to close containment purge valve FCV-1173 (outside
containment) are successful. The operator continues in the long-term cooling
mode to cold shutdown.

,,

1.5.3 Description of State and Local Resources
_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,

It was to be the responsibility of all emergency response agencies to
ensure that their resources were actually deployed in adequate numbers to
provide a reasonable test of their notification, mobilization, command,
coordination, and communications capability. Except as noted below, state and
county agencies were to have total authority in determining the degree of
mobilization and deployment of their resources in a radiological emergency at
IP 2. Consistent with this intent, the decision to demonstrate or to actually
deploy resources was to be made at the time of the exercise.

.

The following personnel and resources were to be deployed by the state
and local governments to demonstrate the capabilities of their emergency re-

Also provided below are specific off site demonstration objectives.sources.

Public Notification

During the exercise an actual test of the sirens and an accompanying
EBS announcement and EBS activated tone alert radios were to be demon-
strated. Additional exercise EBS messages were to be prepared. Actual

, transmission of these additional messages to the primary insert station (CPCS-
1), WABC, and broadcasting by the EBS network were to be simulated.

.

Radiological Field Monitoring Teams

In addition to off-site monitoring teams to be dispatched by IP 2, the
following county radiological monitoring field teams were to participate:

| Westchester County 2 teams,

| Rockland County 2 teams (state teams)
i

Orange County 2 teams
Putnam County 2 teamsi

|

_ _ - .
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Each team was to be supplied with a controller. The controllers were to have
simulated field data, which were to be provided to the field teams to

i determine local dose rate readings consistent with the scenario. Each team
was to have had the necessary equipment to determine both actual area gamma
dose rates and airborne radioiodine concentrations. The monitoring teams were
not to be suited up in ant 1 contamination clothing.

Completion of Bus Routes for Evacuees
_ _ _ _ _

Each of the four 10-m11e plume exposure pathway EPZ counties was to
activate evacuee bus routes as follows: -

Westchester County 5 bus routes
Rockland County 3 bus routes '

j Orange County 1 bus route
Putnam County 1 bus route

In general, bus routes .were not to be preselected, although federal observers
were to be preassigned to specified transportation companies. The exercised
bus routes were to be " free played" except in Westchester County.~ This
approach was to contribute to the realism of the exercise by allowing the
federal observers to select which bus routes were to be demonstrated on the
day of the exercise. Westchester County, in addition to four general-
population bus evacuation routes, was to demonstrate the peripheral bus route
linking the various reception centers. Rockland County was to demenstrate a
bus route from a school within the affected area to a host (reception) school
in addition to two general population bus evacuation routes. The bus drivers
were to assemble at their normal dispatch location and were to be assigned

! appropriate routes, briefed, and deployed in accordance with the appropriate
; procedures. The buses were to complete their assigned route but not pick up
! any volunteer evacuees. Upon completion of the general population route, the

buses were to report to appropriate reception / congregate care centers. The
buses and drivers were then to be released.

.

Evacuation of Noninstitutionalized, Mobilitv-Imoaired Persons
.

Each county was to demonstrate procedures for the identification and
notification of noninstitutionalized, mobility-impaired persons and to
determine the availability of appropriate transportation for their
evacuation. In addition, federal observers were to select a limited number of

addregses for mobility-impaired persons in both Westchester and Rockland"
Counties. Vehicles for transporting the handicapped were to be dispatched ec
these addresses for simulated evacuation.

I

- _ - _ _ ,. _ _ . . . . , , _ . - _ . _ _ . _ , -- . _ . , _ . _ - - -_m . _ , . _ . . _ - . .-
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Traffic Control Points

Local agencies, supple =ented by state resources, were to deploy
personnel to demonstrate activation of a sample of traffic control points
(TCPs) for cajor evacuation routes in each county.

County TCPs
_

Westchester 6

Rockland 4

Putnam 2

Orange 1
-

Traffic control points were not to be preassigned or prepositioned. To
~

provide a greater test of the capability to respond to an actual incident and

to allow more free play in the exercise, the federal observers were to provide
information on the locations of traffic control points to be demonstrated
during the course of the exercise.

Once traffic control points were established and observed by federal
observers, local officials were to release personnel to normal duties and -

simulate the continuation of control points where required. For training
purposes, selected traffic control personnel were to report to personnel
monitoring centers af ter they were secured from their exercise assignment.

Imoediments to Evacuation

Federal observers at the county ECCs were to introduce free play events
to test the procedures for the removal of impediments from evacuation
routes. This demonstration was to include the actual dispatch of a police or
other emergency vehicle to the scene, a report from the scene to the EOC

requesting appropriate resources, the identification of the availability of
the required resources (e.g., tow truck, public works equipment), and an
estimation of the times of arrival at the scene and for clearing the
impediment.

I~ Westchester County 2 locations
Rockland County I location

Putnam County I location

Orange County 1 location (simulated
dispatch of emergency
vehicle)

.

Personnel Monitoring Centers
,

l
| Each county was to set up and demonstrate a PMC for local emergency

workers. During the exercise, the processing of selected energency workers
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who had completed their exercise participation was to be demonstrated.
,

Decontamination actions were to be simulated. At the PMC, anything that may I
damage property (such as parking vehicles on grass) was to be si=ulated. All |

necessary equipment was to be assembled at the PMC. Detailed simulation

actions were to be implemented at the center by the PMC leader. In addition,

the state was to demonstrate the activation of a PMC for state emergency
workers.

Relocation Centerg

At least one reception / congregate care center was to be opened and
'*

staffed for evacuees of each of the four counties in accordance with
respective local emergency response plans. Supplies required for long-term

'

mass care (cots, blankets, food, etc. ) were not to be acquired or brought to

the centers. However, the center was to estimate how many evacuees would be

arriving if the exercise were a real emergency. The center personnel were

then to make the necessary estimates of supplies required for the potential
evacuees. Sources of the required supplies were then to be located and the

means for transportation of the supplies was to be determined. A limited

i number of volunteers were to be processed through the registration area.
'

Procedures for monitoring and decontaminating evacuees were to be demonstrated
at reception centers. Federal observers were to introduce free play problems

to test procedures for handling evacuees arriving at a congregate care center

without appropriate documents from the referral reception center. Because of
logistics and the need to arrange access to relocation centers before an
exercise, these relocation centers were to be preselected before the exercise.

Westchester County 1 - Reception / Congregate Care.
: 1 - Congregate Care (in Putnam Co.)

Rockland County 1 - Reception
.1 - Congregate Care (in Bergen Co. , N.J. )

.

Orange 1 - Reception

1 - Congregate Care

Putnam 1 - Reception / Congregate Care (in Dutchess Co.)

Medical Drills

. Medical drills were to demonstrate the treatment of contaminated
injuries at hospitals on both sides of the Hudson River. These drills were to

involve the following types of problems:

i

l _ Westchester County - on-site contaminated injury'

Rockland County - off-site contaminated injury

. _ _ . _ _ -.. - --- -. . - . . - .
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Ingestion Sampling

The state was to demonstrate the analysis and decision aking process
for selection of ingestion exposure pathway samples consistent with the
hypothetical problem posed by the exercise parameters. Ingestion pathway |
samples were to be collected primarily from open sources of public drinking '

water. Analysis of the sampics was to be simulated.

Volunteer Organizations

, Volunteer response organizations identified in the plans were to
participate in the exercise. Howeve r, for purposes of the exercise, the
staffing of these volunteer organizations was to be on an as-available basis.

.

e

0 #

6

e

e

0

.. - ,
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2 EXERCISE EVALUATION: DEFICIENCIES AND REC 0lefENDATIONS

On the basis of criteria set forth in NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1/REV.1
(November 1980), objectives established for the March 9, 1983, exercise of

IP 2 and the evaluations of federal observers present at the exercise, this
I

section provides a detailed assessment for each emergency function. Recom-
mendations to correct deficiencies identified at this exercise are summarized

! at the conclusion of each section. FEMA will participate with the state and

local governments in determining the corrective actions needed to resolve the

deficiencies in accordance with established criteria and guidelines.
,

'

.

1

2.1 STATE AND SOUTHERN DISTRICI EOCs -

2.1.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources
~.

Both the southern district and state EOCs are large, well planned
facilities with rooms located to accommodate different functions and minimize
distracting noises. Internal communications and the system of message
distribution were good. A new executive hot line between the state and county
EOCs was in operation. This new system for direct communications corrects a
deficiency identified at the 1982 exercise. A backup radio system also
existed to supplement any possible disruption in telephone line communication
and to verify messages. The public information officer's (PIO's) office was

well equipped with telephones and telefax machines.

Internal information, maps, charts, and message boards were clearly '

displayed. Two maps that were readily observed summarized the distribution of

populations within emergency response planning areas (ERPAs) and field
sampling locations.

Only one minor interruption, which delayed the transmission and receipt
'

of telefaxed messages f rom the EOF, was observed. .
.

Security was outstanding, and unauthorized - persons were not permitted
in restricted areas.

; e Deficiency: Telefaxed messages required an excessive
i amount of time for complete message transmissions between

the EOF and the state ECC (NUREG-0654, II.F.1.d).
I

.

e Recomc:endations: ECC and EOF =essages should be brief. An
investigation should be made to examine the possible use of
a second telefax machine.

. - - . __ ._. ____.__________ . . -
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2.1.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff I_
'

- s

Two representatives were available from each state agucy and schedules
were provided for 24-hour coverage. Because of state trooper coverage,' com- _ |,
munications can easily be maintained in ths'EOC on a 24-hou? basis. Observers ' '

were not able to see an actual shift change. The demonstration, of this; 'I
capability should be included in future exercises.

|
'

There was approximately a 30-60 minute delay between the declaration of
.

the Alert classification by the licensaband receipt of the Alert classifica . N(
tion notification by the state, Westichester.. Orange and Putnam Counties. The q

. lack of timely receipt and/or handling of the notification of the emergenc'y
status is especially important because the dismissal of students from schools,
which is precautionary to a potential evacuation of the general populacion, .

-

may be initiated at the Alert clascification.

~
t le Deficiency: Officials of the= state, Westchester, Orange '"

and Putnam Counties who are responsible for the mobiliza- % N
tion of emergency resources did not receive notification of ' ',
the Alert classificatica I

II.E.1).
'

in a timely manner (NUREG-0654, 's
_

>

.

e Recommendation: Representatives 'of the state, Westchestey,._ <q
Orange and Putnam Counties should meet with the , utility to s

review and modify, it. necessary, the procedures for

ensuring that notification messages are verified by county
officials responsible for the mobilization of emergency 9

resources.

si

2.1.3 Emergency Operations Management i*
4

.' % s
g

The demonstration of leadershfip on the part of the decision makers was
! very good. Decisions were based upon hlear understanding of 'the issues and

the Chairman of the Disaster Preparedness Commission (DPC), who has been *

involved in several exercises, demonstrated complete control; of the
situation. The roles of all participants were clearly defined. Decisiog s y,

'

makers displayed the ability to anticipate, analyze, and synthesize ,the ; 3
information received. '

; ,M.
s

Twenty-four-hour coverage is maintained by delegation of authority'to
predesignated state officials. '

x. x_ , , s
_ 1

Briefings were held frequently, approximately)everyihalf hour, in. order
to keep state agency representatives aware of decisions and the status of the

^
emergency situation. This procedure was in response to recommendations made
at the 1982 exercise.

1

%

:s
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2.1.4 Public Alerting and Notification

These functions were not observed by federal observers reviewing
activities at the state facilities in Albany and Poughkeepsie, New York, which

are both outside the 10-m11e plume exposure EP2.
f

2.1.5 Public and Media Relations

At the state EOC in Albany, the PIO was well informed and provided
evidence of 24-hour coverage in the EOC. The PIO apparently had personnel
available to circulate within the EOC to gather information. -

At the joint media center, state PIOS assumed the lead PIO function
af ter the Governor's declaration of a state disaster emergency. The emergency -

public information system functioned well. State PI0s had access to pertinent
information and there were adequate channels for obtaining additional

,
information to meet press inquiries. All EBS messages were approved by lead
government officials on hot lines. (See Sec. 2.3 for further discussion of'

joint media center operations.)

2.1.6 Accident Assessment

Staffing for the radiological assessment unit was adequate to process
and analyze the data telemetered to the state EOC by the utility. Meteorolog-

's 1.tal data were used to estimate the plume location by computer. The EOC,

''
accident assessment staff was in constant contact with the utility. In

,

addition, the capability in the use of county and utility field data for
locating and monitoring the plume boundaries -has been improved compared to
capabilities demonstrated at the 1982 exercise.

.

Programmable calculators are now available to expedite the calculations

of projected dose to the general population. In the 1982 exercise the absence
of this equipment was identified as a minor impediment to the speedy analysis
of technical data.

.

2.1.7 Actions to Protect the Public

Adequate staff was available to implement protective action procedures,,

based on needs at the state EOC.
J

; ,The state demonstrated the capability to obtain and analyze a surface
V water sample. Plans were also in place to continue analysis until acceptably

low levels of radiation are reached for recovery and reentry.

Information on the location of dairy farms within the 50-mile ingestion
' ~ exposure pathway IPZ was used in deciding how long farmers should keep cows on

stored food.

-___ _ __ _ _ _____
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2.1.8 Health, Medical, and Exposure Control Measures
1

,

Radiological exposure control procedures were acceptable at the state's
.

PMC. The operations space may be too confined at the state police substation
in Hawthorne, New York, to provide for the acceptable separation of contami-
nated and noncontaminated emergency personnel. Monitoring staffs need
additional training to properly monitor incoming individuals in a timely

,

! manner.

Radiological exposure control functions were not observed at the state

EOCs in Albany and Poughkeepsie, New York, which are outside the IO-mile plume
exposure pathway EPZ..

.

2.1.9 Recovery and Reentry Ooerations
___ __.. _ ._. .

-

Recovery and reentry operations were not called for in the scenario.

Decision makers did, however, present a method by which recovery of the
contaminated area would be accomplished.,

2.1.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience
__ . _ _ _ _

Some weaknesses in the scenario were iltantified and questioned by state
EOC radiological assessment staff. Generally, however, the exercise was seen
by federal observers as a good training experience for the participants at the
state and southern district EOCs.

.

2.2 NEAR-SITE EOF

2.2.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources. _.

Overall facilities and resources were good at the EOF; only minor '

,,

problems were noted. The communications system included separate telephone
lines with radio backup for each county and for the state representatives>

assigned to the EOF. The southern district defense preparedness officer is,

assigned to the state staff at the EOF. This individual had a hand-held radio
and a mobile radio (in the defense preparedness officer's vehicle), both of
which are available for backup comannications from the EOF to the state and
county EOCs. The availability of this equipment corrects the deficiency in
backup communications equipment identified ac the 1982 exercise.

. Working space within the EOF was good. The county and state repre-'

sentatives had separate working spea on the balcony above the utility's work
area. It was observed, however,-that internal communications between stata
and county representatives and utility personnel were sometimes hampered. On

- -- - . - - - . .- . _-
_ .. - - - - - .
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:

several occasions it was difficult to get utility personnel to answer the
telephone intercom. It may be helpful to add a light to the intercom
telephone to signal incoming calls from the balcony area. Despite this minor

difficulty, technical interaction between state and county representatives and
,

utility personnel were good. The state and county representatives had access
to the utility's work area and technical infor=ation.

Appropriate maps showing the locations of field monitoring points,
projection of the plume path, and the distribution of population by ERPAs were

'

on display at the EOF. The improvement of these displays in response to
recommendations from the 1982 exercise has corrected the previous deficiency.

.

2.2.2 Alerting and Mobilization of officials and Staff
.

The alerting and mobilization of staff assigned to the EOF was good
overall. State and some county personnel arrived at the facility during the
alert classification.

The capability for 24-hour continuous emergency operations varied among
the state and county staff observed at the EOF. The state did not demonstrate
a shift change and did not have sufficient staff at the EOF to cover all
functions on a 24-hour basis. However, although a shift change of personnel
was not observed, based on a review of the roster available at the exercise,
it is assumed that 24-hour staffing of state functions can be accomplished in
a timely manner. The counties generally had enough personnel available at the

,

EOF to cover all functions on a 24-hour basis.

'

2.2.3 Emergency Operations Management

The EOF was activated as part of the overall emergency response for the
: IP 2 exercise. The active participation by all state, county, and utility
! organizations at the EOF as well as their knowledge and conduct of their

responsibilities was outstanding. *

;

County representatives at the EOF had roles similiar to those of the
state representatives, which involved relaying technical data to their

*

respective EOCs. Technical information was compiled at the EOF and trans-
mitted to the EOCs by the liaison officers at the EOF. The roles of state
and county personnel at the EOF are claarly defined in the plans as liaison
officers in supplying the utility's data to their EOCs for use in

accident / dose assessment. The clarification of the role of these liaison
office'rs in the Westchester, Orange, and Futnam county plans is in response to

, the RAC's previous recommendation that the role of county representatives at
I the EOF needed to be better defined.

|

l
. -- . . - _ .. ___ _ ._ . . _

|
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2.2.4 Public Alerting and Notification
...

'

,

These functions were not observed at the EOF.
i

| 2.2.5 Public and Media Relations
.. - __ .__ _

i

j These functions were not observed at the EOF.
i

2.2.6 Accident Assessment
_._ _ ._

All accident assessment analyses are carried out at the state and
county EOCs. The EOF serves as the central point for the collection and
distribution of radiological field monitoring da ta'. - Ove rall, the EOF-' -

capabilities to perform these functions were good.>

Technical data were rapidly sent from the EOF to the state and county -
EOCs. However, as mentioned above, the transmission of these data tied up the4

; telefax machine and on several occasions delayed the receipt of hard copy
' communications at the EOF.

County field survey report forms were received at' the EOF without ~ ~

county names included on them. It was possible to identify the- reporting
county by identifying the locations of the. samples being reported, but

i inclusion of the county name on the report form would facilitate handling of
i the field data at the EOF. Westchester County transmitted a field summary

sheet over the telefax telecommunications line which could not be read as
received at the EOF. The standard data reporting forms were transmitted
legibly throughout the exercise. All counties should use this standard for:2;

'

when transmitting data to the EOF.

2.2.7 Actions to Protect the Public
__

__ .-

*

These functions were not observed at the EOF.
:

2.2.8 Health, Medical, and Exposure Control Measures

All state and county personnel at the EOF had dosimeters except the
|volunteer civil defense (CD) representative from the southern district ODP.

; This individual reported to the EOF from work rather than from the CDP where
dosimeters are stored. All personnel at the IOF should be trained in
radiological exposure control procedures and should be aware that they should
wear recommended dosimeters when they leave the EOF. The utility monitored
doses at the EOF.

|

4

|

|

|
-. _ ._ -, _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _.. !
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2.2.9 Recoverv and Reentrv Ooerations

I These functions were not observed at the EOF. '

2.2.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience

The exercise was generally considered an outstanding training experi-

ence for participants at the EOF.

4 .

'

2.3 JOIYr MEDIA CENTER *|
,

Overall, the emergency public information system functioned in a timely
'

and effective manner. The Westchester County PIO, in coordination with other -

| county and state PIOS issued EBS messages and news releases from the joint

! media center in Verplanck, New York. PIOS at the joint media center had open

telephone links with their respective EOCs along with telecopy capability.
All EBS messages, as well as news releases, were approved by lead officials on

the executive hot line and reviewed by PI0s, including utility PIOS, at the
joint media center. Hardcopy of E3S messages and news releases were

| telecopied back to the EOCs.

During the simulated evacuation of the joint media center, transfer of
the EBS function from the Verplanck joint media center to the Westchester EOC

in White Plains, New York was successfully demonstrated. The demonstration
included notifying the press, simulating issuance of an EBS message from the

new joint media center, and providing other information.

There was no evidence of communication among the counties to ensure
that the notification of early dismissal of school children is coordinated at

the local level. The early school dismissal notification system should be

reviewed to insure coordination of early dismissal announcements by all four
counties to avoid confusion.,

.

EBS messages for evacuation and sheltering are necessarily quite
,

'

lengthy due to the need to include descriptions of ERPA boundaries and
evacuation directions. Formulation of such lengthy E3S messages is ti.me-

,

consuming. The PI0s developed and used a system of pre-typed peel-off labels
! of each ERPA. Other ways to reduce the critical time being spent on IBS

formulation should be explored (e.g., word processing equipment). .

ERPA maps and checklists were used to record and chart protective
measures. County and state PIDs had access to pertinent information and
adequate channels for obtaining addition information to meet press inquiries.

;

- ,- ., - +. , , ---
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2.4 WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
,

2.4.1 Emergney Operations Facilities and Resources
,_ _ ,

; Overall, the emergency facilities and ecuipment at the Westchester
; County EOC were good. . Working space was acceptable. However, the central
'

operations area was small and the noise level was high. Separate rooms were
i provided for radio communications, accident assessment, and management
'

personnel. These separated work areas facilitated operations at the EOC.
Internal coimmmications within the EOC were good. Periodic briefings were

. delivered over a public address system and kept the entire EOC staff informed-

of the status of the emergency and actions that were being ~ taken. Displays
', and maps were adequate. Since the 1982 exercise, the county < has secured a new

electronic display board that indicates both evacuated ERPAs and host' areas.

There were sufficient lines to accommodate telecommunications and the -

! equipment necessary to transmit and receive hard copy messages was available --
and operational. Since the 1982 exercise, Westchester County has established

'

a new communications system providing individual telephone lines for each
agency representative. This new communications system reduced the confusion ~

that was . observed during the last exercise. Radio Amateur Civil Emergency --;

Service (_ RACES) radio support and backup communications capabilities were
adequate. The hot lines, including the new dedicated communications line
between the EOC and EOF, worked very well.

Security was adequate at the Westchester EOC and the reception /
congregate care center at Fox Lane High School in Bedford, New York.,

2.4.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
_ __. .

The overall alerting, mobilization, and capability for 24-hour staffing
of emergency operations was acceptable in Westchester County. The Westchester
County Department of Public Safety was responsible for the notification of EOC.

; personnel and the Westchester County Department of Public Safety communica-
tions center is staffed on a 24-hour basis.

Staffing was very good at the county EOC and the various emergency |

response organizations evidenced depth of staff, organization of
responsibilities, and change of shift capabilities.

Notification and response of field staff was generally good for the
| radiological monitoring teams, PMCs, and evacuation personnel. Backup support
: was evident for all functions.
>

,

t .

1

|
.

- - _ - . _ . .. - . , . - _
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4

2.4.3 Emergency Ooerations Management
|

t

j The overall management of emergency operations during the exercise in
j Westchester County was good. Management of the ECC was excellent. The County
; Executive's staff and commissioners were highly qualified and well trained in i

| emergency practices and procedures. The County Executive was clearly in
'

charge of operations at the ECC and the structure and lines of authority of
j the county's emergency preparedness organization were evident. The County
j Executive requested and received reports from county staff regarding emergency

'

recommendations and resource requirements. In several instances, the County
1 Executive demonstrated independent leadership and anticipatory management of !

| decisions involving the evacuation of parks, EBS messages, declaration of the -

emergency, public evacuation, and theft control.

The, internal flow of information at the county EOC was facilitated by -

periodic general briefings of the staff, which were given approximately every-

hour, and individual management sessiens with key personnel. Briefings on the;

status of the plant and emerge,ncy classification updates were given as soon as
the information was received at the EOC. In addition, field observers re-

ported that the PMC and reception / congregate care center were well managed and
| that these staffs had been informed of recovery progress and activities
i per:sining to closeout of the exercise.

!

The county was concerned over the state role and its assumption of a
leadership position during the exercise. Westchester County officials felt
that the state role should be to supplement county emergency response
efforts. These officials also felt that the state assumed control when events
were clearly within the capabilities of county government. The role taken by

; the state may have been necessitated by scenario events and circumstances.

2.4.4 Public Alerting and Notification
.

I

Public alerting and notification in Westchester County were good. ' The
siren system for alerting the public was activated in a timely manner and .

worked well. However, based on spot-check interviews on the day of the
exercise, the public apparently ha's limited understanding of the appropriate
response to these alert sirens.

' Sirens followed by an EBS message were used to alert the public of a
Site-Area Emergency at approximately 9:45 a.m. The sirens were simul ~nneously
activated by the county commissioner / sheriff in Hawthorna and the county
Office of Disaster and Emergency Services at the ECC in White Plains. There
are no verification procedures or equipment such as control panel ' lights to
insure that the sirens are sounding. FEMA currently is developing guidance
and regulations which will constitute the requirements for fully testing
alerting and notification systems. Until this process is complete, only spot-
check observations can be made of the effectiveness of these systems. With

__ _ _ ~ . .- _. _ . _ ._ - . _ _
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the exception of populations at Kings College in Briarcliff Manor and St.
Augustine School in Ossining, most of the people interviewed in the field on i

che day of the exercise reported to federal observers that they heard the |

alerting sirens. However, based on spot-checks by the federal observers, most
of the public interviewed did not understand the meaning of the sirens nor did
they know that they were to listen to EBS =essages broadcast over WA3C (AM
770). (See Sec. 2.3.5 for a discussion of public education issues. )

A spot-check of schools, nursery schools, and special facilities
including nursing homes and hospitals indicated that such institutions were
equipped with tone alert radios that worked well. The successful notification i

-

of schools with tone alert radios was verified by federal observers in the
field and staff at the county EOC. The EBS worked well. PIO staff at the

,
Westchester County EOC coordinated the preparation of . EBS messages and -

simulated their dissemination through the joint media center in Verplanck, New
York.

.

2.4e5 Public and Media Relations
_ __

: Ove rall public and media activities need improvement. However, the -

! system for handling media relations through the -joint media- center in
Verplanck, New York, was very effective; no inquiries were received at the
Westchester County ECC. (See Sec. 2.3 for further discussion of joint media
center operations.)

.

Despite efforts by Westchester County in re cent months including'

releasing public service announcements and newspaper advertisements, there was
little evidence that the public understands what they should do in a
radiological emergency. The new public information brochure has not yet been
distributed to the public, nor was there evidence that notices had been posted
to inform transients of the alert and notification system and actions they
should take in the event of a radiological emergency at the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Station. Although the public education program is on going in
Westchester County, a new instructional brochure that is being finalized had*

not been distributed during the last year prior to the March 9 exercise.

.
Spot-checks on the day of the exercise of hotels and motels showed that signs
or notices ' had not been distributed to or posted in hotels and motels to
provide emergency information to transient populations within the 10-m11e

i

plume exposure pathway EPZ. The lack of awareness among some Westchester j

County residents regarding what they should do in the event of a radiological
emergency limits the effectiveness of the prompt alerting and notification
systems. (See Sec. 2.4.4 above.)

The rumor control telephone number was tested by federal observers in
Westchester County and the information obtained was excellent.

1

. ._ , . _ . -. _ . ,
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e Deficiency: The annual public education brochure,
currently in review, has not yet been distributed in
Westchester County (NUREG-0654, II.G.1).

e Recommendation: Publication and distribution of the publj .
education brochure for Westchester County should e
expedited.

e Deficiency: There was no evidence of signs or notices
posted in hotels and motels within the 10-mile plume
exposure pathway EPZ to prov1de helpful emergency informa-
tion to the transient population (NUREG-0654, II.G.2). '

e Recommendation: As soon as possible, the necessary_ public__ _ _
,

information materials should be distributed and posted in
public places for the use of transient populations who may
come into the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ.

2.4.6 Accident Assessment
_. ._

The overall accident assessment capability demonstrated by Westchester
County was good. The field monitoring instruments and personal dosimatry
equipment used in this exercise were a significant improvement over previously
observed equipment. All of the monitoring equipment observed during the
exercise had been racnntly calibrated.

The technical staff at the EOC was well managed and able to accurately
assess the accident using data received from the field. Map overlays were
used to project the potential magnitude of doses to the population. However,
the means of communications for transferring technical data from the field to
accident assessment personnel at the county EOC needs to be improved.
Standardized forms should be established to report field' data. This
standardization would reduce the number of repeated messages that were
required during the exercise and would lessen the potential for errors.

I
'

Coordination of the field monitoring teams improved since the previous
exercise. Specific monitoring locations were used and the trate1 times '

between locations were acceptable. Monitoring teams also collected some field
data while moving into the plume. The coordination of accident assessment
activities between the EOF and Westchester County as well as between the state
and the county was good.

* New equipment was available for the monitoring teams and allowed the
two teams to independently =easure for radiciodine. The use of silver =eolite
absorption media for monitoring radiciodine was si=ulated. Only one of the

| two field monitoring tea =s was asked to take an air sample for radioiodine. A
few more measurements would have better demonstrated this capability.

;

1
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Permanent radiation dose recording devices, thermoluminescent dosi-

meters, (TLDs) were worn by all field monitoring personnel throughout the |
exercise. Also, 0-5 R dosimeters were worn by all field monitoring personnel

,

i and most also wore a 0-200 R dosimeter. !

Twenty-four-hour response capabilities were evidenced for accident,

assessment personnel at the ECC and the field monitoring teams by lists of
trained personnel assigned to second shifts. Alternate field monitoring

; personnel were also provided for the exercise.

There were large differences in the ability of the two field monitoring
teams that were observed during the exercise. Additional training of.

{ personnel is required to ensure that field measurements are properly taken.
;

i- Coordination was good between EOF and county personnel and between
state and county accident casessment personnel. The development of protective
action recommendations was well coordinated between Westchester County and New

,

York State. County and state health officials were in communication through-
out the exercise and the county 's independent dose assessment calculations
were frequently compared with the state's dose assessment calculations. '

,

2.4.7 Actions to Protect the Public
- - - -. .. .. - -- -

In the event of a radiological emergency at IP 2 an evacuation of.

Westchester County would be accomplished by means taken either by private
individuals (e.g. , privately owned vehicles) or with county assistance (e. g. ,,

; auses, vans, ambulances). During the exercise, federal observers reviewed

both modes of evacuation and numerous issues regarding the capability to
accomplish a significant evacuation of the county were assessed.

1

At the Alert classification, the County Executive ordered the schools
! closed and school children sent home. County transportation resources were
"

notified at the Site-Area Emergency classification. Buses were activated and
dispatched for evacuation of the general population at 11:50 a.m. It was

j evident that the transportation personnel have not all been adequately trained
i regarding evacuation procedures, the routes they should follow to pick up

. evacuees, and the location of reception centers.

2 Buses for evacuatics were tested using preselected routes. A brief
summary of the observation of these routes follows:

e Route A Initially would not participate and was not-

;, prepared.
1

.

I

i Route B - Driver departed the dispatch point prematurely ate

the siren (approximately 9: 45 a.m.) instead of awaiting the
evacuation order.

_ - _ . . -. _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ -- _
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!

. e Route C - Driver had previously driven the route and did a
j good job.
i

i e Route D Driver did not know the evacuation route for-

which the driver was responsible.

.

] e Route E - Driver knew the peripheral route tested but had
i not been trained regarding requirements for a radiological

emergency.

1 In general, sufficient personnel and resources were available to complete all4

I. of the four general population bus evacuation routes tested during the
*

3 exercise. Emergency transportation workers had received guidance regarding
their involvement in the March 9 exercise, including maps and instructions

,

j regarding the evacuation routes they would drive. However, despite the
j guidance that was given prior to the exercise, it was evident that additional

training is necessary to insure that the bus dispatchers and drivers are
properly acquainted with the evacuation procedures, the routes they should
follow to pick up evacuees, and the location of reception centers. Therefore,

the capability to implement an evacuation of the general population in
Westchester County remains questionable. All buses except one were equipped '

a

! with radio communications, and all buses are due to be installed with radios
! in April 1983. Communications between the bus companies and the Westchester
! County Department of Transportation were good.

A comprehensive study of bus routes and evacuation procedures is cur-
] rently under way and is expected to be completed in December 1983. This study
i should address possible alternatives to street pick up points, such as

grouping evacuees in secure buildings, resulting in an improved evacuation
*

plan for Westchester County.

Evacuation of selected noninstitutio'nalized, mobility-impaired persons
,

' was tested in accordance with free play provided in the scenario. On the
; basis of this demonstration, ambulance personnel did not know their
; responsibilities, were not trained in evacuation procedures for a radiological ~

; emergency, and did not have the necessary dosimetry equipment. Procedures for
; evacuating institutionalized, mobility-impaired persons are still being

finalized. The responsibility for this function is shared by four agencies
led by the County Department of Hospitals.

Selected traffic control points were activated as part of the free play"

of the exercise. However, these traffic control points were not observed due
to scenario events and federal observers' tima constraints, Observers at the
Westchester County EOC were informed that the county Department of Public
Safety had made major - changes in the scope and location of evacuation traffic

| control points. These changes should be incorporated in the Westchester
County Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

, -, - - . -- .-. - .-
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Impediments to evacuation were handled in accordance with the free play
provided by the off-site scenario and t,he test appeared successful.

Other issues affecting evacuation capabilities in Westchester County
include the following: -

,

e Vehicle evacuation - Most people would be evacuated from
the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ by privately owned

,

vehicles. The success of this effort in Westchester County
is a function of time, events, and available resources.

e Evacuation of the elderly - During the exercise, several'

.

county officials, including the County Executive and
. Commissioner of Health, requested that sheltering rather -

. than evacuation be considered for the elderly. It was
suggested that moving the elderly would involve more risk

of injury than would they risk from radiation if they
remained sheltered.

Training of bus drivers Bus personnel are in need of ~e -

training for evacuation route location and radiological -

,

health and exposure control measures. Radiological
training should be conducted for volunteers who may be
recruited for evacuation ~ service. (See Sec. 2.3.8 for a
discussion of the need for training in radiological
exposure control measures.)

Emergency response personnel at reception and congregate care centers
appeared to be well trained to perform their responsibilities. However,
monitoring personnel at the reception center at the Fox Lane Eigh School in
Bedford, New York, utilized a slow scan rate in monitoring evacuees as they
arrived. The monitoring capability observed at this facility could be
improved by training the existing staff; these resources may need to be
supplemented with additional monitoring personnel and equipment. It was
suggested that consideration be given to colocating reception and congregate
care faciities. The congregate care facility observed at the exercise was too
small to accommodate the capacity indicated in the plan.

\-

e Deficiencv: Westchester Coutny transportation personnel
have not been adequately trained regarding evacuation
procedures, the routes they should follow to pick up
evacuees and the location of reception centers (NUREG-0654,
II.J.10.a. II.J.10.g).

.

e Recommendation: Bus drivers responsible for evacuation
services should be trained regarding evacuation procedures
and supplied with better maps and instructions concerning
the routes and locations of reception centers.

i

)
*

1
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e Deficiency: Additional training and possibly additional
resources, including pe'rsonnel and vehicles, are needed for
the evacuation of institutionalized and noninstitutional-
ized, mobility-impaired persons (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.d).

e Recommendation: Transportation personnel responsible for '

the evacuation of mcbility-impaired persons should be
i trained in evacuation procedures, and the supply of

ambulances for the evacuation of nursing homes should be
reviewed.

~

e Deficiency: The capacity of the congregate care _ facility *

is too small to accommodate the mpacity specified in the- 1

plan (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.h).
.

,

o Recommendation: The capacity of congregate care .faciities
in Westchester County should be reviewed and additional
facilities should be identified if necessary.

2.4.8 Health, Medical, and Exposure Control Measures
_. _ ___

;

The 'overall procedures for controlling radiological -exposure of
emergency workers was acceptable. The thyroid blocking agent potassium iodide
(KI) was, in accordance with the plan, available for distribution to emergency
workers. Emergency workers had been instructed in its use and some workers
simulated its use during the exercise. Transportation companies involved in
the exercise apparently did not have adequate supplies of KI and some drivers
who may be called upon to enter the 10 mile plume exposure pathway EPZ were
not trained in how they would receive instructions for its use.

Centers for the monitoring and decontamination of emergency workers and
vehicles were tested and considered acceptable. The control of water that
becomes contaminated as a result of decontaminating the general population,
emergency workers, and vehicles was simulated at the PMCs and reception '

centers.

The reception centers and decontamination areas observed during the
.

exercise did not have arrangements to provide an adequate supply of clothing
to replace any contaminated clothing which may have been worn to the center.
The medical drill at the hospital demonstrated adequate response capabilities.

Personal dosimetry equipment was worn by most of the emergency workers
in Wdstchester County. However, transporration companies did not have an

j adequate supply of dosimeters and the bus and ambulance drivers were not
; consistently trained in the use of these devices.

e Deficiency: Transportation companies involved in the
exercise apparently did not have adequate supplies of
dosimeters (NUREG-0654, II.K.3.a).

. . __ _ -_ _ _ _ _ . _. . - _ , _ -. -.
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e Recommendation: Permanent record dosimeters (e.g., film
badges, TLDs) should be provided to emergency workers.

e Deficiency: Bus and ambulance drivers who may be _ called
upon to enter the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ were
not consistently trained in the use of dosimeters and KI
(NUREG-0654, II.K.3.b).

e Recommendation: All emergency workers should _be . fully
trained in radiological exposure control including the use
of dosimeters and KI.

.

. 2.4.9 Recovery and Reentry Operations
_ .- __ 1_

Reentry operations were tested using simulated events as specified in
the scenario. Based on interviews with personnel at the Westchester County
EOC, it was determined that a generally acceptable capability exists to-

recover and reenter the area af ter a radiological emergency in Westchester -
County.

The scenario used for the March 9 exercise did not call for a thorough
assessment of recovery and reentry operations. However, county officials did
their bes t to simulate the necessary response functions. For example, the
Commissioner of Health reported that the department ~would take air- and water
-samples in those areas that were exposed to radiation and work with the
Agriculture and Markets Department to impound contaminated food. In addition,
the County Executive appointed a fact-finding committee to ensure that the
proper data would be collected and a recovery committee to direct the reentry
operations.

2.4.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience
_ _ _ . _ _ _ ._ _ _.

-

The overall relevance of the exercise was good. The scenario provided
a good test of Westchester County 's ability to mobilize local emergency
response personnel, as well as its capability to work with the state and sur-

"

rounding New York counties. The scenario of exercise events was complemented
with free play of traffic control points, response for the evacuation of
noninstitutionalized mobility-impaired persons, and police response to impedi-
ments that would hinder evacuation of the population. Selected evacuation bus
routes also were tested. The cooperation and participation of county
officials , professional response organizations, and' volunteers contributed to
the success of the exercise as a training experience for most of the partici-

| pants. The participants generally feL that the exercise encouraged them to
'

become more familiar with the Westchester County RER plan, helped point out
deficiencies that will lead to the resolution of identified - problems , was a

. .. . . _ - .- ._ _ -_
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good learning experience, and provided training for pri=ary and backup
personnel.

2.5 ROCKLAND COUNTY, NEW YORK

i

Rockland County Nonparticipation. At this writing, Rockland County has
not completed a radiological emergency response plan for the Indian Point
Nuclear Power Station. Under the authority of Resolution No. 320 of 1982, as
amended by Resolution No. 829 of 1982, the county disavowed the " Radiological
Emergency Response Plan prepared for Rockland County by Con Edison and '

PASNY," and has undertaken the preparation of a new plan. Since the draf t,

Rockland . County Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan being developed by .

Rockland County was not yet approved, Rockland County decided, pursuant to
Resolution No. 156 of 1983, not to participate in the March 9, 1983, radio-
logical emergency preparedness exercise. However, Office of Emergency
Preparedness staff did undertake emergency functions up until the beginning of

i normal business hours at 9:00 a . m. Several county officials observed the
exercise as nonparticipants. These included the Chairman of the Legislature,
the Commissioner of Health, the Sheriff, the Transit Coordinator and the
Emergency Preparedness staff. State personnel used the Rockland County EOC to
direct state employees and some local employees and emergency response
volunteers in Rockland County. No employee of Rockland County participated in
the March 9 emergency preparedness exercise for IP 2.

In accordance with Resolution No. 320 of 1982, the Rockland County
Legislature directed its Chairman "in the event of a nuclear occurrance at the
Indian Point Facilities to take any and all action in coordinating and...

cooperating with any and all Federal and State agencies to protect the lives
and property of the citi= ens of Rockland County . .. ".

State Comoensating Measures. The New York State Indian Point Site-
.

Specific Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan (REPP) contains provisions
intended to assure adequate protection of the public during radiological
accidents in counties that are unable, or do not elect, to respond themselves. -

The state decided to implement these " compensating measures" at the March 9,
1983, exercise when it learned that Rockland County would not participate.
Therefore, the only evaluation that can be made of the actual performance of

,

radiological emergency response personnel in Rockland - County is of the New |
York State employees who substituted for Rockland County personnel pursuant {to
the egmpensating measures in the New York State State Indian Point Site-
Specific RERP.

An accurate evaluation of the state's perfor=ance in implementing its
compensating measures in Rockland County requires an understanding of how the4

compensating measures are to operate. The New York State Indian Point
|

. . - . -.
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Site-Specific RERP (p. III-6) provides that the Governor is to declare a state

disaster emergency in any nonparticipating county and is to direct various

state agencies, under the direction of the Disaster Preparedness Commission
(DPC), to implement the emergency response using the county plan as a frame--

work. As its compensating measures for Rockland County, the DPC has elected
to use the draft Rockland County Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plan. In

two different places in the New York State Indian Point Site-Specific RERP
(pp. I-12 and III-6), it is stated that the compensating measures are to be
carried out using " State and local resources and personnel." That the
compensating measures contemplate state employees acting at the behest of the

i Governor to direct both state and county emergency response personnel to
'

implement. the county plan is confirmed by section 2 of S.B. 7122, as
reproduced in the New York State Indian Point Site-Specific RERP (second page

- following._ p. A-31), which states that "[u]pon declaration of a disaster,_

arising from a radiological accident, the Governor or his designee, shall
direct one or more chief executives take appropriate protective... to ...

actions pursuant to the radiological emergency preparedness plan .. . ". . Thus,
the state's RERP compensating measures require state employees- to direct - the,

response, but also involve county resources and personnel as well as local and
volunteer resources and personnel acting in accordance with the county plan.

.

_ The state's exercise of the New York State Indian Point Site-Specific^

_RERP compensating measures did not demonstrate this assignment of responsi-
bility. Rather than directing the participation of county emergency response
personnel, the state substituted its own employees for all demonstrated
functions that are the responsbility of county employees. As the compensating
measures are described, one would have expected to observe state employees
controlling the response with the assistance of county resources. What was
actually observed was. that state employees assumed the responsibility for
implementation of the emergency response and for all management and control
functions as well as all support emergency response functions that are the>

responsbility of county employees.,

Conclusion. The radiological emergency response demonstrated in
Rockland County at the March 9, 1983, exercise was inadequate for two
reasons..

First, Rockland County has not finalized and adopted a radiological
emergency response plan and did not participate in the exercise. FEMA 's
operative regulations, 47 Fed. Reg. 36,588 (1982) (to be codified at 44 C.F.R.
pt. 350) (proposed August 19, 1982), in section 350.7(a), cites Part I.E of
NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, in order to explain what mst be included in
local * government plans. Part I.E (p. 19) states that "[c]he concept of
Emergency Planning Zones necessarily implies mutually supportive emergency
planning and preparedness arrangements by several levels of government:
Federal, State, and local govaraments, includ1ng counties, townships, and even
villages . . . " . Section 350.5(a)(14) requires exercises to be conducted , to

1
-

;

i
- - _ _ _ - - -
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,

i evaluate emergency response capabilities. In failing both to adopt a

radiological emergency response plan and to exercise it in the March 9, 1983,i

i
exercise, Rockland County did not adequately comply with these regulatory

|
requirements. ,

|
I

|
Second, by substituting its own resources and personnel for those of r

.

Rockland County, New York State did not implement its plans at the exercise as
4 required by 44 C.F.R. Section 350.9. Therefore, it must be concluded that New

York State's implementation of its compensating measures during the exercise
,

was inadequate.
a

'

e Deficiency: Rockland County has not finalized and adopted
i a radiological emergency response plan and procedures to

respond to an emergency at IP 2 (NUREG-0654, I.E.).

e Recommendation: Rockland County should finalize and adopt j

a radiological emergency response plan and procedures to - 1
'

respond to an emergency at IP 2.
h

e Deficiency: Rockland County officials and personnel did
not participate in the IP 2 exercise of March- 9, -1983f

j (NUREG-0654, II.N.1.b).
2

i

e Recommendation: Rockland County should participate fully
|

|
in the next exercise of radiological emergency response

plans and preparedness for IP 2.
( -

e Deficiency: New York State did not implement its
] compensating measures in a manner consistent with its plan

or procedures (NUREG-0654, II.A.1.b).
|

!

e Recommendation: New York State should improve its capa-

; Elity to implement compensating measures in light of the
nonparticipation by Rockland County emergency response

personnel at the March 9, 1983, exercise.
i

The sections that follow are an evaluation of the emergency response
capabilities implemented by state personnel, demonstrating the New York State

,

compensating measures in Rockland County.

2.5.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources
.

Emergency operations facilities and resources were acceptable, with the
exception of deficiencies noted below. Communications systems with contiguous
state and local governments, the nuclear f acility, and the near-site EOF vere
good. Dedicated telephone lines were used as the primary communications
systems with radio backup by the New York ODP and RACES. Communications'

.,
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betwasn ths Rockland County and Bergen County EOCs need improvement: two
systems were used, a radio channel and telephone. However, because the radio

channel also was used for communications with field monitoring teams in
Rockland County, the large volume of cocmunications traffic between field

monitoring teams and the Rockland County EOC limited the availability of this
system to the Bergen County, New Jersey, EOC. On several occasions, the

Bergen County EOC director had eifficulty in reaching his counterpart in
Rockland County on the telephone.

Deficiencies in equipment and procedures for external communications.

were noted at the 1982 exercise. Equipment deficiencies have been corrected
by the installation of a backup radio system between the EOF and both the ECC'
and County Warning Point (CWP), and an extension of the RECS line in the dose
assessment room. Staff support was adequate once the state takeover of the

- EOC was complete.

The working space and amenities of the EOC were good. The dose assess-
ment function was performed in a large, well-equipped room. This improvement
corrects a deficiency identified at the 1982 exercise.

Internal communications within the ECC were acceptable. Status boards
were posted and, in general, kept up to date. Since the 1982 exercise, inter-
nal communications have been improved by the installation of several status
boards. These status boards were clearly visible in the operations room, and
were frequently updated. At the early stages of the exercise, when the EOC

was not fully staffed, delays arose in relaying information to the operations
staff.

Maps, displays, and ECC security were acceptable. Maps of population
distribution, by ERPA, and evacuation routes were posted in the main
operations room. Maps of evacuation routes and field sampling points were
posted in the accident assessment room. A number of maps also were posted in
the PIO room and in the command room; it is recommended that a full set of
maps be posted in each room. A map of congregate care and reception centers
listed the centers in Rockland County, but not those in Bergen County.

e Deficiencv: Communications systems between the EOCs in
- Rockland County and Bergen County, New . Jersey, need

improvement (NUREG-0654, II.F.1.b).

o Recommendation: Another communications link between the
Rockland County and Bergen County EOCs is desirable,

whether another radio channel, a dedicated telephone line,
or an extension of RECS.

.

e Deficiency: Maps showing the location of congregate care
centers in 3ergen County, New Jersey, - were not posted in
the Rockland County ECC (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.a).

._ _ _.
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evaluate e=ergency response capabilities. In failing both to adspc a
radiological emergency response plan and to exercise it in the March 9. 1983,
exercise , Rockland County did not adequately comply with these regalatory
requirements.

Second, by substituting its own resources and personnel for those of
Rockland County, New Yor:. State did not implement its plans at the exercise as
required by 44 C.F.R. Section 350.9. Therefore, it must be concluded that New

York State's implementation of its compensating measures during the exercise
was inadequate.

- - e Deficiency: Rockland County has not finalized and adopted *

a radiological emergency response plan and procedures to
respond to an emergency at IP 2 (NUREG-0654, I.E.).

.

e Recommendation: Rockland County should finalize and_. adopt
a radiological emergency response plan and procedures to
respond to an emergency at IP 2.

'

e Deficiency: Rockland County officials and personnel _did
not participate in the IP 2 exercise of March 9, 1983
(NUREG-0654, II.N.1.b).

e Recommendation: Rockland County should participate fully,

in the next exercise of radiological emergency response
plans and preparedness for IP 2.

.

e Deficiency: New York State did not implement its

compensating: measures in a manner consistent with its plan
or procedures (NUREG-0654, II.A.I.b).

e Pecommendation: New York State should improve its_ capa-
_

bility to implement compensating measures in light of the
nonparticipation by Rockland County emergency response

,

personnel at the March 9,1983, exercise.t

The sections that follow are an evaluation of the emergency response .

capahilities implemented by state personnel, demonstrating the New York State
~

compensating measures in Rockland County.

2.5.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources
.

Emergency operations facilities and resources were acceptable, with the
exception of deficiencies noted below. Communications systems with contiguous
state and local governments, the nuclear facility, and the near-site EOF were
good. Dedicated telephona lines were used as the primary communicationst

systems with radio backup by the New York ODP and RACES. Communications

-
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e Recommendation: A map of congregate care centers in Bergen
County should be posted in the Rockland County ECC.

2.5.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
__ _

Alerting and mobilization of officials and staff were acceptable.,

Howeiter, inevitable delays of 60-90 minutes were observed in the arrival of
,

some New York State personnel who served as officials and staff in the place
of Rockland County personnel in the exercise.

The capability for 24-hour initial emergency response is provided by
,

! the CWP, which is staffed on a 24-hour basis and is located on the same floor

as the county EOC. The state warning point, which is also staffed on~ a 24 .

hour basis, was used to notify state personnel called in to participate in the '

..

state compensating measures.

The ability to sustain 24-hour continuous operations was not fully
demonstrated in the March 3, 1982, exercise. This year, the state
demonstrated an acceptable capability to sustain . continuous operations in .

Rockland County. Sufficient backup personnel were available, and shift
changes were demonstrated. However, the Department of-Health (DOH) personnel
from Monticello did not demonstrate a shift change; they were unaware of

'

. procedures for 24-hour operations and are in need additional training.
.

Procedures for notifying emergency response organizations and for-
alerting, notifying, and mobilizing emergency response personnel were good,
given the inherent delays in mobilizing those state personnel from outside

: Rockland County. The utility notified the CWP of an Unusual Event classifi-
| cation. Because Rockland County did not participate in the exercise, a

request was made to the Southern District ODP in Poughkeepsie for state
| assistance, which carried out the alerting and notification of state emergency

response personnel. Initial activation and staffing of the EOC by state
! personnel took 60-90 minutes. This is about the best that could be expected

in light of the distances traveled: personnel were mobilized from Albany,;
;

,

Monticello, Poughkeepsie, and Rockland County.

Telephone and radio communications equipment used for alerting and
,

| activating emergency response personnel we re- good. The notification and
mobilization of evacuation bus drivers were not demonstrated; drivers were
prepositioned at the Haverstraw Transit Co. depot. According to the
dispatcher at the Haverstraw Transit Co., past experience in snow and other
emergencies indicates that 90 drivers can be notified by telephone and
mobilized within 30 minutes. It is recommended that the bus company acquire
radios to communicate with its buses and the Rockland County ECC so thatt

telephones need not be relied on as the sole communications system. The
capability to communicate with fixed and mobile medical support facilities was
good: all ambulances have radio links directly with all hospitals and with
the ambulance coordinator in his car or through the sheriff's office.

.
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e Deficiency: DOH personnel based in Mencieello were
unfamiliar with procedures for 24-hour continuous emergency
response operations (NUREG-0654, II.A.4).

4

e Recommendation: DOS personnel with duties in _Rockland
'

County should be given additional training in Rockland
County plans and procedures.

e Deficiency: The bus company communications which were
activated for the exercise to communicate with both the EOC

'

and its drivers depend on commercial telephone lines

exclusively; these lines may be unreliable during an actual
emergency (NUREG-0654, II.E.1, II.E.2). -

.~
e Recommendation: Each Rockland County transportation

company with an emergency response mission should acquire
equipment to permit radio communications with its vehicles

and with the transit coordinator in the IOC.
.

2.5.3 Emergency Operations Management
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Emergency operations management by the state management team in the EOC
was good. The state DPC representative demonstrated effective control of

emergency response and held staff briefings on a regular basis. The emergency
classification system was used correctly. The state established field
monitoring teams, PMCs for monitoring and decontaminating emergency workers,
and a reception center for evacuees. State personnel at these facilities
demonstrated good capabilitic:.

2.5.4 Public Alerting and Notification
-

Public alerting and notification in Rockland County were good. The
systems used for prompt notification of the public included outdoor sirens and
tone alert radios at special facilities. The siren system and tone alert

. radios were activated at the Site-Area Emergency classification in a timely
fashion.

FEMA currently is developing guidance and regulations that will
constitute the requirements for fully testing alerting and notification
systems. Until this process is . complete, only spot check observations can be
made of the effectiveness of these systems.

i Field observers reported, on the basis of personal observation and
I interviews with residents', that the sirens generally were audible within the

10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ. This is a marked improvement from the
1982 exercise, at which the siren system was reported by many observers to be
inaudible. A number of facilities that were to receive tone alert radios were

. --- . . -
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; surveyed. Many reported that the units functioned properly. Howeve r, some
'. locations have not yet received their radios, and other facilities where the

radios had been installed reported that their personnel had not been trained
in their use.

,

I

Activation of the E3S system was coordinated with the sounding of '

sirens within the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ and it functioned in an -
acceptable manner. However, the public has not yet received the new brochure
containing instructions to turn to the EBS station for information when the

sirens are sounded. This may limit the effectiveness of public alerting and . <

notification in Rockland County. (See Sec. 2.5.5 for a discussion of public
'

education issues.) '

.During the exercise, the early dismissal of school children .was
,

simulated at the Alert classification. This activity was reported in a
(simulated) press release at 9:45 a.m. , and in the first rumor-control tape
shortly thereaf ter. However, early school dismissal was not announced in an - -

EBS message until 11:38 a.m. The state's compensating measures and the school
evacuation procedures should clarify procedures for notifying parents of early --

dismissal of school children.

; 2.5.5 Public and Media Relations
__ _-

:Public 'and media relations in Rockland County need improvement. The
1982 post-exercise assessment questioned the effectiveness of the public
education program in Rockland County. As the Rockland County plan has not
been completed, no public education brochure has been distributed to Rockland

County residents during the last year. Spot-check interviews with reside'nts

on the day of the exercise indicate that, although the sirens were heard, the.
public is not aware that instructions are to be transmitted via E3S, and have
no understanding of what protective actions may be required. Several hotels
in Rockland County within the 10-311e plume exposure pathway EPZ were visited
on March 8 and 9, 1983; none were equipped to advise their guests on steps to

,

take during a radiological emergency at the Indian Point Nuclear Power
Station. Thus, the public education program for the permanent and transient
population in the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ needs to be improved. -

The limited public education program in Rockland County impacts the effective-
ness of the prompt alerting and notification systems (see.Sec. 2.5.4, above).

Communications between the Rockland County EOC and the joint media
center in Verplanck, New York were good. State personnel demonstrated a good
capab411ty to replace county PIOS at the Rockland County EOC and the joint
media center in Verplanck. State PIOS at the two facilities communicated over
a telephone line that was kept open throughout the exercise. Hard copy press
releases and E3S messages were exchanged over the telefax. At the joint media ,

centr, the telefax machine was not operating at one point, but this situation
was rectified. (See Sec. 2.3 for further discussion of joint media center

,

operations.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ . - _ - _ . . - - -.
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Coordinated arrangements for rumor control were good. The rumor con-,

trol system was operated from the joint media center. Test calls by federal
'

observers demonstrated that individuals staffing the telephones had up-to-date
information and were able to obtain additional information as needed. Radio-
logical conditions required officials to transfer the media center to an

.
alternate location. The capability to maintain rumor control activities

! during the (simulated) process of relocating the joint media center was
adequately demonstrated.

.

e Deficiency: The annual public education brochure has not
been distributed in Rockland County (NUREG-0654 II.G.1).

e Recommendation: Publication and distribution of the public_.
education brochure for Rockland County should be expedited.,

e Deficiency. There was no evidence of signs or. . notices
posted in hotels and motels within the 10-m11e plume
exposure pathway EPZ to provide helpful emergency informa-
tion to transient population (NUREG-0654, II.G.2).

e Recommendation: As soon as possible, the necessary_public
! information materials should be posted in hotels and motels

to inform transient populations who may come into the 10-
mile plume exposure pathway EPZ in Rockland County.

.

2.5.6 Accident Assessment

Accident assessment functions which were carried out by state personnel
normally based in Albany and Monticello were good. The two state field
monitoring teams demonstrated a good capability to take radiological measure-
ments within the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ; adequate equipment was
available, and teams demonstrated acceptable to good levels of familiarity
with field monitoring procedures. The three models of monitoring in.struments
available to field monitoring teams spanned the recommended range of 0.1 to 50,

'

R/ hour. All instruments had been calibrated according to the schedule
specified in the state plan, and operability checks were performed immediately,

prior to use. The. two field monitoring teams were familiar with their
procedures; readings in mR/ hour and counts per minute were accurately taken,
properly recorded on data sheets, and transmitted to the ECC. The air sample
was taken and analyzed as specified; procedures for measuring radioiodine
concentrations in the plume, including the use of silver zeolite cartridges,
were well understood.

.

i

i Seve ral areas for i=p rovement , however, were notad; one field
monitoring team was not aware of the require =ent for cloud gn==a surveys at
six inches and three feet above ground level, with open and closed window on
the CDV-700 instruments, nor of the three point, equilateral triangle survey

-
.- .- - - -
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pattern called for in the procedure in the kit. Collection of the air samp1.e
was performed correctly. However, it required an excessive time; this could !

be detrimental under actual field conditions. Additional training for members

of field monitoring teams beyond the 10 to 12 hours each received could
significantly improve performance in these areas.

The Rockland County EOC was established as a central point for the
receipt and analysis of field data and samples. The state field monitoring
teams in Rockland County demonstrated a good capability to relay data to the

EOC, using RACES. However, some minor delays in communications were noted.

Dose assessment staff in the Rockland County EOC demonstrated a good
|

,

' - capability to independently evaluate the potential magnitude and location of
radiological hazards. This assessment was coordinated with the state and
utility through the use of telefax and dedicated telephone line communications -

systems in the Rockland County EOC. Dose calculations, which were made using
hand-held calculators, could be improved by using preprogrammed calculators.

The state dose-assessment staff in the Rockland County ECC demonstrated
an excellent capability to develop independent protective action recommenda-
tions based on projected or actual conditions. Recommendations were

j coordinated with the state EOC.

2.5.7 Actions to Protect the Public

State personnel demonstrated several protective actions in Rockland
County during the exercise. Although these actions were capably performed,
they were not performed according to written plans or procedures, since
evacuation of the transit-dependent population is not covered in the state
compensating measures. The bus company that was used, and the routes that

were driven, are not specified in the draf t Radiological Emergency Response
Plan for Rockland County. Therefore, the actions that were performed during

*

the exercise do not show that the public could be protected in an actual
radiological emergency at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station. Simulation .

of procedures for identifying and dealing with potential impediments to
evacuation was good. State police were dispatched to the scene of a simulated

impediment and coordinated with state and local fire protection personnel to
identify the resources needed to clear the impediment.

The bus compary demonstrated an acceptable capability to mobilize the
vehicles and drivers required to serve two evacuation bus routes for the

j general population; several noninstitutionalized, mobility-impaired persons;
'

and a* school. All drivers were briefed on their assignments before being dis-
patched and drove their routes easily. Buses used for evacuation were not
equipped with radios. (See Sec. 2.5.2, above.)

The capability for processing evacuees at a reception center was ac-
captable. State employees' performed all functions that would normally be

-- . , -. -. _ -
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carried out by Rockland County personnel. Personnel contamination scans were |

demonstrated; instrumentation and procedures complied with requirements of the
"New York State Emergency Worker Reference Manual." Measures for separation
of contaminated and clean persons, waste disposal, record keeping, and com-
munications were adequately demonstrated. However, staff at the facility had
only four to five hours of training in the use of radiological survey
equipment; additional training is needed to familiarize staff with the use of

survey equipment and the interpretation of survey results.

e Deficiency: Due to the absence of detailed evacuation
plans and procedures for Rockland County in thw state
compensating measures plan, the capability to implement
actions to protect the public could not be measured against

a plan (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.g).-

e Recommendation: Detailed evacuation plans and procedures
,

! should be developed and incorporated within the plans.
,

e Deficiency: The buses used for evacuation we,re not
equipped with radios (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.g).

e Recommendation: Each bus used for evacuation should. be
equipped with a radio.

2.5.8 Heal'th, Medical, and Exposure Control Measures

Health, medical, and exposure control measures in Rockland were accept-
able, with the exception of the deficiencies noted below. State personnel at

the Rockland County EOC, field monitoring teams, reception center staffs, and
state police in the field demonstrated a good capability to implement health,
medical, and some radiological exposure control measures. However, many of
the emergency response personnel lacked either radiological exposure-control
equipment, training, or both.,

Potassium iodide was distributed to field monito ing teams, workers at
|. PMC, and New York State Police, all of whom had been trained in its use. Bus

company personnel had not received KI, although as emergency workers they
should be given KI and trained in its use. Provisions at the EOC for use of
KI by emergency workers were outstanding; periodic projections were made of
radiciodine doses for emergency workers. These projections were compared with
che action level (25 R) specified in the plan; the EOC would have directedi

emergency workers to take KI if doses of 25 R were projected.

The capability to determine doses received by emergency workers,
including frequent readings of dosimeters and maintenance of dosage records,
was highly variable:

I

i

-, . - .. . - - _ _ - - . - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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e The monitoring teams and PMC personnel demonstrated an
outstanding capability. All team members had 0-5 R
dosimeters, took frequent readings, maiatained records, and
relayed readings to the EOC. Team members also had TLDs.

Capability of state police caeds improvement. Protectivee

clothing was available, as specified in the plan. Although
'

state police stationed at the Rockland County EOC has TLDs,
.not all state police assigned to field locations were

issued those devices. Both 0-5 1 and 0-200 R dosimeters
were available; state police took periodic readings and

7 ,

maintained dose-record cards. '.

e Capability of staff at the reception center needs to be .
,

improved. Staff were issued 0-200 R dosimeters, but did

not have permanent-record dosimeters or dosimetry record
cards. Moreover, they were not adequately trained in
dosimetry; ene monitor reported a reading of 7 R at 12:30

i p . m. , af ter having zerced the dosimeter that morning. The
monitor showed no awareness of allowable dose or of

~

procedures for reporting an accumulated dose beyond the 100
mR specified in the plan. ,,

e Capability of the bus company dispatcher and drivers was
lacking. Nine 0-200 R dosimeters and one charger were
available for 90 drivers. The dispatcher acknowledged
unfamiliarity with dosimetry procedures, including re- '

charging of dosimeters and maintenance of records. Drivers
had not been trained in the reading of dosimeters, nor had

they received instructions to report their accumulated dose
to the dispatcher. No permanent-record dosimeters were
available for bus company personnel.

Per,sonnel at the PMC demonstrated an outstanding capability to -

determine the need for decontaminating personnel and equipment, and had
established adequate procedures, facilities, and supplies for carrying out the

j decontamination operations. Personnel were identified for continuous 24-hour
'

operation of the facility.

A separate medical drill was conducted the evening of March 8, 1983.
i An ambulance transported an off-site radiological accident victim to Good I
'

Samaritan Hospital in Suffern; the hospital was notified by the ambulance
crew t'o prepare for a contaminated pacient. The capabilities of the hospital
were good. The hospital had calibrated monitoring instruments and adequate
procedures for monitoring and decontaminating the patient. The procedures for.

decontaminating a compound fracture were adequately demonstrated. A health
physicist on .he hospital staff was available for assistance during this
procedure.

.
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e Deficionev: Permanent-record dosimeters and self-reading
pocket dosimeters were not available in sufficient numbers
for all emergency workers (NUREG-0654, II.K.3.a).

.

e Recommendations: Both permanent-record dosimeters and,

1 self-reading pocket dosimeters should be procured for

{ distribution to all emergency workers.

5

i e Deficiency: Bus drivers and dispatchers were untrained in
'

exposure control procedures (NUREG-0654, II.K.3.b).
; -

e Recommendation: All emergency workers should _be fully
,

; trained in radiological exposure control procedures,
including the use of dosimeters and KI.-

*

2.5.9 Recovery and Reentry Operations
__ ,_ _

State personnel in the Rockland County EOC demonstrated a good '

capability for recovery and reentry operations. The EOC director consulted
4 with heads of all departments. Dose assessment personnel considered the data
1 on radiation levels and made recommendations as to when each affected ERPA

could be safely reentered. On the basis of these recommendations, the EOC
director consulted with the state EOC in Albany for a finil decision on

j reentry. The PIO, after consultation with the radiological specialist,

) draf ted an EBS message on reentry. In an actual emergency, this message would
) have been telef axed to the joint media center, where PIOS for all jurisdic-
| tions would coordinate a joint EBS message. A committee was established to

plan long-range re cov-ry operations, particularly for the 50-mile ingestion
.

exposure pathway EPZ.

2.5.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience

The scenario provided a good test of the ability of the state to
; supplement county resources as called for in the compensating measares.

.

2.6 ORANGE COUNTY, NEW YORK

2.6.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources

* Overall, the Orange County emergency operations facilities and re-
sources were good. The emergency response personnel in the Orange County EOC
in Goshen operated in a professional manner throughout the exercise. In re-
sponse to a deficiency identified during the 1982 exercise, office space was '

- - . ._ -. .. -. , _
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reorganized to facilitate better use 'of the facility and the . deficiency is
corrected. - '

.

i
'

The equipment for Orange County's external com:sc.nications with the two
! state EOCs as well as the Orange County executive hot line worked well. This

;

equipment was deficient in the 1982 exercise and has been corrected. The

.
support provided by the County of Orange Emergency Volunteer Service, which is

'
the local RACES organizaticn, was outstanding. Nine new telephone lines, !

including three dedicated lines, were added and operational, also ' correcting
; deficiencies noted in the 1982 exercise.

; Internal communications 'deficiencias identified in the 1982 exercise - -

| !were corrected by maintaining up-to-date status boards and displayinJ well s
' marked maps showing evacuation routes, sampling points, agi reception and ;

congregate care centers. EachL player was also provideds wich a county i
*

population map, and agency log sheets were distributed to all players. After
the 1982 exercise, the RAC recommended that radiological field monitoring data
should be transmitted directly to the accident assessment room; howeve r, the t

chief radiological officer felt this would be distracting. The communicat, ions
center handled the data expeditiously, and the deficiency identified in the
1982 exercise stands corrected. !

The EOC working space and equipment were adequate to support the
required emergency responses. Adequate security measures were taken and ,

comprehensive logs were kept, again ensuring the smooth operation of the EOC.
,

'

2.6.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
F

The alerting and mobilization of officials and staff were good. The !

activation and staffing of the Orange County ECC were accomplished i

1 efficiently, with key personnel arriving within 25 minutes of the Alert
,

classification. Full staffing was achieved 45 minutes af ter the declaration ;

of Alert classification. The utility notified the CWP over the RECS telephone
system and verified the receipt of notification by land lines. The county -

i

also has a private telephone company which can call officials and staff. This
private system was not used during the exercise because it is quite expensive i

to operate. Most of the personnel responsible for other emergency response " '
.

activities outside the EOC were notified expeditiously and facilities were
|

promptly activated.

. Sufficient staff were available to provide 24-hour emergency response
| capability. There are backup staff for key personnel, and they have been

trained and have attended meetings to discuss ECC operations, thereby
correcting a deficiency noted in the 1982 exercise.

Communications systems aqong all county response ' agencies and field
support staff operated effectively. These systems include civil defense

'
. radios , RACES , RECS , and walkie-talkies. Meetings have been held to provide
< ,

,
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cdditional training to facilitate communications with field personnel and the
} deficiency noted in the .1982 exercise has been corrected.

!, A county representative was not dispatched to the EOF, since the*

representative chosen is being trained.
1
;

{ 2.6.3 Emergency Operations Management
,_. _ _ _ .

>1

j Emergency operations management was good. The Orange County Executive
was. responsible for overall management of the EOC with the Assistant Director

* '

of the Office of Natural Disaster and Civil Defense delegated responsibility
q for internal operating decisions. The County Executive was directly involved,

in major decisions. However, it is suggested that additional support staff be;, *

'

j provided to handle routine activities, thereby freeing senior management for
j more-critical functions.

|
\

*

j An emergency classification system consistent with that of the utility
y, effectively used and conveyed to EOC staff and other emergency r.esponsewas

j organizations.
!

] All emergency response organizatioc.3 listed in the plan were repre-
| sented in the exercise (at least one of each category was activated - PMC,
; congregate care center, reception center, etc.) and were effectively
, managed. Response organizations were familiar with their standard operating
| procedures (SOPS) which served as action checklists. There was some initial
; confusion with the evacuation of school children but the school superintendent
! quickly clarified the problem. The bus coordinator at the bus company
j servicing the evacuation route tested in this exercisa responded in an
j especially professional manner indicating familiarity with all procedures
j related to evacuation.
!

| Staff briefings were held on a regular basis at the EOC, occurring
; . approximately every half hour. In the 1982 exercise, a deficiency indicated

that the wall between the executive room and the main operations area of the*

! EOC should be removed to facilitate effective communication. However, it was
demonstrated during the March 9, 1983, exercise that this wall actually

'

j' minimizes noise and provides privacy required for the County Executive's
decision-making responsibilities. Therefore, it was determined that the
previously recommended change in the EOC layout is no longer necessary.

2.6.4 Public' Alerting and Notification

| Public alerting and notification in Orange County were good. FEMA
i currently is developing guidance and regulations which will constitute the

requirements for fully testing alerting and notification systems. Until this
process is complete, only spot-check observations can be made of the
effectiveness of these systems. Most of the people interviewed in the field;

|

|
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on the day of the exercise reported to federal observers that they heard the

alerting sirens. However, it was also determined that cost of those
i.nterviewed neither understood the maning of the sirens nor knew that they
were to listen to E3S messages broadcast over 'JA3C (AM 770). The sheriff

effectively si=alated procedures for notifying residents and transients in
parks and trails.

School administrators were notified by celephone to effect an early
dismissal of school children. There was some internal confusion related to
the dismissal of school children and adequate notification of the public.
However, schools were promptly closed and there was simulated notification of

'

radio stations that students should remain at home.

EBS messages were posted and distributed to staff, thus correcting a
deficiency identified in the 1982' exercise. The telefax machine linking the

'

Gunge County EOC with the joint media center in Verplanck, New York was not
operating at one point, but this situation was rectified. (See Sec. 2.3 for
further discussion of joint media center operations. ) Federal observers made
telephone calls to the rumor control number which were answered by a recording
correctly reporting the emergency, situation.

.

2.6.5 Public and Media Relations __

Public and media relations were acceptable. Public information
brochures had been disseminated to the public within Jehe 10-mile plume *

exposure pathway EPZ during the week prior to the exercise. Public

information posters were posted throughout the county, providing radiological
emergency information for residents and transients. These actions correct a
deficiency from the 1982 exercise by providing additional public education.

The PIO at the EOC served competently as a liaison between the Chief
Executive Officer and the county PIO at the joint media center, communicating
via an open telephone line.

.

~

The county PIO at the EOC viewed major media briefings on monitors,
correcting a deficiency from the 1982 exercise. There were no media briefings

at the EOC since the media were not admitted to the facility. The exchange -

and release of information went well between all counties and between the
Orange County EOC and other Orange County emergency response facilities.
However, there were several problems involving the timeliness and accuracy of
news releases for Orange County issued from cne joint media center.

*

e Deficienev: Some Orange County news releases were issued
late and contained inaccuracies (NUREG-0654, II.G.4.b).

e Recom=endation: The timeliness and accuracy of Orange
County news releases should be i= proved.

.

0
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|
2.6.6 Accident Assessment

Accident assessment was good. The accident assessment teams in both
the Orange County EOC and the field demonstrated competency in completing,

'

their tasks. The teams demonstrated that they had been thoroughly trained.

The chief radiological officer directed the dose assessment effort.
; This officer chose to activate both primary and secondary teams to maximize
j the training value of the exercise. Even with excessive staff, the team

parformed smoochly.

l- The field survey teams thoroughly checked their equipment prior to
leaving the EOC for their assigned locations. The teams had both low- and
high-range monitoring instruments, correcting a deficiency noted in the 1982

'

exercise. All instruments were labeled with records indicating that they had
been calibrated within the prescribed time period. The teams had silver
zeolite filters for air sampling equipment, also correcting a deficiency noted
in the 1982 exercise.

.

The * teams followed the monitoring procedures. However, measurements
could be taken faster with more practice. The independent external dose
projections agreed with those made by the State Health Department.

Radiological field monitoring data was transmitted to the communica-
tions . staff at the EOC. Although it was recommended af ter the 1982 exercise

that these data go directly to the EOC assessment staff, the internal EOC
communications personnel expeditiously transmitted the data to the accident
assessment staff.

2.6.7 Actions to Protect the Public

Actions to protect the public were acceptable, although several areas
need some i=provement. Sufficient personnel and resources were available to
implement protective actions.

The capability to evacuate the general population was successfully
demonstrated. The ten bus drivers responsible for driving evacuation routes,.

serviced by the bus company observed at the exercise have recently completed a
comprehensive trnining program. Although the exercise required that only one
route actually be demonstrated, six drivers were placed on standby at the
Alert classification. Each driver is assigned one specific route, but all '

drivers are familiar with the area and can easily interchange route assign-
ments.;

.

The county has vehicles (ambulances and specially-equipped buses) to
relocate noninstitutionalized, mobility-impaired persons. The state has
identified those individuals in Orange County who may require special
arrangements. This list should be provided to the county and maintained at

, ._ -
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'the county EOC. The capability to relocate noninstitutionalized, mobility-
impaired persons was s1=ulated.

*

The establishment of traffic control points was simulated, and one
traffic control point was partially demonstrated. Although there was some
confusion as to the exact location for setting up the barricades, the sheriff

was clearly aware of the procedures for controlling traffic.

The reception center at Temple Hill School was located about 10 miles
outside the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ. The center has a clear
management structure, adequate space, good com=mi cation facilities, and
sufficient parking for segregating clean and contaminated vehicles. -

The Orange County RERP requires that a reception center provide one set
of directions, i.e., a map to the congregate care center for each group of -

four evacuees who require congregate care. When maps for one congregate care
center have run out, that center can be assumed to be full. However, the

reception center staff prefers to keep track of the number of people sent for
congregate care; the staff informs the Commissioner of Social Services, who
then makes the decision to activate another congregate care center. If the

reception center chooses to use this system, the Orc.nge County plan should be

changed accordingly and personnel should be clearly informed of the changed
procedures. The reception center does not have provisions for the handicapped
such as wheelchairs and ramps. This is a deficiency that was also noted in
the 1982 exercise.

The congregate care center that was activated at the Newburgh Free
Academy was adequately staffed by the American Red Cross. The f acility had

adequate supplies and equipment, parking space, communications equipment,
sleeping accommodations, and a nurse for health care. An evacuee who arrived
at the congregate care center without papers indicating he had undergone
monitoring was sent to the reception center for monitoring. This procedure is

preferable to that specified in the plan, which requires that a monitoring
team be dispatched to the congregate care center. The plan should be changed
to reflect the procedure that was used during the exercise.

e Deficiency: Provisions for care of the handicapped such as
wheelchairs and ramps, should be considered at the recep-
tion centers. This deficiency was also noted at M.a 1982
exercise (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.d).

e Recom=endation: Provisions for care of the handicapped
should be considered at reception centers.

.

2.6.8 Health. Medical, and Excosure Control Measures

Health, medical, and exposure control =essures were acceptable. The
Orange County Department of Health was aware of the criteria for issuance of
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KI to emergency workers and KI was included in the field monitors ' and b'us;

1 drivers' kits.

The sherif f 's forces were deployed quickly to provide traffic.

control. However, they were not aware of the procedures for radiological
exposure control and did not have KI or dosimeters. The sheriff's personnel
who are involved in evacuation activities should be trained in exposure
control measures.

Other than the sheriff's personnel, all emergency response personnel
observed in the Orange County portion of the 10-mile plume exposure pathway
EPZ had KI, self-reading dosimeters, and permanent record dosimeters. All of

-

;

the emergency personnel observed knew how and when to read the dosimeters
issued to them.

<-

The method for radiological monitoring of evacuees at the reception
center and emergency workers at the PMC did not follow the procedures in _ the
plan, which calls for scanning at a rate of approximately one foot per second.

at a distance of one inch from the surface of the area being monitored, and
establishes a dose rate of 0.1 mR/ hour or above for decontamination. The
monitoring of evacuees and emergency personnel was completed at a slower rate

! than prescribed in the plan and this could potentially inhibit the flow of
persons. Additional training would speed up their activities. Also, the
method in the plan could be utilized for , initial monitoring of evacuees and
vehicles at the reception center. Any evacuee .or vehicle contaminated with
more than the 0.1 mR/ hour li=1t should be sent for more comprehensive
scanning. Levels for decontamination should be posted in the reception
center. Procedures for decontamination at the reception center should be
reviewed; it is not necessary to shower when only a portion of the hand is
contaminated. Waste disposal bags should be provided for permanently
disposing of contaminated clothing. As was recommended after the 1982
exercise, workers performing radiation monitoring and decontamination have
undergone additional training, and the deficiency noted in the 1982 exercise
is corrected. However, additional ongoing training will curtainly further

j~ benefit emergency workers.

The PMC personnel did an excellent job of decontaminating personnel,
*

equipment, and-vehicles.

e Deficiency: The sheriff's personnel who are responsible
for traffic control were not aware of the procedures for
exposure control and did not have KI or a dosimeter (NUREG-
0654, II.K.3.b).

.

e Recommendation: All er.ergency workers should be . fully
trained in radiological exposure control including the use
of dosimeters and KI.

.

. . . _ , , . , _ , _ , _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . , - ,
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2.6.9 Recovery and Reentrv Operations

Recovery and reentry operations were good. Agency representatives at
the EOC were aware of their recovery and reentry responsibilities as described
in the plan. Operations were successfully simlated but these simulations
were limited by the duration of the exercise. Simulated activities included

soil and water sampling, air monitoring, and spot-checks on food supplies and
buildings. The determination to permit reentry was based on this simulated
information.

2.6.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience
_

'

The relevance of the exercise was good. The exercise was beneficial
for players, allowing them to demonstrate capabilities and receive on-the-job ,'
training and experience. Players did not indicate a preknowledge of the off-
site emergency reponse activities called for by the scenario.

The scenario was adequate but limited the functions which the county
was called on to perfota. Orange County appeared capable of successfully

~

demonstrating many more activities. In fact, the bus coordinator indicated a

desire to run more evacuation routes.

All county agencies participated fully in their required response
activities. All. elements of the plan and county response agencies were
tested. The county successfully demonstrated the capability to work with the
state, other affected counties, and local resources.

2.7 PUTNAM COUNTY, NEW YORK

2.7.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources
_ .

Emergency operations and facilities in the Putnam County EOC were -

good. The EOC was promptly activated, fully staffed, and well managed
throughout the exercise. Space within the EOC is limited, but this did not

'

impair emergency response operations. Effective security was quickly '
;

L

established. A sheriff 's deputy was stationed at the EOC entrance and
controlled access throughout the exercise. A log was kept of persons entering
and leaving the EOC. Displays in the EOC were generally good. A status board
a'nd maps showing evacuation routes, ERPAs, population distribution, and
monitoring points were all visible, but a clearly marked map showing

l congregate care centers and reception centers was not displayed.

Communication links were effectively and efficiently monitored. The
primary system for communication with state and local governments within the
10-m11e plume expost.re pathway EPZ was by RECS line, with radio and commercial

| telephones available as backup. Communication from the EOF was by ' radio,
t

(
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verified with hard copy from a telef ax. During the morning of the exercise,
the EOF did not receive radiological data transmissions from the Putnam County
EOC because the telefax telephone line used by the Putnam County staff was not
the one over which staff at the EOF expected to receive data. This problem
was corrected at one over 2:00 p.m. Internal communications were very good
and consisted of frequent briefings, as well as distribution of messages to

! players.

2.7.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
_ _ _ ._.

.

The overall alerting, mobilization, and capability for 24-hour staffing

of emergency operations were good in Putnam County. Emergency response
personnel were quickly alerted and mobilized. All personnel were notified.

approximately 20 minutes af ter activation of the EOC, and the EOC was fully
staffed within 90 minutes. In particular, the field monitoring teams
responded expeditiously. The RACES volunteers proved to be an outstanding
communications resource.

The county possesses sufficient staff for continuous operations on a
24-hour basis, although the proficiency of the individuals varies. The field
teams demonstrated two shift changes. However, a shift change for the
radiological officer was not observed.

2.7.3 Emergency Operations Management
. . .

. -

Emergency operations management at the EOC was good. All response
organizations sent representatives to the EOC, and these representatives
effectively coordinated the actions of their organizations. The County
Executive, the County Executive 's deputy, and the Civil Defense Director
provided outstanding leadership and actively participated in- decision-
making. Both the County Executive and Civil Defense Director periodically
gave effective and professional staff briefings. The limited size of the EOC

~

made effective control essential, and control was maintained throughout the
exercise. The emergency classification system was used in the initial
notification and changes in the emergency status were clearly displayed in the,

EOC throughout the exercise.

Written SOPS were available fo'r all emergency response personnel. Each
agency representative reported to the EOC with their action guides and contact
list. These players referred to these materials as the exercise progressed.

.

2.7.4 Public Alerting and Notification

| Public alerting and notification in Furnam County were good. Public
alerting was accomplished by the use of sirens and tone alert radios within
the 10-mile plume exposura pathway EPZ. The strens sounded at approximately
9: 45 a.m. ; public interviews indicated that people heard the sirens.

__ _ __
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; FEMA currently is developing guidance and regulations that will
constitute the requirements for fully testing alerting and notification
systems. Until this process is complete, only spot-check observations can be

made of the effectiveness of these systems. Many of the people interviewed in

the field on the day of the exercise were aware that they should ' turn their

radios to the EBS station af ter hearing the sirens, and indicated that they

were aware of this procedure from information received in utility brochures
mailed to their homes and from radio reports.

The EBS system was promptly activated when the sirens sounded.
Additional EBS messages were prepared throughout the day, and their trans-
mission was simulated. (See Sec. 2.3 for further discussion of joint media

'

center operations. ) Tone alert radios functioned well. Calls were made to
nearly all of the private and public schools, nursing homes, day care centers,

,

convents, and monasteries that have tone alert radios. All but one confirmed

the activation of tone alert radios at 9:45 a.m.

,

2.7.5 Public and Media Relations
_ ._ _ _ _ _

Public and media relations were good in Putnam County. Public

information activities were fully coordinated between the EOC and the joint
media center. The county had a PIO in the joint media center and another in
tha EOC throughout the exercise. These individuals were in constant communi-
cation and exchanged hard copy news releases by telefax machine. The PIO in

the EOC was in constant communication with the media center and with decision-
makers in the EOC. Based on these conversations the PIO was able to produce
timely and informative press releases. Backup capability was evident from a

call list that showed several persons with PIO training. The county PIO
spokespersons had access to pertinent information and there were adequate
channels for obtaining additional information to prepare press releases. The
appropriate agency representatives were consulted prior to preparing
releases. Releases were received from other jurisdictions.

An adequate public information brochure has been developed, and was
.

recently mailed to the public within the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ.,

This is an improvement since the 1982 exercise.
.

Emergency procedures posters have been distributed; however, they were
seen in only a few locations.

, ,

!

A separate telephone line was provided for the public in Putnam County |
,

to call and obtain emergency information. This telephone number was listed in
,

| the tirochure mailed to the public. The telephone line was continucily |
! monitored and received approximately 12 calls on the day of the exercise. . The

operator was located in the EOC, within sight of the operations board, and had;

access to all up-to-date information.

-
_. -- . - - . , - - ,
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2.7.6 Accident Assessment
.

Accident assessment in the EOC and the use of field monitoring teams
were acceptable. However, operating procedures that appear to conflict with,

training received by field personnel need to be reviewed. Each monitoring
team was furnished with the required equipment to carry out its duties.
Information was effectively transmitted back to the EOC, but necessary updates
were not transmitted to the field teams.

Radiological instruments available to the field monitoring teams
included a CDV-700, a CDV-715, a RM-14, and a PRM-7. The instruments were

;- checked before departure from the EOC, and all instruments had stickers
indicating that they had been calibrated within the past year and mostly
within the past month, correcting a deficiency from last year. Field data-

'

were easily transmitted to the EOC through the - RACES operator. However,
information flowed in only one direction, into the EOC. Therefore, field
teams were not kept informed of current emergency escalation, meteorological
data, or releases of radioactive material.

The radiological officer received and analyzed the field data. At one
point some confusion arose concerning measurements requested by the EOC. The
field team could not make the measurements requested and reported "off-scale"
readings. The radiological officer was not familiar with~ the available
instrumentation and procedures used by the field team. These field monitoring
procedures were changed within the week prior to the exercise. Additional
training for both the field teams and the radiological officer would improve
capability.

Four monitoring teams were mobilized for the exercise. Two were
dispatched to the field and two were held in standby to replace the first two
teams. Twenty-six people can be available; however, there is no backup
equipment for these teams. The teams were deployed to specific coordinates to
take measurements requested by the EOC. The radiation readings were performed

3accurately; however, the plan calls for a 10-ft air sample, but the teams
3- were instructed to take a 30-ft sample. Field teams knew it was necessary to

leave the plume to count their air samples, but did not know the maximum
background activity level in the plan (500 cpm) they must be below. Teams

*

were not aware that they should notify the EOC if they reach a field which is
2 times background. Teams had not seen the procedure manual in their kits
before the exercise. More training consistent with established procedures
needs to be provided.

' Field survey techniques (operation of hand-held instruments) were good,
but equid be i= proved if the teaa took readings at ground level and at a
height of about 3 feet to determine if they are in the plume. Air samples had
silver zeolite cartridges available, which corrects a deficiency from the 1982
exercise.

.. _ _- .- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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e Deficiency: Although field teams demonstrated capability

and resources for field monitoring within the 10 mile plume

exposure pathway EPZ, they were not completely familiar
with the procedures outlined in the procedure manual
(NUREG-0654, II.I.7).

| e Recommendation: Field teams need additional training

consistent with procedures outlined in the procedure
manual.

e Deficiency: Although field data were effectively trans- .
~

mitted back to the EOC, necessary information updates were

not transmitted to the field monitoring teams (NUREG-0654,

II.F.1.d). -

e Reconnendation: Information exchange between the _E0_C and
field monitoring teams needs to be improved so that field
teams are kept informed of emergency escalation and
meteorological data.

2.7.7 Actions to Protect the Public
_ _ _

Actions to protect the public (evacuation, activation of reception and
congregate care centers, and transportation)- were generally good. The

* congregate care facility was fully staffed, equipped, and well organized. The
evacuation capability, which relies on commercial buses, is acceptable;
however, the number of trained drivers and radios for buses are limited. All
mobility-impaired persons can be evacuated by county vans.

A reception / congregate care center located in Dutchess County, New York
was' activated for the March 9, 1983 exercise. The facility had radio communi-

cation with the Putnam County EOC, police and security protection, nursing
staff, cots and blankets, sufficient space to handle the potential number of -

evacuces, and separate rooms available for persons with special needs.
Shelter personnel were trained in handling mass evacuees. Registration and
record-keeping procedures were good. The facility had radiological monitoring -

capability and a separate decontamination area. The personnel monitoring
procedures were good. Traffic patterns were separated for contaminated and

uncontaminated evacuees, and the monitoring personnel were very thorough.
:

One bus was dispatched to test evacuation procedures. The bus driver
was given a map of the evacuation route and arrived at the first stop within
five minutes of leaving ~ the bus depot. The bus stopped at all designated
pick-up points and completed the evacuation route in 13 minutes. The bus was
not equipped with a radio. The - bus driver had received emergency response
training; however, other drivers at the bus company have not been trained.

. -. . -- .. -
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All drivers need additional training in evacuation procedures, routes to

| follow to pick up evacuees, and the location of reception centers.

i4

| Two traffic control points were established during the exercise.
'

; County police officers were dispatched to each location and arrived promptly.
j Both officers were knowledgeable about procedures to direct and reroute
2 traffic in case of an evacuation. In accordance with the f ree play provided

q by the scenario, a traffic impediment resulting from an accident was simu-
lated. Sheriff's deputies and state police officers were dispatched to the
site, responding in six minutes.

- The county has identified approximately 12 noninstitutionalized,!

| mobility-impaired persods who would require special assistance during an
evacuation. This special assistance can easily be provided by existing -public

!, resources, and was demonstrated by a van which was dispatched to one person's
address.;

|
i

e Deficiency: Putnam County transporeation personnel , have
not been adequately trained regarding evacuation proce-
dures, the routes they should follow to pick up evacuees
and the location of reception centers (NUREG-0654,
II.J.10.a, II.J.10.g).

.

e Recommendation: Bus drivers responsible for evacuation
services should be trained regarding evacuation procedures
and supplied with better maps and instructions concerning

i che routes and the locations of reception centers.

o Deficiency: The bus used for evacuation was not equipped
with a radio for communication (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.g).

e Recommendation: Each bus used for evacuation should 'A
'

equipped with a radio.

.

2.7.8 Health, Medical, and Excosure Control Measures
1

i
-

The adequacy of health, medical, and exposure control measures varied
considerably in Putnam County. Field monitoring teams displayed a good
knowledge of dosimetry; however, county police officers and bus drivers were
not sufficiently aware of procedures for reading dosimeters and maintaining
dose records. Scanning at the PMCs was also generally good. Control of
access to evacuated areas was not demonstrated for this exercise; however,

county police officers were knowledgeable about the procedures that would be
used.

Each field monitoring team member was given three dosimeters (0-200 R,
0-5 R, and 0-200 mR) before deployment to the field. Emergency personnel were

'

aware that the dosimeters should be read every 30 minutes, and that the ECC

_. . - -
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should be notified if dosimeter readings approached 1 R. However, the latest
,

revision of the Putnam County Radiological Emergency Response Plan calls for
the reporting of dose readings of 100 mR. The radiological officer had
appropriate log sheets for recording doses; however, these records were not
maintained for the exercise. Initially, field monitoring teams did not call

in readings because they were not given any numbers by the controllers. Some

numerical readings were called into the EOC later in the day, but were not
received by the radiological officer. The radiological officer demonstrated

the ability to estimate doses based on field data and the time spent by
emergency workers in the field. Each team member also had a TLD, correcting

deficiencies identified in the 1982 exercise.

The two county police officers monitoring the traffic control points ..

and the bus driver had dosimeters (1-5 R) and TLDs; however, the bus . company
,

had only one dosimeter. Additional dosimeters need to be provided for all . .

drivers who might be called upon in a real emergency. Bus drivers and county

police officers need to be better informed about dosimetry. Instructions on

how of ten to read a dosimeter, the threshold limit, and the recording of doses

were eithr lacking or confusing.

Both the reception center at Jchn Jay High School and the PMC at Carmel
Fire Station used a level of 0.1 mR/ hour above background as a criterion for

decontaminating equipment, vehicles, evacuees and emergency personnel. At the

Highland Fire Department PMC there was some confusion about the decontamina-
tion limit. The PMC director had been informed that the decontamination level-

should be significantly higher than 1 mR/ hour, but when questioned he
indicated he would decontaminate anything above background. Typically,

personnel were knowledgeable about monitoring methods and the need for
decontamination.

Emergency personnel were documented upon arrival. Both congregate care

centers were aware that personnel arriving without forms from a reception
center or PMC had to be monitored before entry. This was demonstrated at the
George Fisher Middle School. Both the reception / congregate care center and
the PMCs had appropriate monitoring and decontamination facilities, including

'

registration and record keeping for personnel. However, the Hopewell Junction
reception / congregate care center did not have capabilites for monitoring or,

decontaminating vehicles. Additionally, personnel monitoring at the
reception / congregate care center required 5-6 minutes per person. This will

limit the ability to handle large numbers of people. Both the reception
center and PMCs had appropriate waste disposal capabilities for solid and
liquid waste, which corrects a deficiency noted in the 1982 exercise. l

.

All emergency workers had KI with them and were aware that it should
not be taken without specific authorisation. Most energency response workers

! were aware that the State Commissioner of Health is responsible for any
instructions on the use of KI.

__ -- . . . -
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Although actual control of access to evacuated areas was not demon-
|

strated for this exercise, the county police officers were knowledgeable about |

the procedures that would be used. Both officers observed mentioned the need
to find out from headquarters what specific kinds of emergency vehicles would
be allowed back into the evacuated area and the type of identification that
would be required.

,

e Deficiencv: Bus drivers and county police officers are not

familiar with procedures for reading dosimeters, reporting
and recording doses, exposure threshold limits and the use

.
of KI (NUREG-0654, II.K.3.b).

,

e Recommendation: All emergency response personnel should be
'

. fully trained in radiological exposure control procedures,
including the use of dosimeters and KI.

2.7.9 Recoverv and Reentrv Operations

Reentry operations were tested using simulated events as specified in
the scenario. Based on interviews with personnel at the Putnam County EOC, it
was determined that a generally acceptable capability exists to recover and
reenter the area af ter a radiological emergency. The County Executive gave a
brief oral description of what would have been done according to the plan.
The radiological officer and deputy were also questioned and were aware of the
procedures for extended monitoring and sample collection.

.

2.7.10 Relevance of the Exercise Experience

The overall relevance of the exercise experience was good. The
scenario tested the capability to activate the Putnam County EOC and carry out
the emergency response functions according to the county RER plan. The
scenario also provided the opportunity to free play traffic control points, a
bus evacuation route, police response to impediments of evacuation, and
evacuation of mobility-impaired persons. Although the ability to monitor

, traffic control points and execute an evacuation route was tested, these
in no way taxed the ability of county and local personnel to respond,events

due to the limited number of points selected.

Local and state players and volunteers in general responded very well,
and participated fully by actively carrying out assignments and responsibili-

| ties. It appears that all players learned things which would improve their
perfor: nances in future exercises or emergencies. Some of the participants in
key roles in the EOC we re new to their assign =ents. The exercise was
particularly valuable to these persons since it was their first experience.

1

. -- _- .
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2.8 DUTCHESS COUNTY, NEW YORK

Dutchess County is a host area for evacuees from Putnam County. The
Dutche'ss County ECC was mobilized to coordinate the activation of the John Jay

High School reception / congregate care center in Hopewell Junction. Due to the

limited role of Dutchess County in the IP 2 exercise, only certain limited
functions were observed.

2.8.1 Emergency Operations Facilities and Resources
__ _ _ __ _

The Dutchess County EOC had good facilities and resources to support -

emergency operations. The facility was somewhat crowded; however, this did
not impair performance. Security measures were good. A guard was . posted at

,

the door and. a record was kept of all people entering and leaving the EOC.
Displays in the EOC were good. Maps showing evacuation routes, relocation
centers, shelter areas, and population distribution were available. All maps _

and status boards were cJearly visible to EOC staff. Although there was no
weather status board or chart, current weather in, formation was announced at

the podium with a microphone. The communication systems functioned effec-
tively. The primary communication system with state and local governments was

. by telephone, with a two-way radio providing a backup capability. I

2.8.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
_ _ _ , __

Although a federal observer was not present and did not observe the
alerting and mobilization of EOC staff, a detailed plan was available that
summarized procedures. When the federal observer arrived at 12:00 noon, all
EOC staff were present. Although a shift change was not demonstrated, each

organization has backup personnel capable of providing continuous 24-hour
emergency response capability.

2.8.3 Emergency Operations Management
_

The Dutchess County EOC displayed outstanding emergency operations
j . management capability. The facility was fully staffed by dedicated and-
| informed personnel, and it was well managed throughout the entire exercise.
'

The County Commissioner was present and participated in decision making.
Primary and support functions had been assigned to specific organizational-
elements, and written SOPS for the various emergency classification levels
were ,available for all organizations. All staff members were briefed
regularly and on an as-needed basis. Briefings were clear, concise, and
professional.

. - _ _ _
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2.8.4 Actions to Protect the Public

A reception / congregate care center was activated in Hopewell Junction
to receive Putnam County evacuees.

2.8.5 Relevance of the Exercise Experience

'

The exercise scenario was adequate to test the capability of Dutchess
County to act as a host county.

.

2.9 BERGEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

Bergen County, New Jersey, is a host area for evacuees from Rockland-

County who require congregate care. The Bergen County EOC was activated on a
limited basis, along with one congregate care center at the Arcola Methodist
Church. Due to the limited role of Bergen County in the IP 2 exercise, only
certain limited functions were observed.

2.9.1 Emergency Ooerations Facilities
. _. _ ___

*

Emergency operations facilities were acceptable, given the limited role
of Bergen County in the exercise. The EOC was small, but adequate to acccm-
plish the required emergency response tasks. There was a separate communi-
cations room, egr.ipped with various radio systems; only two units were
actually used in the exercise. The EOC was staffed by a director and a
communications officer, so internal message handling was not a problem. Radio
messages were recorded on a message form, and a log was kept by the EOC
director. Although maps of New Jersey and Bergen County were posted, the EOC
should also have maps of the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ, with
population by ERPA, evacuation routes, reception centers and relocation

i centers designated. A status board was not used, nor was the emergency
I

classification posted..

e Deficiency: Maps of the 10-mile plume exposure pathway
| EPZ, including population (by ERPA) and evacuation routes,-

I and maps of reception centers and relocation centers in
Rockland and Bergen Counties were not posted in the Bergen
County EOC (NUREG-0654, II.J.10.a, II.J.10.b).

e Recommendation: Maps of population by ERPA, evacuation .

routes, reception centers, and relocation centers should be
,

posted in the Bergen County EOC.

|.
-

|

! .

I

|
_
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2.9.2 Alerting and Mobilization of Officials and Staff
_ ._

Alerting and mobilization of EOC and relocation center staff were
good. The county civil defense administrative telephone is staffed on a 24-
hour basis by an answering service, which is instructed to notify the civil
defense director and radio operator, or their alternates, in an emergency.
The Bergen County Sheriff 's Department monitors a NAWAS point on a continuous

'

basis. The American Red Cross, which is responsible for activating the
relocation center, maintains a 24-hour notification system with staff on page

| call.
4

Both EOC and relocation center (Red Cross) staff have a capability .co .

| sustain continuous (24-hour) operations. However, a shift change was not
demonstrated. -:-

.

2.9.3 Emergency Ooerations Management
_ _ _ _ _ __. _ _ _

Bergen County has not formally adopted a radiological emergency

( response plan, nor defined the role to be played by its. EOC in an incident at.

the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station. The Bergen County EOC was activated -

and was staffed with capable, well-informed people, but they had little - to
do. Comimmications with Rockland County occurred on a sporadic basis. . _

The American Red Cross, operating through its own channels, established
a congregate care center in Bergen County and the transfer of 1000 people from
Rockland County to that facility was simulated. However, neither the Red
Cross nor the Bergen County EOC coordinated this activity with New Jersey
State or Bergen County law enforcement agencies that would be called upon to
establish traffic control.

i
e Deficiency: The American Red Cross and the Bergen County,

EOC did not coordinate their activities with New Jersey law
enforcement agencies (NUREG-0654, II.A,1.a).

e Recommendation: The New York State compensating measures
i for Rockland County should include provisions enabling the

American Red Cross and the Bergen County EOC to coordinate -

their activities with New Jersey law enforcement agencies
j

responsible for traffic control.

2.9.4 Actions to Protect the Public
,

The Ame rican Red Cross demonstrated an excellent capability to

establish, equip, and staff a congregate care facility in Bergen County, New
' Jersey. This facility, designed for occupancy by 80 persons, provided space

for-cooking, recreation, a nursing station, and offices. A one-step entrance

was available for handicapped persons. Communications systems included
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telephone, RACES, and American Red Cross radio. The Red Cross provided cots,
blankets, food, and medical supplies. Congregate care center managers were
clearly in charge. Red Cross staff were experienced in actual disaster
relief, and were prepared to register and monitor evacuees and provide nursing
care and basic services. Staff referred evacuees without papers from a
reception center to a radiation monitoring station at a separate entrance.
There was a " holding area" for contaminated persons, who would .be sent
elsewhere for actual decontamination.

!
!

2.9.5 Relevance of the Exercise Experience
, ___ _ . _ . . _ _

.

! The scenario was adequate to test Bergen County's role as a host area
'

for Rockland County. The limited activity in the Bergen County EOC was a -

'

result of inadequate planning in Bergen County rather than deficiencies in the3

i scenario itself.

.

l

.

.

1

l
j

1

i -

!
.

!

J

.
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3 SCHEDULE FOR CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES
.

Section 2 of this report lists deficiencies based on the findings and
recommendations of the federal observers at the March 9,1983, exercise of the

Indian Point Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2. These evaluations are based
on the applicable planning standards and evaluation criteria set forth in

NUREG-0654-FEMA-1, Rev. 1 (November 1980) and objectives agreed upon for the
exercise. The attached table summarizes recommendations to correct those
deficiencies that were identified as requiring corrective actions based on
this exercise. For purposes of verification, the attached table compares

.

these recommendations with the recommendations based on the March 3, 1982,
- exercise. The present status is indicated for all recommendations.

.

The Regional Director of FEMA is responsible for certifying to the FEMA

Associate Director, State and Local Programs and Support, Washington, D.C., -

that any deficiencies that require corrective actions have been corrected and

that such corrections have been incorporated into the plans as appropriate. _

FEMA requests that both the state and local jurisdictions submit the
measures they have taken or intend to take to correct these deficiencies.

FEMA recommends that a detailed plan, including dates of completion for
scheduling and implementing recommendations, be provided if remedial actions
cannot be instituted immediately.

,

e

|

l.

a
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Table i Recommendations to Correct Deficiencies Identified in Radiological Emergency Response Preparednesa
, at Escretees for the lodian* Point Nuclear Power Station of March 9 1983, and March 3. 1982

Vertftcation of Ezeretse

. Deficiency
tJentified

NUKEC-06S4
FEMA-rep-l Exercise Esercise

INo. RecommenJations Rev. 1. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Freaant Status'

IntroJuction to Rockland County

Rockland County shou!J finalize and I.E X Rockland N

raJtological emergency responseadopt a
plan and procedures to respond to an
emiergency at IP 2.

*
Rockland County should participate II.N.B.b X Rockland N

fully in the next usercise of
radiological emergency response plans m

*and preparedness for IP 2.

New York State should improve its ll.A.I.b X State N

capability to implement compensating
measures in light of the nonpartici-
pation t>y Rockland County emergency
response personnel at the March 9,
1981, exercise.

I. Emergency Operations Facilities
Resources

Communications systemas instween the state ll.F M C
EOCs and other E0ca should be improved.

AJJitional maps for displaying popula- II.J.lu.a X C

tions within ERFAs and field sampling
locations should be provided in the
A1beny EOC. .. ,

.

Nure space la needed for ef fective dis- II.H.2 X C
play of information in the EDF, and a
single-floor area would ease communica- e

ttons. .

.

l

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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Table ! (Cont'd)

Veriflestion of Euercise

De ficiency
Identified

HUEEG-0654
FEMA-REF-1 Exercise Esercise

No. Recommendations Rev. 1 Refe,rence 3/9/83 3/3/82 Fresent status!

The communications system needs improve- .II.F X C
ment, and backup telephone lines should
be available.

EOF and state EOC messages should be I I . F. I .d, X State N
brief. An investigation should be made
to cammine utilization of a second
telefan machine.

[$
ilie arrangemunt of tables and the loca- II.H.3 X ' Westchester C
tions for each emergency worker in the Orange C
EOC should be reviewed in order to mini-
afze the ingiscs of the small space on
tlic operation of the EDC.

A dedicated line between tiie EOF and thee II.F.I.d X Westchester C
EOC should be installed to improve
commanications.

.

Orange County EOC esecutive hot line II.F.I.d X Orange C
should be made operational so that all
the county EOCs can comensnicate with

each other read!!y (e.g., Orange with
Westchester).

.

A population distribution map should be II.J.10.b X Westchester C
displayed in the EOC.

Backup communicatione systems and II . F. l .a X Westchester C
procedures should be reviewed to (

'

reduce dependence on glie commercial
telephone system, since this may be
overloaded in a real emergency.

.

t d O .
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

.

- Verification of Exercise

Deficiency
Identified

NUREG-0654
FEMA-REP-1 Esercise Esercise

No. . Recommendations Rev. 1. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Fresent StatusI

It is recommended that workers in the 1 1 . 11 . 3 X West chester CEOC wear identification hadges that
give their names, their organizations
(e.g. , Red Cross , etc. ) and thei r
functions, in order to expedite the
flow of messages and ordere.

.

Substantial improvement is needed in ll.F.I.b X Rockland C
equi p ment and proceJures for esternal

communication. The RECS line system
ne=Je to be made more reliable. Staff
support is needed to relieve principals
from phoning tasks. c]

Consideration should be given to allot- II.H.3 X Rockland C
ting more space to the accident assess-
ment roce.

A procedure is needed for keeping the ll.F.l.d K Rockland Uoperations room staf f better informed.

It is suggested that the operation 103
be updated f requently and circulated to
provide a chronological record of activ-
Sties.

The plan should be sevised to coordinate ll.F.I.c 1 Rockland Ucontact between ties counties, the Coast
Guard, the railroad, and federal agen-
cies where multiple contacting may also
occur.

.

Another communications link be twee n ll.F.I.b X Rockland Nthe Rockland and Bergen County Eoca
is desirable.

.

O

4

e

.
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l * Table 1 (Cont'd) .

t

verification of Esercise

Deficiency
Identified

IMtEG-0654
FEMA-REP-1 Esercise Exercise *

l
No. Recommendations Re v. I, Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Frasent Statua

A map of congregate care centers in II.J.10.a I Rockland N n

Bergen County should be posted in
the Rockland County EOC.

AJJitional telephone lines or equivalent II.F.I.b X Orange C ,

systems should be )rovided in the ROC to
serve as ma additional backup for dedt-
cated telepleone.

- (b
oo

The plan for internal communications and II.F.I.d I Orange C
diesemination of information within the
EOC should be improved to increase efft-
ciency and coordination. Radiological
field usanitoring data should be trana-
mitted directly into the accident
assessment room.

EOC workere should be familiarised with no reference 1 Grange C
displays.

Hape of population by ENFA evacuation II.J.IO.a. I Bergen N
routes, reception centers, and reloca- II.J.10.b
tion centere should be posted in the EOC.

Procedures for security should be no reference I Putnam C
seviewed.

.

4

. b
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Table I (Cont'd)

.

Vertftcatten of Exercise

Dettelency
identified

NUMEG-0654
FEMA-REP-l Enercise EmerciseNo. RecommenJa t ions Rev. 8. Referenica 3/9/83 3/3/82 Frasent Status I

2. Alerting and hatillisation of Officials
and Staff

Imp rovement is needed in the flow of in- II.F
f ormation back to the EOF f rom state and X

local response organlaattone. -

Additional conalderation should be given II.A.l.e X Rockland Uto staf fing of critical positions by
backup personnel.

e

Hore effective methods are needed for ll.E.2 X Rockland U *
mtuttial call-out to emergency personnel.

1here was insuf ficient staf f available ll.A.L.e X Rockland 11for alerting and mobillaing emergency
personnel and a 24-hr capabilit y f or
most f unctions was not demonst rated.
1hese have not been adJressed.

IK)ll personnel with duties in Rockland ll.A.4 xCounty should tee given additional Rockland N

training in Rockland County plan
and procedures.

-

Each Rockland Count y t ransportat ion II.E.1 X Rockland Ncompany with an emergency response I1.E.2
mins t on should acquire equipment
to permit radio commainications with
its vehicles and with the t ransit
coordinatur in the EOC.

Provide more comprehensive t raining for ll.A.4 X Orange Ckey testkup permannel.
1 e

e

A
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Table I (Cont'd) .
,

Verification of Esercise

Deficiency
I Identified

NUkEC-0654
FEMA-REP-1 Esercise Engrcise ,

INo. Recommendations Rev. l.. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Present Statue

Provide adJitional training and II.F.I.d I Orange C
resources for communication uith field
support personnel.

Alternates for the Civil Defense II.A.4 I Putnam C
Director and RADEF Officer should
be trained as soon as possible.

An emergency power generator .. .d be II.A.4 I Putase C ,

conaldered for use during a pouer y
failure.

Honitoring teams should be dispatched II.N.4, I Putnea C
to the field at the earliest possible II.I.8
time, so that they are in position to
provide data for se independent early
assessment of the emergency.

Procedures for transmitting meteoro- II.F.I.d, I Putnam C
logical data, plant esteetone data, and II.I.8
date obtained by the utility field mont-
Loring teams from the utility and EOF
to the EOC shonald be reviewed and
s t rengtliened.

Representetives of the state, Westchester, II.E.1 I State N
Orange and Putnam Counties should meet Westchester N
with the utility to review and modify, if Orange M
necessary, the procedures for ensuring Putnas N
that notificetloa. messages are verified .

by comenty of ficiele responalble for the
mobilization of emergency resources.

s

e e e .
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Table 1 (Ca sit 'J )
.

I
.

Vertitcation of Esercise
.

Dettelency

( Identtiled

NUNEC-06$4
*

FEMA-REP-l Euercise Exercise I

Nu. Re commend a t i on s sev. l. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Fresent Status

3. Emergency Operations H.insgement

State support agencies should be gtwen II.A.S.b X State EOC C

sure involwasmant in the exercise.
II.3.6 X EOF C

Tlie role of county scpresentatives at
thie EOF needs lect ter defintsloss.

Emergeacy staff would benefit from more II.A.I.b X Back l and U

f ast ilarit y with the response proce-

destes.
X Rockland U

Hare effective management of the Euc is II.A.I.d
Nsieeded to ensure efficient ope r at ion. 6-*

Tlie divided flour plan wittiin alie EDC ll.F.I.d X' orange C

requi res slidt effective comminication
flou asul proceduses be establistied to
esisure alltetent man ag e men t .

-lI.A.I.a X Bockland N
I Tlie New York State compensating measures hergen

for pockland County sleuuld include pro-
visions enabling the American Red Cross
and the berges County, New Jersey, EOC to
cons dInate aliet r activities with New
teissy law enf orcement agencies responmi-
ble for tralite control.

S. Pinblic aind Hedt e Relations

II.C.I X We s t clie s te r R
latense et torts should be made t o make Pistnam C
the public aware of alie secesitsig of clie Meckland R
misen migsials. Drange g

.

Pul.ltcat ion and dist ritaat ion of 11:e II.C.I I We s t clies t e r N
Rockland H

*public ediscat ion brocliures f or West-
cheste r and Hucklated Counties shoistd 7

Le espedited..

4
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Table 1 (Cont 'd)
.

. Verification of Emercise

Deficiency
Identified

NUKEG-0654
FEMA-REP-l Exercise EuerciseNo. ka commenda t ions Rev. I, Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Present statual

in conjuction with county Ploe, criteria II.E.5 1 Cshould be developed to determine what
type of information will be lemund via ,

ERS and what type via news releases.

Procedures for quickly activating rumor- II.C.4.c 1 Ccontrol telephone numbers and proceJures -

aliould be formalised.
.

'

Additional public education is needed II.J.10m, E X Westchester Rso that the pubile ut!! understand the 18.C.I
locations of the areas that Rockland Rare to qtake protective actions, and wt!! know Putnam C tJ
how to carry out the protective actione. Orange C

Consideration should be given to
ascertain whether a significant numbe r
of people did not receive the pamphlets.
If thle to the came additional distri-
lascion should be made.

County Plos should attend all major II.C.4a 1 Westchester Cmedia briefings. -

Emergency workers in the EOC should II.E.5 I Orange Cbe kept better informed of the infor-
nation being released to the public.

Will EOC emergency workers be instruct- no reference X Orange C
-

ed as to where they may find these
posted messages?

Press briefings should be announced II.C.4.a K Orange Cin advance so tisat Plos can attend.

.

# * t
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Table 1 (Cont 'd )

.

Verification of Emeresse

Deficiency'

IdentIited

NUMEG-0654
Ft34A-N EP- 1 Euercise Esercise

I
No. Recommendations Rev. B. Neference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Frasent Status

The public education program should II.C.2 X X Westchester R

be reviewed to determine whether Rockland R

ef f ort s are needed t o improve it s Futnam C

effectiveness. Orange C

A very complete educational caspaign ll.J.10.a. X Westchester
not observedregarding EkFAs should be imple- II.C.! .

swated that includes distritmation
of detailed maps showing these
areas.

As soon as possible, the necessary ll.C.2 X Westchester R

public information materials should y
be distriksted and posted in public
places for the use of transient
populat tune who may come into the
10-mile plume esposure pathway EPZ.

As soon as posseble, the necessary II.C.2 X Bockland R

pubitc Information materials should
be posted in hotels and motels to
inform transient populations who may
come into the 10-mile plume esposure

pathway ErZ in koqkland County.

The t imeliness and accuracy of Orange ll.C.4.b X Orange N

County news releases should be
i mp rove d.

6. Accllent As s e s sme nt

Asiditional calculating equigusent 11.1.8 X State C

abound be considered to espedite
Jose calculations.

r

+
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Table I (Cont'd).

.

Vertftcation of Eserctae

Deficiency
Identified

.

NUREG-0654
FEMA-PEP-1 Esercise Esercise l

Rev. 1, Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 rsesent Statua
RecommendationsNo.

I State - Not observed
II.I.7The state may wish to consider its

own field monitoring capability
which would allow the state to make *

an independent accide:at as se s sment.
X EOF

II.I.8Response time for analysing changes Not observed
in dose calculation parametere
should be shortened. *

I Westchester C %4

II.I.8 85
Procedures should be developed Putnam C

f or obtaining the field data *
d

measured by the utility's field
nonitortee dese in a timely manner.

II.F.I.d X X Rockland R

An improved communications system
is needed to support a s se s s me nt
activitten and timely use of field,

data.
X Rockland U

Additional training of field teams II,I.8,

II.I.9would be beneficial to increase
their f amiliarity witle equipment
and procedures. Responsibilities
for field radiotodine measurements
should be clearly defined.

X Rocktsad U
II.C.2.a

-
The duties of the county representa- EOF

tive at clie EOF shoulJ be more
clearly defined.

.

O

' . * *
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Table I (Cont'd)-

Verification of Esercise
.

Defielency
Identified

HUKEC-0654
FEMA-BEP-1 Exercise Exercise I

No. Recommendations Rev. 1, seference 3/9/83 3/3/62 Present Status

Silver aeolite filtere should im 11.I.9 X Westchester C
used in the air sampling equipment Orange C
that le used for measuring radio- yutnam C

todine. NOTE: Charcoal filtere
may 14 used during drille and
exercises, ins t the oliver aeoltre
filters must be in the instrument
kits ready for use in an actual ,

enwrgency

The sequence of sample pointe used 11.1.8 , X Westchester C U
(routes driven by Llus monitoring
teams) should be carefully chosen

i to give the maximan amount of data
for use in making the early inde-

pendent assessment.

Field teens need aJditional training 11.1.7 X Putnam N

cunalatent with procedures out!!ned in
Lt.e procedure manual.

The number of samples needed for an 11.1.8 1 Westchester C
Putnam Cindependent early assessment, and the

poselble hindrances to feet deployment
of stie field monitoring tesse, should
im reviewed to assess the poselble
need for additional field scattoring

t e a ms .

Field teams should demonstrate 11.1.8 X Orange C

fen!!!stity with instrumente
lieving reegonse ranges that might

2

te needed during an actual event. ,
'

!

, ,
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, Table I (Cont'd)

Vertitcation of Exercise

Defletency
identifled

NUREC-0656
FEMA-REP-1 Exercise Esercise

I
No. Recommendations It a v. 1. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Frasent Status

Information exchange between the EOC II.F.I.d X Putnam N

and field munitoring tease needs to be

improved so Eliot field teams are
kept informuJ of emergency escalation
and meteorological data.

7. Actions to Protect the Public

Procedures for staffing control II.J.10.j X Westchester
points in a timely manner need to Not observed y

mbe reviewed and strengthened.

Procedures for dealing with II.J.10.k X We s tche ste r C
topediments to evacuation need to
be developed and exercised. These Putnam C

t ape di a.ent e include auto accidents.
auto breakdowne, severe road condt-
tions, and the unavailability of
gasoline when needed.

Bus drivere responsible for evacuation II.J.10.e. X X Westchester R
services should be trained regarding II.J.10.g Putnam H

evacuation procedures and supplied with
maps and instructions concerning the
routes and the locations of the recep-

tion centers.

Procedures and equipment for the evacua- II.J.10.d X X Wes t che s t e r R
tion of mobility-impaired persons need =

to 1,e improved.

Additional training is needed for the It.J.12 X X Westchester R,

receptiou center personnel who do
reJiation surveying and decontamination.

. I

4

0 J D g
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Table I (Cont'd).

.

*
Verification of Esercise

Deficiency
*

IdentifieJ
NUMEC-0654
FEMA-REP-1 Esercise Esercise l

No. RecommenJatione Rev. 1. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Present statua

|

8. Health, Medical, and Esposure Control

More sensitive self-reading dosimeters II.K.3.a I Westchester C
(e.g., 0-200 mR, 0-20 m) should Grange C

be provided to emergency workers. Putnam C

Permanent record dosimeters (e.g., film II.E.3.a I I Westchester R
badges, TLDo) should be prow!Jed to Orange C
emergency workers. Putnam R

'
Bockland R

Hethods for permanently disposing of II.K.5.b I Westchester C gj
contaminated liquid and solid wastes Rockland - not obeetved
need to be developed for the decon- Orange R

tamination centers. -

Monitoring equipment should be II.H.10 I Westchester C
recalibrated periodically according
to the schedules set forth in the
plan.

On-the-job training would make It.J.12 I Rockland C
procsJures flow more smoothly at
the congregate care centers.

*

AJJitional training is needed at II.L.1 I Orange - not
local hospitals on radiation observed
monitoring.

Both pesmanent record dustmeters II.K.3.a 3 I Rockland N

and self reaJing pocket doelmetera
should i.e procured and distributed
to all emergency workers.

.
*

.
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| Table I (Cont'd)*

{
~

Verification of Esercise'

Def iciency.

Identified
NUREC-0654
FENA-REP-1 Esercise Esercise

INo. Recommendations Rev. 1. Reference 3/9/83 3/3/82 Present Statue

Procedures should be clarified 11.K.4 I Putnam C
so that all personnel knou uhtch ,
individual (e.g., the County
Esecutive) con approve emergency
uorkers receiving a radiation
esposure in excess of the PACS.

All emergency workers should be 11.K.3.b I Rockland N
fully trained in radiological Putnae M

exposure control including the Westchester N [j
use of doelmeters and 11. Orange N

10. Relevance of the Esercise Emperience

'
Future esercises should include more 11.E.9 X X Rockland R

entensive participation by police,
eherif f, fire, and ambulance services.
Training needs in these areas should
be IJentified.

I R - Repeated deficiency from 1982 esercise.

C - Deficiency corrected based on verification.

N - Meu deficiency.

U - This deficiency, identical during the 1982 exercles, called for remedial action by Rockland County. Since
Rockland County has not adopted a plan and state pareannet substituted for county aergency response
employees, Rockland County's capability for this activity could not be verified at the March 9, 1983,
esercles.

'*
,
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